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Cabinet:
Rethink
Brodet

fsrocKj. proposals
DAVID HARRIS

THE cabinet voted to reexamine
the proposals of the

' Brodet
Committee to tax interest on short-
and mid-term savings during a
marathon session, which lasted
into early yesterday morning. The
vote was 7-4 with one abstention
The vote came after two meet-

ings of ministers and a private
debate between Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu and Finance
Minister Dan Meridor. who
brought the recommendations to

the cabinet.

It is understood that prior to

their two-and-a-half-hour discus-
sion. a majority of ministers had

tpressed full support for the

£>det report. However, in die
III vote, ministers expresses
pr concern about the proposal to

x short- and mid-term savings.

Sind gave Treasuiy Director-

General David Brodet.

Netanyahu’s economic adviser

Moshe Leon, and a representative

of the Bank of Israel two weeks to

formulate alternate proposals.

When the vote was finally taken,

only seven ministers were present.

Those voting in favor were

Netanyahu, Tzahi Hanegbi. Natan

Sharansky, and Eli Yishai. with

Meridor and Ze’ev Begin, voting to

accept the report in fulL Immigration

and Absorption Minister Yuli

Eddstein abstained. An additional

five ministers voted in absentia,

David Levy, Yitzhak Mordechai,

and Eli Suissa voting with

Netanyahu, while Moshe Katsav

and Rafael Eitan supported Meridor.

Both Brodet and committee col-

league Prof. Amir Barnes have

warned that removing this section

of the recommendations would be

"a mistake.”

Bank of Israel Governor Jacob

FrenkeL, one of the most vocal

opponents of the proposal to tax

savings, said he was “very happy”
with the outcome of the debate.

Michal Yudelman adds:

The Histadrut came out strongly

against the government’s adoption

of the Brodet Committee’s recom-

mendations.

Directors of pension funds

warned that the government’s

decision will hurt women and

young and middle-aged workers,

whose pensions will be reduced.
_

Histadrut Chairman MK Amir

Feretz demanded that negotiations

be opened with the government

over the implementation of the

recommendations, warning that

the Histadrut will battle for the

workers’ pension rights.

Full Story, Page 8

PRESIDENT Ezer Weizman
returned from Cairo yesterday

evening bearing a message from
President Hosni Mubarak to Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu,
amid indications that the bad feel-

ings between Cairo and Jerusalem

had been patched up.

Weizman refused to reveal the

contents of the message, pending
talks with Netanyahu. But he told

reporters on die return flight that

he had achieved his aim ofimprov-
ing the atmosphere.

Although the two presidents con-

ferred tete-a-tete for 90 minutes -

touching on a wide range of bilat-

eral and regional issues - they

were joined over lunch by most of

Egypt’s leading ministers, includ-

ing the prime minister, foreign

minister, and defense minister.

The presence of such a battery of

Egyptian leaders was a clear indi-

cation that the chemistry between

Weizman and Mubarak had suc-

ceeded in breaking die ice which

has characterized ties over die past

BATSHEVA TSUR

CAIRO

few months, government officials

said.

“The meeting was the message,”

as one official put it

But the message went beyond
that. Weizman told reporters he
had clarified the point that, just as

Israel was forced to accept Yasser

Arafat as chairman of the PA,
Netanyahu would have to be
accepted as Israel’s elected leader.

Mubarak, for his part, noted that

he had been reassured that the gov-

ernment would stick to its commit-
ments.

“He assured me they will honor
and implement all the agree-

ments,” Mubarak told a press con-

ference attended by many dozens
ofmedia representatives, including

a large number from the Arab
world.

Asked if he is still upset with

Netanyahu, Mubarak replied; “It’s

nor a matter of being upset. [Our

purpose] is to discuss bow to push
die process forward to achieve a
comprehensive agreement,”

Israeli officials later expressed

satisfaction over this intention.

To impress upon the Egyptians

the extent to which the talks with

ice Palestinians are moving for-

ward, Weizman's director-general,

Arye Shinner, hooked up US medi-
ator Dennis Ross with Mubarak’s
adviserOsama Baz during the pres-

idential talks. Ross reportedly con-

veyed that an agreement is close.

“It’s clear that the Hebron rede-

ployment has to take place,”

Weizman said, touching on a bone
of contention Mubarak mentioned

in his opening remarks to the press.

Mubarak reiterated that he would
be willing to meet with Netanyahu
after the redeployment.

At least two concrete achieve-

ments came out of the talks. First,

the Egyptians agreed to immedi-

ately renew the search fra- Israelis

missing in action since the Yom
Kippur Wan Presidential adjutant

Brig.-Gen. Shimon Hefetz will be
in touch with Cairo today to dis-

cuss details, Weizman said. The
search was called off about a year

ago, following reports that

Egyptian POWs bad been killed by
IDF soldiers during the 1956 Sinai

campaign.

Secondly, Egypt agreed to speed
up the granting of visas to Israelis.

This is expected to facilitate both
tourism and trade. Some 300
Israelis have signed up for the eco-

nomic conference next month in

Cairo, and the new arrangement is

expected to increase the number.
Both {residents also agreed to

keep the lines of communication
open. Weizman stressed that there

could be no movement in the peace
process without Egypt
Some observers said this put

Egypt back in a pivotal position,

afterMubarak refixsed to attend the

recent Washington summit.

Egypt rolls out red carpet for Weizman
TWO Egyptian soldiers stood atop the roof of

the terminal at Cairo Airport yesterday morn-

ing. as President Ezer Weizman *s air force

plane touched down.
Below, numerous Egyptian flags waved in a

gentle breeze, and one Cairo resident

remarked that it was the first day in months

that the weather was pleasant

As Weizman stepped onto the red carpet

where Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak was

waiting to greet him, die soldiers stretched

their arms out suddenly revealing an Israeli

flag and the presidential banner. After the

handshake, they symbolically folded the flags

until Weizman’s departure.

But if the intention was to keep Weizman’s

visit as inconspicuous as possible, it was

foiled by the Arabic media. The recent ten-

sions in the area, fanned by hostile remarks in

die Egyptian press, had the opposite effect A
group of Cairo newspaper editors cancelled a

scheduled meeting with Weizman, but the

local and world media turned up in droves to

cover the joint press conference.

Security was frenetic. Journalists were

rushed into buses to join the presidential

REPORTER’S NOTEBOOK
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motorcade, which stopped all traffic between
the airport and the sumptuous AI Ittihadiya

Palace where die talks were held. One bus,
rushing to keep up. sideswiped a truck, but

fortunately no one was hurt.

Smart, white-uniformed guards, interspersed

with plainclothes security men, lined the entire

route, forming a virtual human chain.

The trees on the boulevards were in blos-

som, and somehow it looked like it might be
spring.

Weizman. who normally spends most of a
plane trip chatting with the media, had spent

the short flight in his seat after a brief “good
morning” greeting. He was clearly tense.

As the leaders conferred inside the palace.

Egyptian journalists waiting outside spoke of

die atmosphere. More than one fingered Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu as “the bad
guy,” reportedly after receiving an official

briefing. Others spoke of their fears of minis-

ters Ariel Sharon and Ze’ev Binyamin Begin.

‘'How would Israelis feel if Egypt had a new
government which said, ‘Now we are going to

renegotiate the peace process...?’ ” asked
Khajcd Daoud, a reprater for Al Ahram. He
said Egyptians are hoping the US will renew
pressure on Israel after next month’s elections.

“About 50 percent of the Israeli population
doesn’t even have a feeling for the

Palestinians’ plight,” he added.
Israeli Embassy spokesman Lira Ben-Dor

said that most Egyptians are more moderate
when speaking privately. “They can concede a
point, understand us, privately.”

After lunch, the two presidents met die

press. By this stage, their body language had
changed. Mubarak reached out to hold
Weizman ’s arm. They smiled and joked.

“We had excellent fish,” Weizman told tbe

media.
‘"There was no shrimp,” Mubarak quipped.

“Don’t get me into trouble with die rab-

binate,” Weizman retorted.

But the Arabic media were hostile to

Weizman They vied with the Israelis for the

microphone and won. They made sharp accu-

(Continued on Page 2)

Hanegbi hopes DNA testing will solve

mystery of missing Yemenite children

BLOOD samples will be

taken from 1.000 parents and

other close relatives of

Yemenite children who

allegedly disappeared during

the early years of the state.

Health Minister Tzahi

Hanegbi decided yesterday.

The DNA “fingerprints ol

the families will be compared

with those from bones^ in iy

’graves that have been identi-

fied as those of Yemenite

children.
Health Ministry Director-

JUDY SIEGEL

General Gabi Barabash will

supervise the project, which

will be earned out by Dr.

Yehuda Hiss, director of the

Institute for Forensic

Medicine at Abu Kabir and a

professor from Sheba

**Hanegbi decided that small

bits of bone would be taken

from 10 graves chosen as a

camDle. He announced bis

plans in a meeting with Rosh

Dow hits 6,000

at the closing bell on die New

York Stock. Exchange, the Dow-

ses index of30 blue-chip stocks

40-62 at 6.010.00.
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Ha’ayin Mayor Yigal Yosef

and lawyer Rami Tzuberi, one

of the leaders in the effort to

find out what happened to the

missing children.

Activists claim the children

were taken from their parents

and adopted by veteran

Israelis. The parents, they

said, were told the babies had

died in hospitals.

The DNA matching cam-
paign, said Hanegbi, is an

important effort to assess tbe

truth of these claims.
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Key
Hebron
issue still

unresolved
Hussein making first visit

to territories since ’67
DAVID MAKOVSKY and JON IMMANUEL

Egyptian PresidentHosni Mubarak and President EzerWeizman review an honorguard at Ittihadiya Presidential Palace yesterday. (Rnner)

Weizman says his visit

has improved ties with Egypt

ISRAEL and the Palestinian

Authority negotiators still differ

on whether the IDF will be
allowed to enter Palestinian-con-

trolled parts of Hebron known as

HI, senior sources said last night.

Officials in the Prime Minister’s

Office insist that the issue, consid-

ered the most sensitive in the

talks, is not just whether Israel is

permitted to enter HI - which
comprises 80 percent of Hebron -
in hot pursuit after terrorists, but

also about wheftier the IDF can
enter the PA-controlled parts of
Hebron if Israel suspects an
attack is about to occur.

Palestinian negotiator Saeb
Erekat said last night that Israel

was seeking to “reopen” the

agreement, a charge Israel rejects.

It remained unclear last night

whether negotiations would con-
vene in Taba today, or if informal

talks would continue in Jerusalem
and Tel Aviv. US officials believe

progress is most likely when small

groups of negotiators meet infor-

mally, leading some to believe

that the formal talks in Taba may
bog down.
Given the complexity of the

toughest issues, one source close

to the negotiations said the tqljcs

on these* points were “moving
slowly.” Another source close to

the negotiations said the “gaps are

wide."

By contrast. Foreign Minister
David Levy said from the Knesset

podium yesterday he believed a
deal could be struck within a “jew
days.” but gave no evidence to

back this up.

Meanwhile, Jordan's King
Hussein will travel to Jericho

today with PA leaderYasserArafat
for his first visit to the territories

since the Six Day Wan “King
Hussein is returning to Jericho
with Arafat where they will hold a
meeting on Tuesday,” a PLO offi-

cial told Reuter.

There was speculation that

Hussein’s trip was designed as a
public gesture to Arafat, in keep-
ing with Hussein’s backing of the

Palestinian leader at the recent

Washington summit Moreover,
sources believe such a public
demonstration of solidarity would
protect Hussein’s Palestinian

flank at borne.

Last night, US special Middle
East coordinator Dennis Ross flew

to Amman, where he held talks

with Arafat, who visited Hussein

yesterday. Ross is seeking to find

ways to bridge the gaps between
the Israeli and Palestinian posi-

tions. Regarding the disagree-

ments over the hot pursuit issue,

Erekat told Channel 1 last night,

“The problem is that Mr.

Netanyahu insists on opening the

agreement. He wants, for instance,

the right of Israeli troops to re-

enter Hebron or hot pursuit, and
that is a total knockout to the

agreement-”

However, Israeli officials

believe the right of the EDF to take

preventive action, let alone hot
pursuit, is also within the parame-
ters of the Oslo 2 accord. Annex L
Article XU, 3a, suggests that the

IDF is within its right to act if it

can work “at preventing or termi-

nating such an act or incident or

apprehending the perpetrators.”

A Palestinian source close to the

negotiators said yesterday that he
thought that the question of hot

pursuit might be resolved if Israel

agreed that they would only enter

Palestinian-controlled areas of
Hebron with Palestinian Police,

and that Palestinian Police would
have fire same right to enter the

15% of Hebron which will be
under Israeli security control.

To make such coordination effi-

cient the Palestinians are willing

to establish a special command
post in which IDF soldiers and
Palestinian policemen will be
ready to move together quickly,

and to increase tbe number ofjoint
mobile units.

The source said much of tbe

confusion over tbe level of
progress made has been caused by
the decision to split the talks into

three channels, the civilian, secu-

rity and the overall steering com-
mittee.

Erekat ’s statement did not nec-

essarily imply that there was no
progress on other issues, only that

there was no progress on tbe

major issue.

Palestinian negotiator Hassan
Asfonr denied that there had been
progress an anything.

“There is no progress. There is

(Continued on Page 2)
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Government handily defeats

no-confidence motion

Grapes of Wrath panel

probes civilian casualties
(if

THE Knesset yesterday defeated a no-confi-

dence motion on the political situation 55-49.

The two Moledet MKs abstained.

The motion marked MX David Liba’i’s swan

song in tbe Knesset and he went out in style,

blasting tbe government in a speech that

resounded around the plenum.

“We have no confidence in [Binyamin
Netanyahu], bis policies, his decision-making

process; or his judgment. He is unrealistic. He
has no culture of democratic rule. He does not

have a peace policy. Half the country fears the

possibility of bloodshed and terrible war.

Instead of making fee Arabs our partners, he
has united the Moslem countries against us.

Instead ofcultivating mutual respect, trust and

UAT COLUNS
dialogue, his policy rouses a feeling of humili-
ation and hatred," Liba'i said.

When Liba'i left the podium, he was greeted

warmly by his colleagues, who were aware feat

his resignation comes into force today.

Foreign Minister David Levy, on the other

hand, met wife severe heckling throughout his

speech. He returned fire saying fee opposition

had acted irresponsibly and should have sup-

ported fee government for continuing wife fee

agreements even though it did not like them.

“Instead of strengthening us, they have
attacked us from all sides." Levy said.

He said it is unfair to portray fee government

as making no progress, but said the govern-

ment is also committed to ensuring the safety

of Hebron residents and would not blindly con-

tinue the policies of its predecessor.

Nonetheless, he also said the end of the talks

is imminent, a matter of days.

Levy also related to a decision taken in fee

Labor faction to submit a no-confidence motion

on economic issues every week. “J suggest you

back down from the idea, because what you left

behind was scorched earth," Levy said.

Avraham Sbobat (Labor) submitted a no-con-

fidence motion on fee handling of the Brodet

Committee report and what he called the

undermining of the country’s economic stand-

ing in fee world.

Tichon
wants list of
Palestinian
legislators to

visit Knesset

Hebron tour fails

to change MKs ’ opinions

THE five-nation Operation

Grapes of Wrath monitoring com-

mittee is to make on the spot

inquiries into last Friday’s inci-

dent in which 12 Lebanese civil-

ians were wounded by mistakenly

directed IDF artillery fire.

The committee met yesterday at

UNTFIL’s headquarters at

Nakoura after Lebanon submitted

a complaint over the shooting.

Tbe IDF Spokesman said fee

committee did not conclude its

deliberations and that “verifica-

tion" visits would be made today

and tomorrow in Israel and

Lebanon.
He said fee aim of fee visits is to

help clarify fee complaint, adding

feat fee bearing yesterday was
held in a practical and profession-

al atmosphere.
Lebanon, according to newspa-

DAVID BUDGE

per reports there, is pressing fee

committee to condemn Israel,

while making it clear feat fee

imH^reiandings are aimed at pro-

tecting Lebanese civilians, as well

as Israelis.

The Lebanese government is

also coming under increasingly

intense pressure from Hizbullah,

which warned again that it has not

forsaken the Katyusha option as a
means of retaBahcm,

"The resistance has aresponsibil-

ity to defend its people.We cannot

be flexible cm such an issue, what-

ever the price may be,” Sheikh

Nabil Kaouk, Hizbullah's chief in

south Lebanon, was quoted as say-

ing by the Lebanese press.

According to Lebanese officials,

who were also quoted in newspa-

per reports, fee future of fee mon-
itoring committee and its ability to

prevent any future cross-bonier

fighting will depend on fee out-

come of the present discussions.

Israel maintains feat fee shoot-

ing which resulted in fee civilian

casualties was an act of self-

defense, after Hizbullah fired

mortars from fee outskirts of
Safed al-Battikh, where the casu-

alties occurred.

Senior military sources said fee

IDF only responded after the mor-
tar fire continued for more than 30
minutes and threatened fee lives

of soldiers.

Fighting continued in fee securi-

ty zone yesterday, wife Hizbullah

mortar attacks against IDFand
Sooth Lebanese Army positions.

There were no casualties, and IDF

and SLA gunners returned fire.

LIAT COLUNS

KNESSET Speaker Dan Tichon is

demanding a full list members of

the Palestinian Legislative

Council invited by the Hadash fac-

tion to visit fee Knesset tomor-

row, and their schedule, before

authorizing fee visit.

Tichon met with Hadash MKs
yesterday and complained feat he
had learned of fee visit through fee

media, rather than directly from
the faction.

He noted Palestinian officials

had visited fee Knesset before,

and even addressing committee

members, but he said he would
judge this case once he had fee

list.

The main stumbling block is

ensuring feat fee visitors are mem-
bers of fee legislative body, which
was democratically elected, as

opposed to fee Palestinian

National Council.

Tichon also expressed concern

feat fee visitors might be heckled

by other MKs. He recalled a visit

by South Lebanese Army head

Antoine Lahad a couple of years

ago, during which Arab MKs
shouted abuse at fee guest in the

visitors gallery.

A TOUR of Hebron by nine MKs
yesterday appeared to change few
opinions, despite fee fact that

most said it was an eye-opener.
The tour was arranged by

Michael Kleiner (Likud) to give

MKs who had not yet had a chance
to learn about fee situation from up
close an opportunity to do so.

Tbe Jewish residents of Hebron
showed fee MKs several security

problems they perceive in fee

agreement, such as tbe facts feat

fee only toad to fee Jewish ceme-
tery will be controlled by fee

Palestinian Authority, there is no
separation at all between Jewish
and Arab areas, and fee PA will

have civilian control over fee city.

Orit Sbtnick, one of fee resi-

dents, noted feat this has far-

reaching consequences: For
instance, Israeli insurance will not

cover the access roads, which
means buses and food supply
tracks might refuse to come.
What appeared to make the

greatest impression on the MKs,
however, was their trip to Abu
Sneineh, a hill due to be aban-

EVELYN GORDON

doited by the army, from which a
sniper would have a clear shot at

visitors to the Machpela Gave or
into the windows of Jewish
homes.
Both Kleiner and Yuri Stern

(Yisrael Ba’aliya) said fee visit

strengthened their conviction that

changes were needed in both the

security and civilian sections of
fee agreement.

“It is precisely those who advo-
cate peace who should be fee first

to worry about security arrange-

ments," Stem sad. “(The lessons

of the recent riots} necessitate

reconsidering fee previous gov-
ernment's decisions, precisely so
that [tbe process] will continue.

Otherwise, fee whole thing will

blow up within a short time."

However, fee left-wing MKs
said fee visit also strengthened

their previous convictions. Yossi
Katz (Labor), for instance, said

fee trip convinced him that no
security arrangements could pos-

sibly protect the Jewish communi-

ty. Tbe community's only hope is

the goodwill of the PA, be said,

and this could best be obtained by

not demanding changes in fee

agreement
Walid Sadek (Meretz) said his

main impression was feat fee Jews

in Hebron arc “fanatics who don’t

recognize the agreements and are

willing to do anything to sabotage

peace," and feat therefore no

arrangement in Hebron is possible

without dismantling fee Jewish

settlement there.

In other news, the National

Religious Party Knesset faction

decided to ask the patty’s central

committee to hold a special ses-

sion in Hebron sometime soon, to

publicly show support for the

Jewish community there.

According to the faction. Prime

Minister Binyamin Netanyahu has

expressed willingness to attend.

However, fee faction also criti-

cized the government’s settlement

policy, and demanded feat fee de
facto freeze which has existed

since fee government took power
be lifted.

Chirac to press
for Gaza port

Mordechai
meets senior

US officials
DAVID MAKOVSKY

FRENCH President Jacques Chirac, who wiD be visiting here next

Monday, will ask Israel to permit fee Palestinians to develop a port in Gaza
and allow more family reunificatious, diplomatic sources quoted visiting

French Foreign Ministry official Bertrand Dufomcq as saying yesterday.

Dofburcq held separate talks during his one-day visit wife Foreign
Minister David Levy. Foreign Ministry Director-General Eiran Bencsim
and Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s foreign policy adviser Dr.

Dore Gold. He also had a very briefmeeting wife Netanyahu.

He also sought to assure his hosts that Fiance is not seeking to supplant

the US role as Middle East mediator, but ratter has its own specific ideas

to offer, fee sources said. Dufourcq also met wife US special coordinator

Dennis Ross.

Israel opposes a French suggestion feat fee European Union decide later

this month toname its own envoy to fee Mkkfle East Today. Levy is expect-

ed id meet wife all fee EU ambassadors based here, provide his own
overview offee region, and voice opposition to die idea ofa European envoy.

On a related issue, fee sources said feat Dufourcq did not seek to resolve

fee question of whether Foreign Minister Herve de Charette will visit

Orient House during fee Chirac visit, something which Israel rejects.

Instead, Gold is supposed to solve this issue wife a top aide in Chirac’s

office later this week.

DEFENSE Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai, visiting in Washington,

said feat according to reports he

received from the government,

there has been progress in the

Israeli-Palestiman talks.

During a visit to the US
Holocaust Memorial Museum,
Mordechai told Israeli reporters feat

fee peace process would benefit as

the negotiations advance.

Tbe matter wifi be at fee forefront j)

of Mordechai's meeting this morn-

ing wife Secretary of State Warren

Christopher, Mordechai said.

He is also scheduled to meet for

the first time with Defense

Secretary William Perry, prior to

which Mordechai will be received

at fee Pentagon. Mordechai is also

due to meet at fee White House

with National Security Adviser

Anthony Lake. Hiilel Kinder
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MDA team saves

16-year-old’s life

A Magen David Adorn team from
Tel Aviv yesterday saved a 16-

year-old boy who collapsed from
cardiac arrest while playing bas-

ketball in a Herzliya school. The
team reached the school in three

minutes and started intensive

resuscitation, including heart mas-
sage. A mobile intensive care unit

followed and continued tbe work.
After half an hour, tbe youth's

heart began beating again and be
was rushed to Meir Hospital in

Kfar Sava where he was in serious

condition and unconscious.

Judy Siegel

RED CARPET
(Continued from Page l)

sations. Mubarak intervened,

saying fee Israelis should have a
turn.

Netanyahu: Talks

at ‘sensitive stage’
UAT COLLINS

Tbe conference was to have

been relayed live to Israel. Israel

Radio had ordered a technician to

do a satellite hook-up. But the

technician had decided to go to

fee duty-free shop at Ben-Guriou

Airport. He missed the presiden-

tial plane, and reporter Yitzhak

Feller’s broadcast could not be
relayed.

Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat kisses the forehead

Palace yesterday.

HEBRON I

of Jordan’s King Hussein after arriving at Amman's Raghdan
(Renter)

But fee press conference clear-

ly got exposure abroad, and the

message ran out loud and clear.

On the flight back, Weizman
was bis usual beaming self, pat-

ting cheeks and walking down
die aisle during takeoff.

(Continued from Page 1)

nothing new. The differences are

as great now as they were a week
ago,

7' he told The Jerusalem Post.

Yesterday, government coordi-

nator Maj.-Gen. Oren Shahor,

who heads fee Israeli civil affairs

negotiating team, helicoptered

into Hebron to meet with his

Palestinian counterpart Jamil

Tarifi for a field visit

The main civil problem is the

extent of Israeli civil administra-

tion in fee area under its security

control. The Oslo Accords restrict

Israeli civil control to the 400
“Israelis and their property” but

We regret to announce the passing of our dear

beloved

HARRY RIMER
formerly of Port Elizabeth

The funeral win take place today,

Tuesday, October 15 at 3 p.m. attheKfer Sava Cemetery.

Israel wants to include property

now lived in by Arabs to which

Jews had title before 1929. when
a massacre drove Jews from the

city.

Etekac was apparently referring

to this demand when he said last

weekend that “Israel wants to cre-

ate two cities."

Erekat and Asfour both said

they saw no likelihood of an

imminent Arafat meeting with

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, but there was some
speculation by Palestinian sources

that Arafat would invite

Netanyahu to Jericho to meet wife

him and Hussein, wife fee partic-

ipation of Ross. The Prime
Minister's Office said no invita-

tion had been extended, Israel

Radio reported last night
Arafat, brushing aside questions

about a possible meeting wife

Netanyahu, said: “The most
important thing is not the raeet-

ing...the most important thing is

the implementation of what has
been agreed."

NEWS IN BRIEF

Two killed in road accidents
A man was killed yesterday afternoon when his car collided wife a
truck at fee Pe’at Sadeh junction in Gush Katif.

Another man was killed and a second moderately injured when a
semitrailer collided wife a car on the Ramallah bypass road near

Beit El. Idm

THE talks wife the Palestinians

have reached a “very sensitive"

stage. Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu said yesterday in an
impromptu press conference in the

Knesset.

He reportedly used the same
phrase throughout his address to a
closed meeting of fee Foreign
Affairs and Defense Committee,
his first to fee committee since last

month’s rioting.

He said he was not trying to

evade responsibility for the deci-

sion to open the exit to the

Hasmonean Tunnel, but said fee

incident had been used as pretext

for the rioting. He said there had
been intelligence warnings about
disturbances before tbe exit was
opened.

According to an official brief-

ing. Netanyahu told tbe committee
that the shooting of IDF soldiers

was serious enough, but it was
made more grave by the fact the
number of weapons used exceeded
the number of Palestinian police-
men licensed to carry arms, and
that these weapons should have
been confiscated by the
Palestinian Authority.

He would not commit to a date
for finishing the talks, and only
repeated that they have reached a
“sensitive stage."

He said that after fee Hebron
issue has been solved, there are
other controversial subjects that
need addressing, including chang-
ing fee Palestinian Covenant; con-
fiscating the illegal weapons in fee

autonomous areas; and the eare
dition of Palestinian murdeier^^;
He said fee government wo*®s|

maneuver within the existm|^

agreements and not reopen them.

Uzi Baram (Labor) Netanyahu,
saying no other govemmenr had
caused such havoc in such a short

period.

Netanyahu responded: “Even if

the opposition does not support os,

I don’t expect it to adopt fee posi-

tion of the Palestinians.”

Ori Orr (Labor) said Netanyahu
was using

.
inaccurate numbers

about the number of weapons in

Palestinian hands. He said the pre-

mier claimed fee Palestinian
Police had received tens of thou-
sands of weapons, whereas they
had only.receivcd 8,200.
Meretz leader Yossi Sarid

attacked Netanyahu for not realiz-

ing fee likely consequences of
openawftbe tunnel., as did Ebud

who said he should

happened to tbe

of Golda Meir and
gin, which both got

in wars they did not
want or-WUicipate

.

Netanyahu said he did not take
the attacks on him by Arab coun-
tries personally. “Every time
there’s a new government, [espe-
cially] one that doesn’t automati-
cally make unilateral concessions
but insists on reciprocity, there is a
natural tendency in Arab quarters
to try and place pressure on such a
government. And feat's very much
the case in this incident as welL”

Zvilli to Labor. Cutties with French Likud leader
Labor Secretary-General MK Nissim Zvilli yesterday called on
Labor's delegates and representatives in France to boycott and
sever all relations wife the Likud’s ores ident in France. Jacourcsever all relations wife the Likud’s president in France, Jacques
Cooper.

Zvilli’s move came afro- Cooper’s reference to mass-murderer
Baruch Goldstein in tbe Yom Kippur memorial prayers, while
omitting any mention of die late Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.

Zvilli noted feat in fee past people tended to overlook Cooper’s
utterances concerning Rabin’s murder and his statements against

the Labor governments. But on this Yom Kippur he “crossed fee

tine in choosing to include in the special prayer in memory of the

Syria wants Arab, world
action to deter Netanyahu
Macrrrc « ,

^

dead fee heartless murderer Goldstein, while nor even mentioning
Rabin’s murder,” he said. Michal Yudelman

Tha bereaved family and friends.;

Shiva win take place at the Rimer famRy on Moshaw Kfar Truman.

In sorrowwe announce the passing of our beloved

mother, grandmother and great grandmother

DORA ZICHRONI
Jn nm

The funera! wiH take placs today, Tuesday, October 15. 1996.

Abus will leave Nofim Towers for the cemetery at 1:00 p.m.

(Tel. 02-6580222 for details)

Hie Land and Blumberg families

PLO officials stud Arafat had
rejected a proposal by Netanyahu
that they could bold a summit on
Monday if Arafat agreed to
change the Hebron deal and give
Israel powers in areas that were to
go to the PLO. Arafat held three
hours of talks at the monarch’s
hilltop Raghadan Palace in

Amman. Palestinian officials said
Arafat enlisted Hussein's support
in rejecting Israeli requests for

modifying implementation of fee
Hebron redeployment

Chief rabbis to visit Rachel’s Tomb
The chief rabbis are to visit Rachel’s Tomb today in what Religious
Affaire Ministry officials hope will be a gesture which will
encourage other Jewish pilgrims to visit the shrine on fee outskirts
of Bethlehem.

** border between the area under the control of
tbe IDF and that under fee jurisdiction of the Palestinian Authority
During the recent clashes between Palestinians and IDF troops it
was one of the points of confrontation.

y '

According to Oded Wiener, head of the Ministry’s Holy Sites
Authority, fee tomb has been open to fee public since Sunday
although relatively few worshipers visited it. Haim Shapiro

DAMASCUS (Reuter) — Syria’s
ruling coalition has accused Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu of
endangering peace and security in
fee region and called for Arab and
world action to force him to aban-
don his “hard-line” policies.
Ttetanyahu’s policies are threat-
ening both peace and
secunty...the international com-
munity should move to put an end
to this aggressive policy.” fee cen-
tral leadership of tbe National
Progressive Front said in a state-
ment, following a meeting on
Sunday night
The front, a coalition of parties

led by fee Baafe party, said tbe
meetipg. chaired by Vice-
President Zuheir Masbarka and
attended by Foreign Minister
Parouk Share, renewed Syria’s

commitment to make peace wife
Israel.

But it stressed feat any settlement
of fee conflict should be based on
the land-for-peace principle.

ine meeting discussed the irre-
sponsible policies of Netanyahu,
which constitute a setback for the
peace process, a rebellion against
fee principles on which tbe peace
process was' based, and a flagrant
challenge tertbe Arab nation,” fee
stateinent sa^L

Arab 'Solidarity should be
achieved tb counter these current
challenges,” it added.
The Syrian central leadership

descnbea Netanyahu's policies as

.
aggresSive” and said be was “try-mg to undermine the peace

process and to return it to fee zero
point,”

t.-

Hussein phoned Netanyahu yes-
terday. the Fust contact between
fee two individuals since the
monarch blasted fee premier dur-

ing the White House summit

PA Police arrest Jihad activists in Bethlehem
Rve Islamic Jihad activists have been arrested in Bethlehem, amestiman Police spokesman said last night. The spokesman said
the arrests were made late Sunday night but gave no details
The security forces had warned of the possibility of an Islamic

Jihad attack yesterday, the anniversary of the slaving of Mamir
Jihad leader Fathi Shkaki in Malta.
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TEL AVIV Magistrate’s Court Judge Geonre
Kara has granted the Tel Aviv District

g Attorney s Office an extra few days before
siAnuttmg to the defense the name of the man
who acted as the intermediary between state’s
witness Ya acov Tsur and the police and state
attorney m the media wiretapping case
Prosecutor Rafi Levy asked Kara to post-

pone lifting the confidentiality clause protect-mg the man’s identity, pending a decision by
the prosecution on what further steps to take, ifW- gave the district attorney’s office
until October 17 to present its plans.
Dan Ayi-Yitzhak and Yehuda Weinstein

representing Afa’ariv publisher Ofer Nimrodi,
who is charged with 14 counts of commission-
ing wiretapping, suborning witnesses and dis-
rupting a police investigation, last week asked
Kara to lift the confidentiality clause, signed

No law
blocking
sale of

transplant
organs
JUDY SIEGEL

THERE is no law specifically bar-
ring the sale of transplant organs,
either from a cadaver or from a live
donor; the Health Ministry has dis-
closed.

The Kotev Committee, whose
i
findings related to senior transplant
surgeon Prof. Zaki Shapira were
published Sunday, noted that organ
transplants are carried out on the
basis of regulations issued by the
ministry. According to these
instructions, only a first-degree liv-

ing relative may donate a kidney to

someone else, and then only after

die hospital’s Helsinki Committee
on human medical experimentation
approves it.

The committee added that this

regulation is apparently “not care-

fully observed by our institutions.”

The ministry surveyed a number
of transplant centers in the US and
Europe and found that 15 percent of
them take kidneys from strangers,

not only from close relatives. Most
of these countries have strict laws

or regulations that unequivocably

bar the sale of organs. .

Here, two-thirds of kidney trans-

plants come from live dooms; this

is due to the shortage of.- people

ready to will their organs after

death. The accepted ratio in the

Western world is 67% from cadav-

ers and only 33% from living

donors.

The Kotev Committee therefore

recommended regulating donation

of organs from the living, with

coordination and control by the

National Transplant Center; carry-

ing out transplants only in public

hospitals; checking the potential

donor psychologically, medically,

and socially; and requiring final

approval by a committee which
includes a public representative and

a psychiatrist.

The committee, headed by
Hadassah-University Hospital

anesthesiology chief Prof. Shamai
Kotev, bad examined charges made
by Ma’ariv against Shapira, who is

bead of kidney transplantation at

the Rabin Medical .. Center-

Beilinson Campus. He -will be

barred from performing kidney

transplants from live donors until

the attorney-general decides what

to do about the case.

The paper charged Shapira with

having transplanted kidneys that

had been sold by Palestinians to

wealthy Israelis and foreigners.

According to the committee find-

ings, Shapira “cooperated with

intermediaries that acted to find live

kidney donors, and it is reasonable

that these go-betweens did not do

this for altruistic reasons.”

Shapira admitted not sticking to

ministry rules on checking potential

donors’ credentials, and explained

that he did so in an ’"effort to pro-

RAINE MARCUS
by former Internal Security Minister Moshe
Shahal.
According to Avi-Yitzhak and Weinstein, the

man’s identity is relevant to the defense,
apparently with the aim of proving that Tsur is
an unreliable witness.
The district attorney’s office has asked that

the man's name not be revealed, because he is

a businessman whose reputation could be dam-
aged if he is connected to the case.

Avi-Yitzhak and Weinstein also asked Kara
to lift confidentiality orders on conversations
between Tsur and someone close to him, the
name of a source close to him, the name of a
person who tried to extract information from
those involved in the case, the name of a police
informer in the case and others, but Kara

rejected these requests.

The intermediary arranged for Tsur to speak
with Inspector-General Assaf Hefetz, after

Tsur had decided to turn state’s witness.

Hefetz, in turn, passed Tsur on to the then-head

of the National Crimes Squad. Avi Cohen, and
Tel Aviv District Attorney Miriam Rosenthal,
who drafted the agreement with Tsur. in which
the latter received S200.000 and other favors

in return for his evidence against Nimrodi and
others.

Because the defense lawyers of all those
involved are still battling to receive relevant

prosecution material, the trials have not yet
begun, and thus Tsur has not yet testified 1

S

months after the agreement Others implicated

by him have still not been indicted in the com-
plex case, which is expected to take years to

resolve.

ATTORNEY-GENERAL Michael

Ben-Yair has decided not to open a
criminal investigation into haredi

journalists and rabbis who have

attacked the Supreme Court and its

president, Aharon Barak, over the

past two months.
Ben-Yair’s decision refers mainly

to articles published two months
ago in die haredi papers Hashavua
and Yated Neeman, following the

High Court of Justice’s issuance of
an injunction against the closure of
Rehov Bar-Ran on Shabbat. as well

as to remarks made recently by
Shas spiritual mentor Rabbi
Ovadia Yosef.
The articles accused the court,

and Barak in particular, of being

EVELYN GORDON
hostile to traditional Judaism;
Yosef said Israeli courts are worse
than those in non-Jewish countries.

Ben-Yair noted that he is in gen-
eral reluctant to prosecute people
for what drey say, because of the
importance of allowing freedom of
expression. Furthermore, he said,

taking legal action in such cases is

likely to lead to one of two unde-
sirable consequences: Either it will

put a gag on people who hold such
views, or it will focus even more
attention on these views by giving
the perpetrators a platform in court
from which to expound their views.
“The proper arena in which to

discuss the attacks on the Supreme

Court is the public forum, not the

courts,” he wrote.

The wave of public condemna-

tions of the articles, from all sides

of the political spectrum, was the

best possible way to deal with the

problem, Ben-Yair said. In con-

trast, legal action - especially

against journalists or rabbis - is

liable to deepen the alienation of

the haredi community, he noted.

Regarding Yosef’s remarks, Ben-

Yair added that it would be very

difficult to prove criminal intent,

since his followers say the state-

ments were meant only to encour-

age people to use the rabbinical

courts.

Yad Vashem chairmanAvner Shalev (from left) joins Prime Minister Btnyamin Netanyahu and his wife Sara, Education Minister Zevulnn
Hammer, Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Ohnert, chairman of the International Council ofYad Vashem Dr. JosefBorg and other dignitaries in

the singing of ‘Haiikva’ at the Conference on Holocaust and Education in Jerusalem last night. (isxHanH)

PM: Holocaust education needed against deniers
THERE is no family in Israel that has not been

directly or indirectly affected by the Holocaust,
Prime. Minister Binyamin Netanyahu said last

nighL •
.

•
.

Speaking at Yad Vashem’s Valley of the

Communities, at the opening ceremony of the

first International Conference on die Holocaust

and Education, Netanyahu noted that his father-

in-law was the sole survivor of a large family.

GREER FAY CASHMAN

Holocaust education is particularly vital now,

he said, because the survivors are' dying while

die number of Holocaust deniers is increasing.

It is important to disseminate the truth about

the Holocaust, he stressed, adding that the

governments of 17 countries knew in 1943

about what was happening in places like

Dachau and Biikenau and did nothing to pre-

vent the atrocities.

Education Minister Zevuhin Hammer, in his

address, cited several questions that continue

to baffle Holocaust researchers, the most puz-

zling of which is how the Nazis succeeded in

influencing cultured people and humanists to

reach a consensus on the annihilation of the

Jewish people.

Burg urges visiting women
to stand up for their rights

ISRAELIS have believed for years

they owe their lives to the brave

Israeli male, forgetting that society

is a partnership of all its members.
Jewish Agency ChairmanAvraham
Burg said yesterday.

“You are coining to a very macho
society.” the chairman told some
500 Jewish women from around

the world here for die first

International Lion of Judah
Conference.
Burg related how he dealt with

the problem that arose when his

daughter Ronit said she wanted to

read from the Torah on her bat

raitzva. Knowing his father would
object, he turned to his mentor;

Prof. Yeshayahu Leibowitz. for

advice.

“Your micro request is a macro

ESTHER HECHT

issue,” Leibowitz told him. “The
Jewish people is facing 50 percent

assimilation. Jewish history is per-

ceived subjectively as male history,

in which the Jewish people func-

tioned at 50 percent capacity. Can
you imagine having 100 percent

capacity?"

With this encouragement. Ronit
negotiated the matter with her
grandfather and she read from the

Torah.

According to Halacha, modem
woman is not an equal. Burg said.

But there are other ways to inter-

pret Jewish sources. Using another

family anecdote in which the bibli-

cal Eve emerged as the source of
“curiosity to explore what is

beyond us, and ofthe right to make
choices between good and evil,” be
encouraged die participants to

stand up for their rights.

Among the women are more
than 400 fundraisers and leaders

from established Jewish communi-
ties in North America, Western
Europe, South Africa, and

Australia, affiliated with United
Jewish Appeal/United Israel

Appeal. Each of them has con-

tributed at least S5.000 to the annu-

al campaign.

Many of the others are from
emerging Jewish communities in

countries such as Albania,

Azerbaijan, and Bosnia. The four-

day conference is being held at the

Jerusalem International

Conference Center.

Nearly $lm.
spent probing
Swiss accounts

MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

JEWISH organizations, with a
contribution from the Jewish
Agency, have spent nearly $1 mil-

lion on die investigation of Jewish
assets in Switzerland, authorita-

tive sources said.

The cost, which includes the

expense of combing archives for

wartime documents, is reasonable

because it ultimately could reap

millions of dollars in the recovery

of dormant Jewish assets, the

sources said. However, others, said

the cash-strapped Jewish Agency
should not help foot the bills.

The wartime documents, known
as the Safe Haven collection, are

not used to link bank accounts
with specific individuals.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Conference seeks freedom for Vanunu
'

“I am happy far revealing what I revealed.” This message, signkd
Mordecbai Vanunu, was read yesterday, to the first local conference
called to demand the release of the nuclear technician most Israelis

still brand a traitor;

Actress Susannah York read the one line smuggled out of the
prison, where Vanunu has spent 10 years in solitary confinement.
Nobel peace laureate Joseph Rotblat, who worked with Robert .

Oppenheimer on the first atomic bomb, appealed to Israel to free
Yanariu-He said Vanunu’s 18-year sentence was oat of proportion
to his crime of giving details of Israel’s nuclear program to the
London Sunday Times. . Reuter

E! A! cuts fares to Europe
Travelers who buy tickets to Europe thk week win be able to each

in on an offerby El A1 which is the latest step in the ongoing
airline price war.

It is offering a price of $299 round-trip for night flights' to
Europe and $349 for day flights The catch is that the tickets, valid
during November, must be ordered by Friday.
The destinations offered are Amsterdam, Paris. Zurich, and

Rome. The El A1 deal undercuts earlier offers for seme European
destinations for $333. El AI also recently cut its trans-Atlantic

fares, which now start at $699 to New York. Haim Shapiro

Philatelists win honors in Turkey
Israeli philatelists madetheir best showing in decades at the -

international stamp exhibition Istanbul 96, winch ended recently.

Some 65 countries wore represented, with 3.000 windows of stamp
collections.

*

Twelve Israeli collectors attended. For the first time, an Israeli,

Phoenix Insurance chairman Yossi Hachmi, won the top prize for

his collection. A large gold medal was given to Moshe Shmueli.
for his collection on classical Bulgaria, while two additional gold
prizes to Yigal Netanel for his Japan theme collection, and to Yossi
Hachmi for his on lettere from the Holy Land. The Israeli

'

philatelicjournal Shoved woo a bronze medal. Judy Siegel

Tour guides to ieam to deal with disabled
.The first course for tour guides for groups with disabilities is to

’open this’week under the .auspices of tire Association of
.Community Centers. V .

-

Participants are to learn to-deal with ipgrists confuted .•

wheelchairs, the Kind and those witifpoor-vision. the dariOfe** v*

retarded, children in special education classes, and the elderly.

participants are to attend lectures by experts wbo deal with these

populations and are to visit sites that have access for the disabled.

Haim Shapiro

Man found dead in Tel Aviv
The body ofa 65-year-old man was found yesterday afternoon in •

his apartment on Rehov Dizengoff in Tel Aviv.

A.pathologist determined that be had been murdered several days
ago. Police are investigating. Him

Sharansky meets Kasparov
industry and Trade Minister Natan Sharansky told worid chess
champion Garry Kasparov that chess had saved his sanity in the

years be was a prisoner-in the Soviet Union, to which Kaspaxaov

'

responded; “Fve also retained my sanity thanks to the game.”
The two met yesterday at Sharansky's office in the Knesset.

Sharansky said he fearedlosing to Kasparov at the match they're

scheduled to play today, when fee champion Is expected to play 25
matches simultaneously. • Uat Collins

Bezeq instituting new toll-free prefix
Starting m March, all 177 toll-free numbers will begin instead with
the prefix 1-800. Bezeq said yesterday that it will also cancel the

-

sectihd group of digits, 022, and replacethem and the subsequent

jmmberswifliasbt-digitiiumbei-
Bezeq explained that it was making the change to “join tbe rest of

theworld, especially the US. where toll-free numbers begin with 1-

800. European countries recently decided the adopt the same digits.

fa addition, due to the growing demand for toh-fice numbers, the
'

177-022--- numbers did not allowfor expansion. The new system w31
leave room for an addhranalirnffionioU-fire numbers. Judy Siegel

.
- < •

-1 hi! > mote transplants at any price.’
•

• 1 ' —mmiltM tunc W1The committee was “left with the

sad impression dial Prof. Shapira’s

behavior does not meet the ethical

code required ofpeople who deal in

organ transplants.”
_ ,

The committee also criticized me

behavior of the directors of

Beilinson and the private Assma

and Herzliya Medical Centers,

which were required to check

whether they were involved as

intermediaries in the sale of organs

not involving first-degree relatives.

Join our tour to

INDIA
Jan. 16 - Feb. 5

For Details:
|

Ziontours 5

Tel. 02-625-4326

Fax. 02-625-5329

E-mail:
tnarkzion@netvision.nel.il

In cooperation with

The Jerusalem Pest
Travel Club
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Protestant inmates boost
Ulster peace hopes

Clinton says his health is ‘very good
• . i - nf uintpr not eat- dent. >n

CONVICTED Protestant militia-

men gave Northern Ireland’s peace

hopes a boost yesterday when they

backed a shaky two-year-old truce

and ruled out retaliation for an IRA
bomb attack on a British army base

a week ago.

John White of the Ulster

Democratic Party, which is close to

pro-British Loyalist activists, said

after talks with the prisoners that

“they are not advocating a return to

war.”

“I am reassured that they have

continued to give their support for a

non-return to violence by Loyalist

paramilitaries,” White told Reuters.

His statement blunted feats that

the Loyalists’ umbrella organiza-

tion, the Combined Loyalist

Military Command (CLMC),
would advocate ending a two-year

cease-fire to retaliate for the IRA
bomb at the heavily guarded British

military headquarters in Northern

Ireland last week.

MARTIN COWLEY
BELFAST

The bombing by the Irish

Republican Army was the first in

the province in two years and rang
alarm bells about a tecum to die 27-
year pattern of retaliatory violence
in which about 3,200 people have
been trilled. The IRA is committed
to ending British rule in Northern
Ireland.

The CLMC, which groups the

outlawed Ulster Defense
Association and Ulster Volunteer
Force (UVF) guerrilla groups, has
issued no statement since thebomb-
ing at Lisburn, near Belfast
The views ofabout 500 Loyalists

serving sentences were seen crucial

to the reaction of the CLMC, which
called a cease-fire two years ago
after it received support from with-

in the Maze prison. Northern
Ireland’s top security jab.

White said the jailed Loyalists

believed the IRA and its Sinn Fein
political wing were trying to pro-

voke a Loyalist backlash and they

decided they would not be sucked
bade into violence.

“The prisoners recognize that

Sinn Fein and the IRA are Crying to

provoke Loyalists into conflict,” he
said.

The Irish Independent newspa-
per, published in Dublin, repaired

yesterday that the CLMC had
agreed to iMintnin its truce but rh*r

further IRA attacks could lead to

reprisals.

The paper quoted what it

described as a leading loyalist hard-

liner as saying another IRA attack

would be “one too many.”
Security sources fear a collapse

of the Loyalist trace would result in

a resumption of random killings of

members of Northern Ireland’s

Roman Catholic minority, and
bombs in Dublin, caprital ofthe Irish
Republic. (Reuter)

NEW YORK (Reuter) - President

Bill Clinton, in his first interview

about his health, told the New York
Times he was in good shape and
had never taken mood-altering
drugs or had psychological coun-
seling.

In an interview on Saturday that

was published in yesterday's
Times, Clinton said his three roost

troublesome problems - hoarse-
ness, allergies andweight - were
under control.

He also said that he sometimes
does not hear comments in crowds
because of a high-frequency hear-
ing loss. The damage was appar-
ently caused by hunting and loud
music.

‘The only time it ever bothers

me is when I’m in a crowd and

someone is trying to talk to me, or

I’m trying to speak," reporter

Lawrence Altman, a physician,

quoted him as saying. “The back-

ground noise often seems to

drown out the voices.”

Questions arose about Clinton’s

health during the 1992 presiden-

tial campaign, when he was ham-

pered at times by hoarseness, but

until now his staff had refused all

requests to interview him about

his health. He described his health

as “very good” and saidhe had not

been aware of repeated requests

since 1992 for an interview about

his health.

The Times quoted him as saying

he had overcome hoarseness by

drinking plenty of water, not eat-

ing late at night raising the head

of his bed and taking occasional

antacids. Doctors often suggest

these measures for patients to

reduce gastric reflux, a common
condition in which stomach acid

goes into the oesophagus and may

irritate the vocal cords.

At his last physical examina-

tion, Clinton weighed 216 pounds

(98 kg), down from 226 pounds

(102 kg) in 1992. .

Senior White House Physician

E. Connie Mariano, who was pre-

sent during the interview, said

Clinton “is fit to re-enlisL indi-

cating she believed there were no

medical reasons why he should

not serve a second term as presi-

^She said Clinton fights allergies

with desensitization shots that he

takes every week, a non-sedating

anti-histamine and decongestant

drug and an anti-inflammatory

steroid nasal spray.

“We catch him. usually after a

run, or call to him upstairs and say

it is time for your shot,” Mariano

was quoted by the newspaper as

saying- “Then we sit and watch

him and make sure he does not

have a reaction to the shot.”

Clinton said his press secretary

Michael McCurty bad been cot-

rect in saying the president, had

never contracted a sexually trans-

mitted disease, the newspaper ,

reported.

Pope to leave

hospital today
ROME (AP) - Pope John Paul H
will have his stitches out and
return to the Vatican today to con-

tinue his convalescence from an

appendectomy, doctors said.

“He's in good shape," Dr.

Attilio Maseri, chief cardiologist

at the Gemelli Polyclinic

Hospital, said yesterday. “He’s

better than 1 thought he would
be.”

John Paul appeared rested and

in good spirits in his first post-

surgery public appearance
Sunday, joking from his hospital

window that Gemelli had become
“Vatican No. 3” because of his

stays there. The papal summer
palace in Castelgandolfo was
Vatican No. 2, he quipped.

“He's witty,” Maseri said. “I

mean, to stand up there and say

this is Vatican 3 takes guts.”

Yesterday’s medical bulletin

said the 76-year-old pope's recov-

ery was “fully satisfactory” and
that he was gradually resuming

his daily activities.

Doctors said the surgery was
needed because of intestinal prob-

lems that bad brought on bouts of
fever since December. The
Vatican blamed the pope’s weak-
ened condition over the past

months on an inflamed appendix.

During his appearance at the

window, John Paul kept his trem-

bling left hand out of sight
Vatican officials, speaking on

condition of anonymity, have said

Parkinson's may be a likely diag-

nosis. Parkinson’s is a progressive

neurological disorder that can be
slowed by medicine.

Study: Pre-menstrual women
run suicide risk

LONDON (Reuter) - Almost one in 10 sufferers of pre-menstrual syn-

drome (PMS) have tried to take their own lives, a 33 percent rise over
the past 1

1 years, a British study to be released today said.

The survey by the Women’s Nutritional Advisory Service (WNAS)
showed that just over half had contemplated suicide at least once and
more than three in four felt violent and aggressive in the 14 days lead-

ing up to theu period.

The study is based on interviews with 500 women, who showed mod-
erate to severe symptoms ofPMS and follows a similar survey 1 1 years

ago by the WNAS, which specializes in treating symptoms.
The group estimates 10 million women of child-bearing age suffer

from PMS, commonly known as pre-menstrual tension.

Of these six million are said to suffer moderate to severe PMS and are

plagued by depression, anxiety, mood swings and loss of libido. Some
99 percent ofwomen said their symptoms had an adverse effect on their

home-life.

British survey: Male
smokers die earlier

LONDON (Reuter) - More than

halfof British men who start smok-
ing in their teens and continue to

smoke throughout their life will not

live past 73, a major study on the

effect of smoking said last week.

The 15-year study, funded by the

British Heart Foundation and cov-

ering 7,735 men, showed that 78
percent of those who have never
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smoked are alive at 73 while only

42 percent of those who were
smoking before they were 20 would
survive to that age.

‘’Our analyses suggest that most
of the difference in life expectancy
between lifelong smokers and those

who have never smoked is due to

smoking itself,” the authors of the

report from London’s Royal Free

Hospital School of Medicine said.

They said their survey provided

die first estimate of life expectancy

according to smoking habits for a
representative sample of British

men. The average life expectancy

of men in Britain is about 73. For
women it is 78.

One of the messages from the

survey was that smoking increased

the risk of death from lung cancer,

coronary heart disease, stroke, res-

piratory disease and other diseases,

they said.

Of the 7,735 men screened, 76
percent had at one time smoked cig-

arettes. The survey showed 12.7

percent started when they were over
20 and only 13 percent when aged
over 30. Twenty-one percent had
never smoked cigarettes, a pipe or

cigars.

Americans
give more to

charity, but
growing
numbers

give nothing

WASHINGTON (AP)
Americans who gave to charity

contributed an average of 10 per-

cent more last year than in 1993.

but more households gave noth-

ing, a study says.

The average contribution per
household was 51,017, a rise of
$89 after the 1993 figure is

adjusted to take inflation into

account
That increase was the first since

1989. when die average household

gave $1 ,201 in inflation-adjusted

dollars.

Sixty-nine percent of those sur-

veyed reported that their house-

holds gave to charily last year -
down from 73 percent who said

they gave in 1993 and the lowest

rate of giving in eight years.

Americans also expressed grow-

ing distrust over bow charities use

their money. The percentage who
disagreed with; the statement

.

“most charitable organizations are

honest and ethical in their use of

funds” has increased from 20 per-

cent in 1990 to 31 percent this

year.

The study, the fifth of its kind

since 1987, was based on face-to-

face interviews by the Gallup
Organization of 2,617 adults this

spring.

The survey had a sampling error

of plus or minus 3 percentage

points. It was conducted for

Independent Sector, a coalition

representing 800 voluntary organi-

zations. foundations and corporate

giving programs.
Those surveyed said they gave

2.2 percent of their household

income to charity, compared
with 2.1 percent reported in

1993.

Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole waves at supporters while being introduced at a rally in Somerville, New Jersey,

this week. (Renter)

President’s aides say GOP attacks

on character issue will backfire
ALBUQUERQUE, NJM (Reuter) - While
reacting with dismay 'to Republican TJttacks on _

President Bill Clinton’s character, tire presi-"

dent’s aides privatelybelieve the strategy wilt

"

backfire and doom any chance for rival Bob
Dole to revive his campaign

Clinton, in New Mexico to prepare for his

final debate with Dole tomorrow night in San
Diego, has adopted an above-the-fray attitude

as vice presidential challenger Jack Kemp and
House of Representatives Speaker Newt
Gingrich lead increasingly aggressive assaults

on Clinton’s ethics and character.

“It's great to have Newt back and its stupid

for them to let him do it," a senior campaign
official said of Gingrich, who for much of the

year bad adopted a Tow profile because of neg-
ative assessments ofhim among voters.

Gingrich emerged from his self-imposed exile

last weekend after Dole and his advisers hud-

dled in Washington to discuss bow to generate

public doubts about Clinton’s moral leadership.

The Republican firebrand predicted

“unavoidable” congressional and criminal

investigations into contacts between Clinton

and an Indonesian businessman and his associ-

ates, including an Indonesian couple’s

$425,000 Contribution to die Democratic Party.

“This makes.Watergate Took tiny,” Gingrich

said on CBSN FacV the Nation. “I mean, this is!

a potential abuse of the American system on
behalf of an Indonesian billionaire in a way
that we have never seen in American history.”

He also linked reports of alleged past drug
use by some members of the White House staff

to what he said were administration cutbacks in

the anti-drug war.” It helps you understand

why, as soon as they got sworn into office, they

cut toe office of toe drug czar by 82 percent

and why they cut drug interdiction by 50 per-

cent," toe speaker said.

Kemp, who disappointed some party

activists last week when he avoided personal

attacks on Clinton during his vice presidential

debate with A1 Gore, also has stepped up his

rhetoric about character and Clinton.

Appearing on ABC's This Week With David
Brinkley, Kemp said: “It is clear that Travelgate

and Fzlegate, the abuse ofpower, the arrogance

of power, toe possibility of a pardon [for

Clinton’s Whitewater partners] are not the type

of things that we would want or expect from

Managers complain of information overload, stress
HALF erf all managers complain of

“information overload" which

increases already high levels ofstress

andean lead to ill health, an interna-

tional survey stowed yesterday.

The “Dying for Information?’' sur-

vey stowed managers are caught in

an executive dilemma in toe age of
faxes, voice-mail. E-mail and the

Internet

They feel they cannot operate effi-

ciently without high levels of infor-

mation. But this heavy load of often

irrelevantdata affects their efficiency

and dogs the corporate machine.

Four out of 10 managers say their

working environment is extremely

stressful on aday-to-day basis and 94
percent do not believe toe situation

will improve.

“Unless we can discover ways of

staying afloat amidst the surging tor-

rents of information we may end up
drowning in them.” psychologist Dr.

David Lewis said in a foreword to

toe survey.

The survey of 1.300 managers
was conducted in Britain, the US,
Australia. Singapore and Hong
Kong.

It was commissioned from
Britain’s Benchmark Research by

Reuters Business Information, part

of international news and informa-

tion organization Reuters Holdings

Pic.

Time-wasting, delaying important

business decisions, tension and in

some cases Alness can be traced to

information overload.

Information Fatigue Syndrome is

now part of an executive’s life.

ROBERTWOODWARD
LONDON

according to Lewis. Having too

much information can be just as

“dangerous”as having too little.

Symptoms include paralysis of
analytical capacity, increased anxiety

and self-doubt, and a tendency to

blame others.

“Research shows that when com-
pelled to choose among a series of
options, in toe face of vast amounts
of potentially important information
and against toe clock, we move into

a state of excessive stress.

“The inevitable outcomes of this

hyper-aroused psychological condi-
tion arc foolish decisions and flawed
conclusions." said Lewis, a member
of toe International Stress

Management Association.

The key findings of toe survey
were as follows:

25 percent say they require an
enormous amount of information for
their job responsibilities; another 65
percent require a lot of information

31 percent receive enormous
amounts of unsolicited information

49 percent feel they are often
unable to handle die volumes of
information received

38 percent waste substantial time
trying to locate the right information

47 percent say collection of infor-
mation distracts them from their
main job responsibilities

48 percent believe toe Internet will
be a prime cause of information
overload over the next two years

41 percentof managers agree their

£•

the Oval Office of the president of the United-
States”. . .

v’ ’

Travelgate is shorthand for toe firing of staff~
of toe White House travel office and Filegate,

refers to toe improper acquisition of hundreds
of FBI files on Republicans by toe personnel
security office of Clinton's White House.
Clinton has also refused to rule out a possible

pardon for Susan McDougal, a former partner
in toe Whitewater land deal who has been
jailed for refusing to testify before a grandjury.

.

There has been considerable speculation
about just how aggressive Dole will be in toe
second presidential debate with Clinton, in
which members of an audience made up of
undecided voters will ask the candidates ques-
tions.

Some Dole advisers, including former
Education Secretary William Bennett, have
argued that only a broad assault on Clinton’s
character will pump momentum into toe Dole
campaign. But Dole has seemed reluctant to
revive the reputation he acquired 20 years ago

.

as a hatchet man” while running for vice pres-
ident on the 1976 Republican ticket with theu-
President Gerald Ford.

*-•

working environment is extremely
stress on a day-to-day h»cfo

94percent do not believe toe situ-
ation will improve

Of those who reported suffering
from information overload, 43 per-
cent are believed to suffer from ill

health as a direct consequence of
Information Fatigue Syndroms.

Half take wok home or work late
as a result of having to rip-ai with too’
much information and 61 percent
report that their personal relation-
ships have suffered.

To deal with information over-
toad, companies should introduce .

better training to help managers sep- s’
arate primary from secondly infer-
matron, improve communication
Skills and TnrmAi^a cru

to-

information, Lewis said. (Reuter)
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Iran, Iraq loom
behind latest

Kurd fighting
Z/UCHO, Iraq (Reuter) - Anti-
Baghdad Kurdish warlord Jala]
Jakbarn won back more territory
from a rival militia in northern
fraq yesterday in fighting that
threatened to draw in bitter rivals
Iran and Iraq.

At the moment they are in con-
tol

_
of all of Sulaimaniya

province,” Abdul Aziz Rajab. a
spokesman for the pro-Baghdad
Kurdistan Democratic Party
(KDP), acknowledged.

He repeated accusations that
Iranian forces were backing
Talabaxu’s Patriotic Union of
Kurdistan (PUK) fighters.

“They came in [to northern
Iraq] supported by tanks and field
artillery," he told Renters in the
Iraqi town of Zakbo.

Officials from the pro-
Baghdad KDP, meanwhile,
stopped over in Turkey, bound
for Washington in search of
diplomatic backing against what
the group says is an Iranian
“invasion" of north Iraq.

“We will discuss that there
”

Sami Abdurrahman, a KDP leader,
said before a meeting with Turkish
officials.

Abdurrahman, Kurdish chief-
tain Massoud Barzani's close
aide, heads a delegation due to
meet US officials in Washington
tomorrow.

He said Iran had sent around
13,000 Revolutionary Guards,
arras and ammunition into north-
ern Iraq to spearhead the PUK
drive. Tehran denies the charges.

The State Department called on
die Kurdish groups to stop fight-
ing and urged Baghdad and Tehran
to stay on the sidelines.

^Ve are calling on both the
PUK and the KDP to end the fight-
ing." spokesman Nicholas Bums
said. “We don’t believe Kurdish
interests will be promoted by a
continuation of fighting between
them."

“We hope both Iran and Iraq
will stay out of the fighting," he
added. The US has operated a
“dual containment" policy against
Tehran and Baghdad since the
1980-1988 Ixan-lraq war to ensure
neither side gets the upper hand in
regional disputes.

The Iraqi government appeared
to have boosted its chances in the
north in August when its forces
helped erstwhile foe Barzani cap-
ture most of the rugged region in a
lightning push.

TaJabani struck back on Sunday,
retaking Iraqi Kurdistan’s biggest
city, Sulaimaniya. UN sources
sard his guerrillas had since recap-
tured two main towns.

PUK rebels “seem to be
advancing," one UN official told

Reuters in Baghdad by telephone
from the of Arbil. “They are in

Degala and Koi Sanjaq. Fighting
is continuing and both sides are
using artillery and rocket launch-
ers.”

Talabani said his forces would
not top the capture of Sulaimaniya
with a push against Arbil, admin-
istrative capital of die predomi-
nantly-Kurdish north.

“We don’t have a plan now to

do that, because the city is sur-

rounded by Iraqi tanks,” he said in

an interview with the London-
based Arabic newspaper al-Hayat.

Iranian officials denied any role

in the latest fighting.

Taleban’s Afghan foes cement
gains, threaten Kabul

Islamic Taleban militiamen burn films in a bonfire in front of downtown Kabul’s Zaynab cinema yesterday. The militia has banned
music and television and imposed Islam Shariah law on the city. (Raaer)

ANWAR FARUQI
KABUL, Afghanistan

TALIBAN soldiers were dug in
along their shrinking frontline
north of Kabul yesterday after los-

ing two strategic towns to former
government soldiers.

Taliban troops were driven from
Jebul Siraj, the headquarters of
former military chiefAhmed Shah
Massood, in what Kabul's new
Taliban rulers were calling a
“strategic retreat" to avoid blood-
shed.

A Taliban spokesman in the
Pakistani frontier city of Peshawar
said about 4,000 Taliban fighters

from elsewhere in Afghanistan are

to be redeployed to Kabul.
Mullah Eid Mohammed

Wahadyar said Kabul’s new
Taliban rulers would launch a
counter attack against government
troops once the reinforcements
arrive, sometime in the next two
days.

“I assure you that Massood’s
forces cannot recapture Kabul,"
said Information Minister Amir
Khan Muttaqi in Kabul.
“We want to fight with them

where there are no civilians, for

example around Baghram,” mili-

tary air base, about 50 kilometers

north of Kabul, he said.

Truckloads of Taliban soldiers

headed out of Kabul toward the

frontline, north of tile city. There
was sporadic fighting on the out-

skirts, believed to be more of the

hit-and-run attacks by former gov-
ernment troops.

The loss of Jebul Siraj, about 95
kilometers north of Kabul, is the

first big setback for the Taliban

army.

They no longer are within strik-

ing distance of the Panjshir Valley,

a stronghold of the former govern-

ment and are out of range of the

strategic SaJang Highway, con-

trolled by northern warlord,

Rashid Dostum.
The army of former Islamic

seminarians also withdrew from

Charikar. about 30 kilometers

south of Jebul Siraj, putting for-

mer government soldiers in easy
range of Baghram air force base.

Muttaqi confirmed the loss of

both Jebul Siraj and Charikar to

former government soldiers, but
said the withdrawal was ordered

by the Taliban administration to

avoid a bloody showdown.
However civilians being treated

in hospitals in Kabul say the fight-

ing north of the capital has been
intense! In recent days hospital

officials say they have been receiv-

ing about 30 wounded a day.

Many of the wounded are suffer-

ing from shrapnel and gunshot
wounds.
“The hospital is full," said Dr

Mohammed Qasim at Kabul's

Karte Se hospital. “Before we
would get the occasional mine acci-

dent, butnow all we see are injuries

from the fighting up north.”

Since losing the capital of Kabul
to the Taliban two weeks ago, for-

mer government soldiers have
been using guerrilla-style attacks

to stop their advance northward.

From Kabul's northern suburb
of Khair Khana the relentless fir-

ing of heavy artillery could be
heard as the battle raged just 15
kilometers away. (AP)

Belgian sex case investigator

removed for alleged bias
UN protests to Turks
over killing of Cypriot

BRUSSELS (Reuter) - -Belgium’s top court
removed the magistrate leading enquiries into
the country’s child sex abuse and murder scan-
dal from the case because he had a free dish of
pasta from a group helping parents of missing
children.

The ruling yesterday by the. Cour de
Cassation was greeted by howls of derision

from some 700 protesters outside the court, and
will further undermine public confidence in a

legal system that has been reeling under repeat-
ed shocks in recent months.

“I am disgusted. I don't want to be Belgian

anymore," one demonstrator told BRIN televi-

sion. “There are tears in my eyes. I am
ashamed,” said another.

Virtually no one in Belgium wanted Jean-

Marc Connerotte removed from the case,

including the country's top prosecutor Eliane

Uekendael, who reluctantly sought his

removal from the case because he had

breached the letter of the law.

Under Belgium’s criminal law system, the

investigating magistrate must be an impartial

detective, building up a case file both for and

against prosecution. The public prosecutor then

decides whether the case should go to trial.

“The decision was made_grven that the

impartiality of magistrates was a fundamental
rule,” President Oscar Stranard told a packed
court as he announced the decision yesterday,

.

But Cormerotte’s removal seems.certain to

fuel conspiracy theories among. Belgians of. a

cover-up attempt by people m high places'

touched by the paedophilia scandaL
Police have so far uncovered the bodies of

four missing young girls and rescued two ott-

ers who had been sexually abused. Thirteen

people, including chief suspect and convicted

rapist Marc Dutroux, have been arrested over
the affair.

An emotional Paul Marshal, whose daughter

An died at the hands of the Dutroux gang, said:

“It is the beginning of the end., justice is

dead."
Lawyers for Dutroux and businessman

Michel Nihoul argued Connerotte had shown
bias by attending a dinner arranged by tire

Marc et Corine parental support group, at

winch the two rescued victims of Dutroux were

also present
“For 14 months they let Dutroux and Nihoul

run free. This decision is like spitting on the

tombs of Julie and Melissa," Gino Russo, the

father of Melissa, told reporters.

Eight-y^plds. Julie Lejejme.and Melissa,
Rr^ dis^peared.tn.June 3995. Tbeir.bodiesL.

, were..found4^ ln^ .entprnbed',on,a.

property“6wned'by Dmroux. They had starved'

to death.

Parents of dead and missing children did,

however, welcome tire ruling that responsibili-

ty for the investigation will stay in

Neufchaieau under regional public prosecutor

Michel BourieL
The Dutroux affair has transformed

Connerotte, 48, recently married and with a
daughter, from a virtual unknown into a nation-

al hero in just two months.

Connerotte and Bouriet are widely seen as

the only honest investigators capable of bring-

ing to a conclusion an affair which has shocked
Belgians as much for the bungling work of
some investigators as for the honor of the

crimes themselves.

NICOSIA (Reuter) - UN peace-

keepers in Cyprus protested to
Turkish forces yesterday after the

“deplorable” killing of a 58-year-

old Greek Cypriot civilian who
. had. crossed into tee .north,pf .the

.

- dividedlslgod./
‘ "

Nations"Force m. Cyprus TtJNFI-

CYP) followed tte kfflmg ofPetros
Kakouli on Sunday on the edge of
tte self-proclaimedTurkish Cypriot

state. It raised to five - four Greek
Cypriots and one Turkish Cypriot-
the number of people killed along
the buffer zone since June.

“UNFICYP is deeply concerned

that once again an innocent life was
lost as the result of the deplorable

and unnecessary use of lethal

force,” the force said in a statement
“The force commander of

UNFICYP has, in die strongest

possible terms, requested the com-
mander of tte Turkish forces in

Cyprus that he instruct the soldiers

under his command not to shoot

unless their own lives are threat-

ened."

Turkey has 30,000 troops in tte

north of. the island, where the

Turkish Cypriots live.

Sir David Hannay, Britain’s

special representative on the

Cyprus problem, added his con-
demnation of the killing of the

retired fireman after a 90-minute
meeting with Cypriot President

Glafcos Clerides.

“Anything that can be done to

make incidents like that less likely

to happen would be thoroughly

worthwhile," said Hannay, who
arrived on Sunday night to contin-

ue efforts to end the 22-year-old

division of tte island.

Cypriot government spokesman
Yiazmalds Cassoulides called the

killing “utterly unwarranted, pre-

meditated, carried out in cold

blood.”
Kakouli 's body, which had been

left where he fell for about four
hours, was returned to the Greek
Cypriot side yesterday. Relatives

said he had been shpt three times.
A post mortem. revealed, the

fatal shot hit Kakouli in; tfae,chest.

“1 cannot say whether they were
fired at close distance," patholo-

gist Petros Vanezis told journal-

ists: “The range is difficult to say.

There is no gunshot wound direct-

ly on the skin," he said.

Another post mortem carried

out by Turkish Cypriot doctors
earlier found Kakouli had died of
a single gunshot wound which
punctured his lung and heart

Turkish Cypriot officials said

the man had gone 200 meters into

the self-proclaimed Turkish
Cypriot state, ignored three warn-
ings to stop and was shot while
trying to escape.

Austria blue-collar vote
shifts to far right

Report: Scientist,

discovers sign of
Hfe in second

Mars’ meteorite

NEW YORK (AP) -A NASA sci-

entist has discovered what may be

signs of life in a second meteorite

from Mars, CBS News reported.

Johnson Space Center researcher

David McKay told The CBS
Evening News last week that he

spotted “possible cell structures, in

ar least one other meteorite.”

McKay, otherNASA scientists and

university researchers first report-

ed in August that chemical, micro-

scopic and organic tests of tiny

golden-colored bits of a meteorite

suggest there must have been

microscopic life on Mars some 3.6

billion years ago. The newest sign

of life was found in a rock billions

of years younger than the first

McKay said, noting that “Most of

the lifetime of Mars is in thisrange

between the two meteorites."

VIENNA (Reuter) - Austria’s far

right won huge support from blue-

collar voters in a European elec-

tion and Chancellor Franz
Vranitzky’s Social Democrats
should heed their worries rather

than brush them aside, analysts

said yesterday.

The triumphant nationalist

Freedom Party scored an all-time

high in Sunday's election, pushing

its support to 27.6 percent, just a

few thousand votes behind the

Social Democrats who slumped to

an historic low on 29.1 percent

The message from voters was
two-fbkl - they are angry at an aus-

terity budget that Iras cot welfare

benefits and raised taxes, largely to

ensure Austria meets criteria set out

in the Maastricht treaty for planned

European economic integration

and a single currency.

And the voters who backed the

far right, many of them workers
scared about their futures, are
deeply worried that mounting job
losses, and bankruptcies and
takeovers will get worse as Austria

integrates into the European
Union.
“We have estimated that 50 per-

cent of the blue-collar vote this

time went to the Freedom Party,”

Rudolf Bretschneider, chief ana-

lyst at Vienna’s Fessl research

institute said.

“It is clear that skepticism over
tire EU has increased in Austria

over the past two years,” he told

Reuters.

The fact that far-right leader

Joerg Haider laces his Euro-skep-
ticism with anri-immigrimt invec-

tive makes his party’s surge in

popularity the more worrying,

especially abroad, political ana-

lysts said.

The Social Democrats were
complacent, believing they could

always rely on the working class

vote it has depended on for nearly

80 years, one analyst said.

But blue-collar support is leech-

ing to the right, much as it did in

Britain in 1979 when Margaret
Thatcher won over voters tradi-

tionally loyal to the Labor Party,

he said.

Vranitzky, a fiercely pro-

European former banker, blamed
his party’s worst vote in Austrian

democratic history on a low
turnout, but said his government
would press on with policies it

knew were correct.

Messagefound
in bottle

82 years on
PETERHEAD, Scotland (Reuter)

- Scottish trawlerman John

Forman thought little of it when

his boat dredged up an old bottle

from the seated - until be looked

and. found a note written

82 years ago.

said ast week that me
been thrown into the

4 by scientists working

>ttish Fishery Board as

aqjeziment to, chart cur-

id the British coast

found the bottle while

iwl net50kmeast ofthe

Isles off the northern

wthmrL Inside was a yel-

d offering a one pound

whoever returned tire

scientists could use its

work out which way the

is flow in the North- Sea.

said he would be claim-

Algerian president: Country
to ‘decide its future’ in vote

ater) - Algerian

Ljamine Zeronal

sterday that a refer-

nge tte constitution

al parties based on

confirm Islam as

: religion, would be

be statement in a
cast on state-run

IUU.

.minute address, a

. broadcast by the

al, followed a

- of violence in

ican country in

60 people were

than 70 wound-

and through your

referendum on

fou are called to

underline our national future,”

Zeronal said, referring back to

Algeria's first multi-candidate

presidential election last

November.
For that election, Algeria mobi-

lized at least 100,000 security

force members to protect the near

13 million electorate against

threats of death and disruption

issued by armed Moslem guerril-

las.

“Your answer is your choree m
tte search to developa multi-party

democracy with unity and with

stability,” Zeronal said.

Tbe president, flanked by the

national flag, repeated aTrromrae

that a general election would be

held in the first half of next year.

He also recalled the main points

that would figure on the voting

paper.

These were that Islam, the

Arabic language, the Berber lan-

guage and identity were, the her-

itage of all Algerians and most be
kept out of politics.

“By your vote on this you will

put an end to any maneuvers to

undermine national unity,” he
said.

Ttemove to ban the use of reli-

gion asa political weapon had long

been expected after nearly five

years of conflict between security

forces and Moslem fundamental-

ists in which at least 50,000 people

have died.

Tbe violence broke out shortly

after tte authorities in January

1992 canceled a general election

in which Islamic fundamentalists

hnri taken a commanding lead-

In prison reunion with mother,
Chinese dissident claims

innocence in coup plot
BEIJING (AP) -A former student

leader in China’s democracy
movement told his mother
Monday that charges that he plot-

ted to overthrow the government
were fabricated.

Wang Dan was held for 16J*

months before his family was told

last week that he had been
charged. His visit with his mother
was tte first time he had been
allowed to see a family member
since he was detained.

Wang said he had done nothing

wrong, and tte charges against him
were groundless, the Hong Kong-
based Information Center ofHuman
Rights and Democratic Movement

.

in China said in a statement.

“Of course he has done nothing

to violate Chinese law,” his fetter;

Wang Xian, said in an interview.

He said his son was coughing
Often, and rhar the family was
wearied about his health.

Wang suffers from an inflamed

prostate gland and other ailments,

and is physically weak, tire rights

group said.

Wang was a Beijing University

who helped lead tte demonstra-

tions that swept Beijing in 1989.

He was No. 1 on the government's

most-wanted list after tte military

violently quelled tte protests in

Beijing in June of that year.

He was convicted of agitation

against the government and served

four years in prison. After he was
released in 1993, Wang again

worked for political reform. Police

took him into detention last year

after he organized tte signing ofa
petition matting for freedom and
tolerance.

Whng feces a minimum of 10
years in prison if convicted. In

China’s justice system, a guilty

verdict is virtually assured before

the trial begins.

Wing’s mother and his lawyer

discussed his defense case with

him, the rights group said. Last

Thursday, tte Beijing Municipal

Intermediate Court gave Wang’s
family 24 hours to find a lawyer.

The trial was expected to be held

soon. However, a court

spokesman declined yesterday to

say when it would start

A New York-based group.
Human Rights in China, citing

family members, said the charges

against Wang accused him of pub-
lishing essays overseas criticizing

the Chinese government; setting

up an aid program for dissidents

released from prison who could
not find work; receiving loans and
aid from abroad; and accepting an
offer to study at the University of
California in Berkeley.

ESSENTIAL PAPERS ON ZIONISM
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movements of modem times - is discussed in
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TN winning the marathon struggle in the cab-

I inei on Sunday nigh: and ordering a reexam-

JLination - which will probably mean rejection

- of a major element of the Brodet Committee's

recommendations, Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu succeeded in imposing his authority

at the expense of that of Finance Minister Dan
Meridor. Coining a fortnight before the Knesset

discusses the government's sweeping NXS 4.9

billion budget cuts for 1997, this victory will

only bear fruit if Netanyahu can restore a prop-'

er working relationship with Meridor.

The Brodet Committee members, backed by
Meridor, tried to present their recommendations

on reforming the capital markets as a take-it-or-

leave-it package deal, which the government

had to accept or reject in its entirety. Netanyahu

correctly resisted the pressure implicit in such a

presentation; the government, which bears

responsibility for economic decisions, has the

right and duty to scrutinize recommendations

on an item-by-item basis. However, Netanyahu

did this at the cost of alienating Meridor, whom
he still needs to lead the government's econom-

ic program.

The cabinet vote focused on the committee's

recommendation to tax short-term savings

plans. While not rejected outright, this sugges-

tion was packed off to the bureaucratic junk-

yard, to be reexamined by a new, three-member

committee.

A number of important proposals in the

Brodet Committee’s report were approved, such

as allowing Individual Retirement Accounts,

limiting the extent of government-designated

bonds, establishing a secondary mortgage mar-

ket, and increasing the range of investment

options available to the local investor. All of

these are in keeping with the Netanyahu gov-

ernment's declared policies of decreasing the

government’s role in the economy and moving
towards greater economic freedom.

Indeed, had the cabinet approved the taxation

of short-term savings, it would have reduced

personal flexibility, and:in suggesting such a
move, the Brodet Committee essentially shot

itself in the foot

Israeli investors have always lacked lucrative,

long-term financial instruments, whether in the

form of freely negotiable long-term bonds, an

ample supply of blue-chip stocks, or freely

accessible foreign securities. Government-des-

ignated bonds and propped-up pension funds

have been the instruments luring long-term

A taxing victory
savers. To be fair, the inflationary economic
environment made short-term investment plans

unattractive until relatively recently, when the

Bank ofIsrael's support of high interest rates, in

response to the harmful fiscal policies undertak-

en by die Labor government, suddenly created a
situation in which short-term savings could

could keep ahead of inflation. This, coupled

with a general dissatisfaction with long-term

economic prospects - also a reaction to fiscal

policies — caused die massive flight away from
provident funds and government bonds and to

short-term plans, and led to the creation of the

Brodet Committee in the first place.

Long-term savings and the health of the

nation’s financial markets are important for the

economy, and a correction of the problem is

indeed called for. Instead of making recommen-
dations that would deal with the roots of this

problem, the committee took a typical bureau-

cratic tack and recommended “forcing” citizens

to prefer long-term investments. It proposed
offering provident-fund tax breaks only when
the funds are redeemed at retirement age,

increasing tax exemptions on pensions, and
punishing savings plans shorter dun 10 years in

duration by taxing the interest earned on them.

The committee's proposed scheme is also

especially inflexible: To qualify for tax breaks

under tire committee's proposals, a savings plan

would have to run for multiples of 10 years -

once a 10-year plan has maimed, an investor

most eitherrenew it for another 10 years or cash

it in. Reinvesting the money in a short-term plan

would mean paying tax on the interest

This recommendation, instead of encouraging

savings, could boomerang and reduce overall

savings. Tax breaks alone are not likely to per-

suade people to lock away their money for a
decade, and imposing taxes on short-term plans

will make those unattractive. The public’s sav-

ings level has dropped over recent years, itself a

very negative sign for the economy. The last

thing it needs is policies that discourage sav-

ings. _

Having put off the Brodet Committee's rec-

ommendations on taxing savings, Netanyahu

has shown he can take a stand in his cabinet and
win. The question now is whether he can also

smooth over (he finance minister’s ruffled

feathers, and deal with the root problems cur-

rently plaguing the economy: Cutting the

deficit, and initiating structural reforms in the

capital markeL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
MEDIAAND THE TRUTH

Sir, - Any Israeli looking for ob-

jectivity these days has to be a mas-

ochist to watch the news on the

BBC, CNN, and Sky networks, or,

I’m ashamed to say, our own Israel

channels. The verbal and visual dis-

tortions, simplifications and inaccu-

rate reporting of recent events are

hard to take. Is this evidence of bias

(anti-Israel, in the case of the over-

seas networks, anti-government in

die case of our own media) or just

sloppy journalism?

Let ns take one seemingly trivial

example. We are repeatedly told that

Netanyahu opened the Hasmonean
Tunnel, and that this action trig-

gered off the violent Palestinian re-

action. The operative phrase “the

opening of the tunnel” is untrue and
misleading. It postulates a new ini-

tiative; that a previously closed tun-

nel has now bwn opened. The reali-

ty (as I, and thousands of others who
have walked its length during the

past year can attest) is that tunnel is

an existing facility, a well-used tour-

ist attraction and instructive archeo-

logical site opened to the public by

the previous government What is

new is merely an exit at the far end. I

have been waiting impatiently to

team how this new exit onto a com-
mercial street unilaterally alters the

status of Jerusalem, or constitutes a
threat to the holy sites, or is an

affront to the sensibilities of Islam.

. If we get the basic facts wrong,
how can we interpret them correct-

ly? Misrepresentation of this fact by
|he Palestinians was the essential

inflammatory material for inciting

(he mobs to violence, and a clever

cover for pre-planned action de-

signed to reap political benefit Its

continued use serves as a convenient

platform for those engaged in Israel

- or Netanyahu-bashing. Such per-

versions of die troth, moreover, cer-

tainly do not help us understand a

complex, volatile and dangerous

situation.

When (Hie is presented with the

canard thatNetanyahu opened atun-

nel (one network went further into

fantasy-land, and said that he budt

the tunnel), and then link it to anoth-

er so-called “fact,” that this tunnel

threatens the integrity of the Mos-

lem holy sites (upon which, in truth,

it nowhere impinges), then the Pal-

estinian explosion of rage can be

given, indeed has been given, a

gloss of reasonableness, even justifi-

cation. But if it were known that

these facts are pure fiction, then

perhaps a more critical reaction to

the outrageous behavior of the Pal-

estinians might have been
forthcoming.

I don’t always expect truth from

the protagonists. But the media have

an obligation to present the truth.

They may find that it does not jibe

well with their preconceptions, and

does not serve their own agendas.
But the media have a public respon-

sibility; they may not, -without
gravely undermining their integrity,

take refuge behind the aphorism as-

cribed to Samuel Goldwyn: “My
mind is made op, don’t confuse me
with the facts.”

DRIVING IN BRITAIN
Sir, - Having just returned from

the UK, I must compare the driving

behavior in that country and ours.

During three weeks of our stay

which included residing on one of

the busiest roads in London and
traveling extensively in the country-

side, we hardly heard a “hooter.”

Drivers on the highways stay in

their lanes and although the speed

limit is higher, o&e (foes not feel

threatened. The heavy vehicles do
not deviate from one or two lanes

and neither do they exceed their

permitted speed. One is aware of

traffic-police presence all the time.

Despite sporadic reports of road

rage (symptom offrustration of Brit-

ish society), the effect of the “road

calming” projects within the towns

is apparent .

Clearly defined markings, bumps
and a whole variety of innovations

including
,
signs about speed and

warnings of cameras, are influenc-

ing the public at forge and drivers in

particular.

It is patently clear that the au-

thorities in Israel have a lot to learn

from Britain. Let us hope that Trans-

port Minister Yitzhak Levy's timely

visit to the UK wUJ bear fruit in thevisit to the UK wUJ bear fruit in the

coming year.

ZELDA HARRIS, Spokesperson,

Metuna
Netanya.

GILBERT HERBERT

WASHINGTON VICTORY
Sir, - Despite the Opposition's

hopeful assertions, Binyamin Ne-
tanyahu did not go to Canossa. He
did not even go to Munich, as Presi-

dent Clinton is not yet ready to play

the role of Neville Chamberlain.

Netanyahu won a diplomatic vie-

ry in Washington because he puttory in Washington because he put

Israel's national interest and securi-

ty before all other considerations

and insisted — unlike Rabin and

Peres - that agreements signed with

Arabs bind both sides. The Oslo-

Cairo Agreements are bad agree-

ments. But they provide for a formal

abrogation of the Palestinian Cove-

nant by the Palestine National Coun-

cil and for the extraditing of Pales-

tinians who kill Israelis. Moreover,

they confer no rights whatever on

the PLO in Jerusalem. It seems that

Shimon Peres, Ehud Barak and

Yosst Sand are ready to accept the

deadly doctrine that agreements
signed with Jews bind only the

Jews, and are even encouraging the

American president to endorse it.

The press and media they control are

screaming for appeasement But Nc-
tanyabu Has no obligation to rede-

ploy anywhere until the Palestinian

Covenant is formally abrogated and

the kflleis of our soldiers are extra-

dited to us for triaL True, this may
mean unrest— and if the Arab stales

decide on war, even war. But such a
war Israel can win. The alternative

is a war we must lose when the

Arabs demand Jerusalem, Galilee

and parts ofthe Negev after we have

given op the Golan and Judea and

Samaria.

YOHANAN RAMATI
Jerusalem.

NINA BERNSTEIN
Sir, — Yon report on October 1

that Nina Bernstein, 34, canceled

her visit to Jerusalem to chair the

judges' committee for the Interna-

tional Leonard Bernstein
Competition.

Her late father, in whose memory
the yearly competitions are held in

Jerusalem, braved Arab guns in

1947 (he was 29 years old then) and
conducted die then Palestine Or-conducted the then Palestine Or-
chestra following dangerous trips

from Tel Aviv. In 1948, be conduct-
ed the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
(and played the piano) in Beersheba,
just liberated. In 1967, he led the

orchestra in a memorable conceit on
Mount Scopus after the Six Day
War, with Jordanian soldiers still in

sight - to quote just a few instances

in the life of Nina’s unforgettable

father. Apart from his regular guest

visits, Leonard Bernstein was al-

ways present when Israel was in

danger or in serious trouble.

PROF. PETER E GRADESWTTZ
Tel Aviv.
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Good cop, bad cop
TT THAT is ir about Israel feat

1/1/ brings out the mendacity
V T and hypocrisy in politi-

cians and journalists that few other
issues tap?

“A government of hardliners has
only itself to blame for fee vio-

lence,” read the headline on Jeffrey

Simpson’s Globe and Mail col-

umn, referring to the IAnd gov-
ernment.

The words were a not inaccurate

summary of Simpson’s piece, that

accused the Likud of “VilifyingMe
Arafat and seizing on every oppor-

tunity to portray him and the

Palestinians as untrustworthy and
dangerous.”

Other newspaper stories were
similar. The Toronto Star conclud-

ed that Netanyahu bad ‘'squan-

dered”Arab goodwill and “endan-

gered a self-fulfilling prophecy by
demonizing fee Palestinians until

they rose to fee baft.”

Apart from the perpetual dispute

about settlements (which brings in

the Arab demand for “right of
return”) in summary, the main
charges against Israel are:

• It has been “provocative" and
indifferent to Islamic sensibilities

by opening fee Hasmonean Tunnel
feat runs Dear theArab mosqueson
the Temple Moum inJerusalem.

.

• It has “humiliated”' Yasser

Arafat by demolishing an Arab
building in fee Old City of
Jerusalem and by delaying imple-

mentation of fee Oslo accords.

• Netanyahu waited too long to

meet ArafeL
How can these charges be

answered?
The tunnel does not endanger a

single holy site, running as it does

next to fee Western Wall (the Jews'

most holy site) and opening on the

Via Dolorosa, one of the

Christians' most holy sites. The
Ifempie Mount which houses two
Arab mosques next to fee tunnel, is

administered by a self-appointed

Moslem body, fee Wakf. The Wakf
agreed in principle to the opening

of fee tunnel in exchange for use of

a cave as a mosque. That site is

now in use and fee Wakf is (ille-

gally) building a permanent
mosque in it.

The real “provocation” to holy

sites has been entirely by the

Moslems who. during the

Jordanian rule over eastern

BARBARAAMIEL

Jerusalem, systematically destroyed

all evidence of fee Rrst and Second
Temples, as well as desecrating syn-
agogues. using Jewish tombstones
for latrines and building the

Intercontinental Hotel atop the

Mount of Otives-

The only people who do not have
complete freedom of worship on
the Temple Mount are the Jews.

Until 1967. Jews were forbidden

by fee chief rabbis to set foot on
fee Temple Mount in case by acci-

dent they stepped on the sacred

Playing along with

Arafat's selective

violence would be a
mug’s game

spot known as the Holy of Holies.

But since 1967 ft has been possible

to designate “safe” areas, and
groups of religious Jews have peti-

tioned to go on fee Temple Mourn.
Permission has been refused, lest

they offend Moslem sensibilities.

. The Arab building, that ! was
demolished in Jerusalem's Old
City was built several years ago as

a community center. No buOdmg
permit was soughL It was believed

the reason was simply to create a
provocative situation. The derision

to demolish fee building was made
by the municipality of Jerusalem

before the Netanyahu government
was elected.

THE QUESTION of Palestinian

poverty revolves largely around

distrust ofArafaL
The Israeli government has given

Arafat more than SlOOm. since the

Palestinian elections. International

donors have pledged $Zlb. to the

Palestinians over five years and
have given 25 percent of feat to

ArafaL The remainder awaits fee

establishment of “accountability

transparency” - hard to obtain as

Arafat signs all checks and is

alleged to pocket agood deal offee

money.
lust before fee riots last month,

for which Arafat’s Palestinian

media had been calling, readers

The writer is editorial vice-pres-

ident of HolUnger International

Inc. and columnist for The Daily
Telegraph.

Myth dispelled by history

ONE of fee most persistent

political myths that crop
up every four years when

US presidential campaigns go
into high gear is that US diplo-

macy lays off the Middle East
The implied premise is that the

so-called “Jewish vote” will go
against fee incumbent or chal-
lenger if either advocates poli-

cies deemed inimical to Israel’s

interests. Neither history nor
political logic bear this out
There was no electoral back-

lash in 1948 when President

Harry S Truman imposed an
arms embargo on the then-fledg-

ling State of Israel despite fee
invasion of at least five Arab
armies (Egypt, Jordan, Syria,

Lebanon and Iraq) and Israel’s

underdog struggle to defend its

independence.
In 1956 President Dwight D.

Eisenhower did not conceal his

rage over fee Israeli armed

.

forces' lightning takeover of the
Gaza Strip and Sinai peninsula or
delay his demand for their imme-
diate withdrawal
The most dramatic proof that

the votes cast by American Jews
are not decisive in American
elections was President George
W. Bush's cynical comment
about having to fend off power-
ful interests all by himself. The
issue was Israel’s request for SI0
billion in loan guarantees, and

the implication was that when
American Jewry exerts pressure

on a well-meaning chief execu-
tive it has fee upper band.

Bush knew that fee vast major-

ity of American Jews do not

JAY BUSHINSKY

select their preferred candidate
for president primarily or exclu-
sively in terms of Israel - treat-

ment of. policy toward, attitude

to or sympathy wife.

Like most other Americans,
domestic policy is their main
concern: federal income tax
rales, unemployment, inflation,

the national debt and access to
medical care, the quality of pab-
lic education, fee crime rate.

toward Israel is not their main
concern fee electoral vote notion
falls by the wayside.
There is good reason to

believe that the British news— " UCWfr
media's frequent evocation of
the “Jewish vote" as a detenu in-

Votes cast by
American Jews are

not decisive in

American elections

legal abortions and equal job and
schooling opportunities.

THE NOTION that the
American-Jewish electorate can
decide the outcome of a presiden-
tial election evidently stems from
the belief that US Jews are con-
centrated in the states that have
fee most electoral votes -
California, New York, Illinois,
Florida and Pennsylvania.
By staying on the Jews’ good

side in those stales, according to
this logic, a candidate has a bet-
ter chance of winning fee popu-
lar vote and thereby accruing all
of their electoral votes.
But if American Jews do not

voce en bloc and US policy

Ud B UblUUJlU-
ing factor in US foreign policy
toward Israel and the rest of fee
Middle East whenever the pres-
idency is at stake stems from
the late foreign minister Ernest
Bevin's fixation about fee invis-
ible powers of American Jewry
during fee I947-4S crisis in pre-
Israel Palestine. :

Bevin and many of. his fellow
Laborites wrongly attributed
Truman’s initial support of
Jewish statehood to his desire for
a presidential term in his own
right and his consequent depen-
dence on Jewish votes.
By fee same token, the bugaboo

published by one of Haaretz's
pundits to the effect that
President Clinton’s alleged impa-
tience with Prime Minister
Netanyahu will not come out into
fee open until after the November
5 presidential election also is
nonsense, as is fee concurrent
prediction that Clinton will brine
heavy pressure to bear on Israel
as soon as he is reelected - fee
assumption being that his elec-
toral victory, though inevitable
and essential (for Ha'aretz's con-
cept of the peace process to be
realized) depends on his captur-
ing “the Jewish vote.”

The writer is a foreign corre-
spondent.

Read
on

ELI BIRNBAUM

-» ifGST of us like nothing

|\/| better than to pick tip a

1 V I steaming cup of coffee,

munch on a piece of cake and

relax white turning fee pages of

fee daily paper.

play an identical scenario wife a

good novel, soft music and an ice-

cold glass of lemonade, and

you’ve got the same idea.

Now think about doing fee same

- but replace your .couch or arm-

chair wife a hardback swivel

office chair and your computet

Something doesn’t sit right (aside

from you).

Despite all the pundits waving

signs feat read. ‘The end is near

ftere is no way your computer can

or will supplant your paper or feat

good book.
Part of the great reading experi-

ence is fee comforting, tactile feel-

ing of a book. It’s turning the

pages, maybe glancing ahead to

see bow many more yew have left

before fee climax.

How could staring at a computer

screen ever be as satisfying as

casually skimming a full page of

newspaper, your eyes roaming at

will over fee headlines? Then

there’s that lovely crisp sound you

get when you fold the paper any

way you Eke and read articles at

whim

—

Without waxing too poetic -

reading off paper is one of life’s

quiet, simple joys. It uses most of

our senses, adding meanwhile (or

so we believe) to our understand-

ing of what’s going on in the great

wide world.

What about computers in fee

academic field? Again, one cannot

avoid mentioning fee pleasing role

of paper, remembering feat quick

locating of a relevant paragraph,

fee firm highlighting with fee

ubiquitous yellow marker. Try

scrolling down wife your mouse,

you say? It’s no substitute at alL

One of ray secret enjoyments

while doing research was having

five books on my living room
table, all open at the same time,

savoring fee excitement of discov-

ering similarities or discrepancies

between the various texts. When
you're working wife a computer
there’s no way you can jump back
and forfe between pages, keeping

your finger on comparative texts.

When I factor in fee eye-strain

involved in reading a computer
monitor/ 'fee back-strain "* feat

••‘ensues footo prolonged sitting in

tihe’ pdsition in an uncomfortable

aryl viewers were treated to a pic-

ture of Netanyahu with a gaping

hole in his chest, a bull’s-eye

around it and fee caption
“Hamas,

do your work.” In fee riots. Israeli-

armed Palestinian Authority police

turned cm fee Jews they were sup-

posed to be protecting in Nablus.

How on earth can Netanyahu

withdraw from Hebron and leave

fee smalt Jewish community at fee

mercy of the same Palestinian

Authority?

Was Netanyahu “provocative” in

delaying meeting with Arafat?

Violence has always worked for

ArafeL and fee problem for the

Israelis is bow to get fee world to

see this.

The minute the Palestinians

embarked on their campaign of
worldwide violence in the ’60’s,

hijacking planes and blowing up
airports, they put themselves on the
political agoada.

Selective violence is Arafat’s

most successful weapon. His
approach is the good cop/bad cop

game. Negotiate wife me or you'll

have Hamas, he says. In his role as

good cop he consolidates fee bad
cop's gains. For Israel to continue

wife this is a mug’s game: -

- -If, whenever tberetsa stidg Sifee

peace negotiations,' Araf&rfu&Ius
PA turn its guns on Jewish setflers

or threatens Israel wife Hamas,
there is simply no pomt to negotia-

tions.

If Arafat cannot deliver because

be cannot control the Palestinians,

then why negotiate with him?
Netanyahu should wait for Hafez
Assad. Abu Jihad, or Hamas.
But fee point is»Araiat con deliv-

er: He is far wilier and more skilled

than many observers thought He
can stop fee terrorists and the sui-

cide bombers and control fee PA, if

he wishes.

The problem is this: Just as both
doves and hawks in Israel want
peace - only a matter of tactics

divide them - so in die Arab world
(apart from Jordan and perhaps
Egypt) only a tactical division sep-

arates the unanimous desire to

eliminate IsraeL

Computers are great

but you can’t

snuggle up with them

chair, my vote goes to paper every
time -well, almost

HONESTY compels me to admit
that the Internet has tremendous
potential, especially in the field of
Jewish education.

First, it can reach thousands of
people everywhere who would riot

normally have access to such
wealth of material and debate.
Second, it can serve as a bridge
between (Jewish) communities
and schools worldwide, strength-
ening fee Israel-Diaspora, partner-
ship.

Third, it is (my foregoing lament
notwithstanding) virtually irre-

placeable in research. Fourth, it is
fee cheapest and most efficient
method of allowing ideas and con-
cepts to flow freely. It can be uti-

lized to expand existing education-
al methods and systems and create
new ones.

Wife over 2,000 people from.21
countries taking courses at -fee
Jewish University In Cybexspace
and dozens of high schools coop-
erating on joint projects world-
wide; when you can get an MBA
from a University in Scotland over
the net, we cannot help but xeoog-
mze and internalize this revolu-
tion.

computer replace
paper? Only marginally in my
opinion, since most of us will sim-
ply press on the print button any*W
«ri

V^en we what wewant
Will the computer replace my

momtng paper or my latest
Lufeum novel? No way.
Will the computer replace iny

morning paper or my latest
Ludlum novel? No way. .

* ^
ver change my mind?

Maybe, when I can stretch out on

°f“ch, a pillow behind my
jeck, holding my computer in one
tend and a glass of iced tea in fee

Vi

0

Em V.H i

Sabi ie?* * i i

uJn.

°

psychologist, is die

POSTSCRIPT
LONDON DOG-LOVERS: who
et their pets foal the streets are
oemg targeted by a cinema ad
^paign showing a man defccat-wS °n the sidewalk.

wouldn’t Don’t let your
cog is fee message, as fee man's
neighbor slips on fee doo.

‘We’ve tried the soft ap-
proach, but there are some peo-

f ,,** clearly isn't getting through
to, said the London official re-

sponsible for the campaign

ft*.'.-. - '

. m:-:-
\:v >:
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Mad dogs
and Israelis

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

EMILY HAUSER

N upper middle-class cou-
ple. a comipi cop, a newly
^religious soccer fan, the
°f 3 street-side kiosk, apinm

aadteprostmiie^whatcoukiS
p«»pte possibly have incommM^
T^ese characters, along with sev-

feUow travelers
throogh. the urban night (which
achieves virtual-character statusm the recently released com-
edy Dogs Are Color-Blind (Klavim
Lo Novhun Beyarok), a son of
Israeli Short Cuts. where everyone
issomehow connected to everyone
else and no one really is what thev
seem. 3

DogsAre Color-Blind is the pro-
an upper-middle-class cou-

ple, Yohanan and Oma Raviv, who
directed and produced die film as
well as adapting the script for the
screen. The two have been working
on the film for the past five years
and the local media have been in a
buzz about it far nearly as long.
Dogs follows the paths ofa loose

group of people as they wander
through a series oE offbeat circum-
stances in the course of a single
night Naomi and Tzfld, a couple
with serious communication prob-
lems. find their home has been
robbed and, in the course of the
evening and early-morning hours,
meet, befriend and/or have sex
with a veritable cross-section of
Israeli society.

As the night wears on, much of
what Tzflti and Naomi take for

v2U
I

f>li
,S ?UDVI^

n into question andv«y little is as it first seems. Is the

£5
* good guy. or a potential peep-

5h,t
Tom? Tziki frsquent pros-

tutes- or does Naomi have a side-toe herself as a call girl? Is thepimp scum, or a well-meaning, if
weak, paj? And will Naomi ever”a
^
e 30 orSasra with anyone?

Yohanan and Oma Raviv recallam they feff in love with the story
ofDogs the first time they read the
script Originally written by Amos
fcver-Hadani and Noam Berkovitz.
“te final screenplay was a much-
worked-over version of the script -
a fact which led to a well-publi-
cized argument as to who should be
given writing credit.
Their own excitement aside,

however, die Raviv team initially
had a difficult time finding funding
for die $850,000 project “It took
us a long time to win the ‘jury’
over,” Yohanan says. “This movie
isn't characteristic of the kind of
films that are usually given, finan-
cial backing here.”
Oma adds: “I think people had a

hand time with the feet that it’s a
comedy - it didn't seem serious
enough. It didn’t have a clear ideo-
logical message The money did
arrive in the end

, from such dis-

parate sources as the Ministry for

Trade and Industry and the Fund for

Quality Israeli Films, among others.

Yohanan stresses that Dogs does
indeed cany a message or two,
however. “The first message is that

A ‘Single Guy’
raises his profile

A married couple (Keren Mor and Dov Navon) appeal to their strange, newly religious friend
(Sharon Raginfano) in the local movie ‘Dogs Are Color-Blind.”

Israeli cinema is legitimate — the

audience's trust has to be rebuilt,

and they have to feel comfortable,

to feel that they're sitting through a
real movie.”
Yohanan explains that part of

their contribution to this process

can be seen in the film’s purely

technical side - lighting, sound and
cinematography. “We were so very
careful that everything would be
neat and clean, very clear, very pro-

fessional.” be said. The point, the

couple says, was to guarantee that

the audience would not find itself

“forgiving'' die movie for any typi-

cal Israeli film-industry mishaps, in

order to suspend disbelief and
enjoy themselves.

The other message. Oma says
with a certain disappointment, was
meant to be optimism. “After the
1992 elections, we finally felt as if

we were living in the right place,

that the Middie Hast was the right

place to be." As such, she and
Yohanan filled the film with bright

Mediterranean colors and proudly
Levantine characters. She shrugs

her shoulders and shakes her head.

"Then, do you know what it was
bke to be filming a comedy after

die Rabin assassination?”

Released on October 4,Dogs was

up for a number of Israeli Oscars -
but left the October 8 ceremony
with barely a mention, overshad-

owed as it was by another recent

release. Sr. Clara. Only Dana Raz
(who played the hooker-with-a-

heart-of-gold Sophie) won, for best

supporting actress.

Asked what they’ll do. now that

their five-year goal has been com-
pleted, Yohanan and Oma Raviv
smile. “You know what," Oma
says, “these past two days have
been the first time in five years that

we’ve just sat at home and
relaxed." She pauses. “I think we'll

make another movie.”

J
ONATHAN Silverman is

keenly aware of the pros and
cons of starring in a television

senes. The 29-year-old actor, who
has appeared in some 18 movies
and headlined oo Broadway in Neil
Simon’s Tony Award-winning
Broadway Bound, stars in die NBC -

comedy The Single Guy, in which
he plays- who else? - a single guy.
Silverman's Jonathan is a witty,
articulate writer looking for his

perfect soul mate.

“I think the toughest part about
doing TV is Che lack of anonymity
that 1 imagine is going to happen,"
says Silverman, during a break
from the Single Guy rehearsals. ‘1

have been fortunate in the sense
that in my 10 or 11 years of doing
this, I have made a rather hand-
some living and haven’t had to

really pay the price in terms ofhav-
ing my privacy stripped away. I can
go to a ballgame and not be both-
ered.”

But be noticed people noticing
him when NBC began airing

Single Guy promos. “It’s over-
whelming.” says Silverman, a real-

life single guy who is unfailingly

polite and charming.

Still, he says, doing a sitcom

allows him to have a life. “You
don’t have to wake up at 4 in the

morning and you don't have to go
off to faraway lands to wok,” he
says with a smile. ‘Tf you make
dinner plans at 8 o’clock you might
be able to keep them."

But the biggest plus about doing
The Single Guy is dial Silverman’s

profile has risen in the Hollywood

community ‘‘based on the industry

frizz and die feet the show has

been given this prime slot. I have

been offered all of these wonderful

movies movies I probably could-

n’t even get a meeting for two or

three months ago."

In fact, boosting his film career

was one of die main reasons he

decided to do The Single Guy. The
enormous success of such series as

ER and Friends has catapulted a lot

of its stars into high-profile

movies.

“So much has changed in the

industry in the past decade in terms

of an actor’s status. If an actor did

aTV show 10 years ago. he would
remain on television. Nowadays, it

only helps to have a television

career, which then enhances your
movie role opportunities.”

Besides starring in The Single

Guy. Silverman is also “one of the

many owners of the show. I have
the title of program consultant. I

am not sure what that means, but I

am consulting.

“Needless to say. I was revolved

in the casting procedures. We have
a wonderful cast."

Before The Single Guy,
Silverman tested die sitcom waters

by making a guest appearance on
the final episode of Friends as the

doctor who delivers Ross’s baby.

“I hadn't done a sitcom in about

10 or 11 years. NBC thought it

would be a nice opportunity to get

back into it. Instead of screwing up
ray own show. I would just have a

few lines on theirs. It turned out

fine.” (The Washington Post)

Emotions swing in

revamped ‘Land’
Sheryl Crow: Techno tricks meet ’70s songs

IN TUNE
DAVID BRINN

DANCE REVIEW
ORA BRAFMAN

Land of Rape and Honey -
Choreographers: Nir Ben-Gal and
Lfat Dror.

RECENTLY. Ben-Gal and
Dior reworked their latest

piece that premiered at
this year’s Israel Festival, in a
brave step that recognizes some
of the communication problems

-jfjpy’ve encountered even with
.rtiaeuvipQSt avid-follpwers.

fj. The;,-work itself deals witfr an
obsessive search for a lost love
in a broad sense, from personal
manifestation of basic needs to

metaphysical yearnings. Ben-
Gal, who dances with a group of
six dancers, and for the first time
without his on-and-off stage

partner Dror, is the odd man out
who intrudes on a series of short

scenes that deal with many
strange aspects of human rela-

tionships.

It may start with a Big Mama
who takes the “boys” on her

knees, bares their posterior and
spanks it indifferently, and then

move to a man who ceremoni-

ously washes the foot of his love

so he can tick it and ends holding

her bead under water until he

feels truly uncomfortable.

Yet each scene tends to change

its message with a forever-shift-

ing balance of power between

the partners, resulting in attribut-

ing intentions that hold their own

for a split second until your emo-
tions swing like a pendulum with
those recurrent contradictions.

He takes you from a romantic
autumn song, nostalgic and sub-
lime, to the gutters of humilia-

tion, abasement and violent rape.

At times it is appalling and at

times it is very funny. Often, you
are riddled with the uncomfort-
able feeling asyou can never be
sprp whethertfus mongrel is the

real dung in disguise.
~.

ri
• The structure is more of an
assemblage than a collage,

where information comes con-
currently from several direc-

tions.

Although this work is a bit

more diffuse and less coherent,

schematically the work is con-
structed very much like their

previous piece. Into Omri, that

gained international attention

and is considered their best work
since their famous breakthrough

in Two-Room Apartment nine

years ago.

The latter version of this work
bas a sharper focus on its sense

of direction which has been
achieved through major changes

of stage design, costumes and
lighting as well as content -
where tighter reins were much
needed, as Ben-Gal tends to bide

real emotions behind theatrical

foolery which may flatter the

audience.

Sheryl Crow
SHERYLCROW (Helicon)

Between the 1 and the 9
PATTI ROTHBERG (NMO

A Man and a Woman
BELINDACARLISLE (NMO

M ainstream rock is

definitely being taken
over by women.

Whereas in the past, a Patti Smith
or a Chrissie Hynde was a novel

..aberration . in the male-dominated
weridvotoday you1qan

,

j:.swach..the

-dial ^uritimut' bearing- another
fiTmale- 'rocker. From ' Alaiiis

Morrissette and Joan Osborne to

Melissa Etheridge and PJ Harvey,

the invisible separation that has
always existed between male and
female rock has been permanently
erased.

Sheryl Crow is a good example
of a woman making it sound so
natural that gender is not an issue.

In Crow’s case, you have the

dizzying rise from backup singer

to international star with one
album. Tuesday Night Music Club
contained a huge hit. “All I Wanna
Do.” which was overplayed so
much it almost negated foe endear-
ing goodwill the rest of the album
built up.

Her sophomore self-titled fol-

low-up features more Linda
Ronstadt country-rock stylings

and Stones-like gritty guitar riffs,

but displays a giant leap in song-
writing.

A number of (he tunes sound

immediately like classics - as if

you’ve beard them before even as

you’re bearing them for the first

time.

Standouts include “Sweet
Rosalyn,” “Oh Marie” and “If it

Makes You Happy.”
Crow’s penchant for kitchen-

sink type arrangements including

industrial hand-clapping and elec-

tronic loops instead of live drums
injects a ’90s techno flavor into

the proceedings, but the embellish-

ments never overpower the songs
themselves, which are strictly

from the ’70s.

It’s unlikely that this will be a
-blockbuster like her first- record,

but^at least artistically; Crow has \

dealtthe-sophoiriore jinx aTKG.

PATH ROTHBERG has no
sophomore worries yet, since she
can still revel in the glory of her
debut. Between the 1 and the 9.

The title refers to the location

where she would play as a street

musician in the NYC subway sys-

tem.

If you could create an artist

whose voice sounded like Suzanne
Vega, played guitar like Bonnie
Raftt and grew up listening to The
Bangles, this sparkling debut
would be the final result

The 24-year-old Rothbeig loves

words, sometimes cramming as

many as she can into a verse, like

early Dylan or Springsteen.

There are a couple of electrify-

ing angry-young-woman tirades in

“This One’s Mure” and “Treat Me
Like Dirt” but just when you’re

ready to write her off as a talented

Morrissette clone, she turns. vul-

nerable with “Forgive Me” and

Sheryl Crow’s superstar status is confirmed by her new album.

“Remembering Tonight"
Self-assured and unafraid to mix

it up by combining blues, spiky

rock and folk, this sounds like the

work of a seasoned veteran.

A REAL veteran who could use
some seasoning is Belinda
Carlisle, one-time and still some-
rime Go-Gos singer, who has

enjoyed a successful solo career.

Her latest release. A Man & a
'Noman, is typically slick

California pop cooked to perfec-

tion, but all signs of vitality have
evaporated.

The melodies are pleasant
arrangements tasteful and
Carlisle's vocals are as seductive

as thev were in the days of “We

Got the Beat" But all together, it

spells boring.

Aside from the spunky
“California” with fitting back-up
vocals from Brian Wilson, the

album sounds bland and unin-

spired.

Making adult contemporary pop
is one thing, but having it sound
like ft could be played on a muzak
elevator is another.

Ground Control
to Major Tomer

Let the records show that the

first song about UFOs and Israel

has been released, by veteran

immigrant and professional song-
- Rruven,Thica^onfet
^WEWfST the lyrieSi

aliya, Zionism, life on Mars, and
antisemitism, making it one of the

more original songs to hit local

airwaves recently. Listen for it on
Radio 3.

The Circus Comes to Town
Twenty-eight years after it

became an instant enigma, one of
the legendary lost rock ’n’ roll per-

formances is about to be released

on video and CD.
Rock & Roll Circus, filmed but

never shown fix British TV, fea-

tures The Rolling Stones in their

1968 glory in front ofa small audi-

ence. and with a little help from
their friends, including John
Lennon, Eric Clapton and The
Who.

The reason the film was never
released was that the Stones feared

that they paled considerably com-
pared to The Who’s performance.
Now, everyone can judge for

themselves.

Subtleties lost on Bernstein contest judges Marriage, morality and midlife crises

HE jury’s verdict in the

Leonard Bernstein Inter-

national Oratorio and Song
etition brought into question

n criteria of evaluation.

ano Kelly Nassief from the

ne of the laureates, was an

is choice and sbe wisely

to sing Beethoven’s “Ah,

Romanian mezzo-soprano

a Oprisanu’s success as lau-

jflected poorly cm the artistic

rds of the jury,

jury appears to have been

Click by a tone volume that

s overpowering as it was

rassingly crude. Mozart’s

unus Te" from his Mass in C
sounded vulgarly showy. An
om Rossini’s Stabat Mater

eaply melodramatic, with no

f reverential spirituality,

hardly surprising then,, that

(tleties and refinement of the

jh contralto Anna Larssan

HI to be wasted on this jury,

m, soft, delightful voice;

CONCERT ROUNDUP

t’s ‘‘Have Merc/’ from

[lew’s Passion, and the

moving emotion in one

’s Kindertotenlieder

ere beyond the insensi-

f a competition jury,

be favour of an “hon-

»” could hardly com-

tfae title of “laureate"

ir in the audience had

i her.

Theater, October 6-7.

UiyEppstein

of two consecu-

sic concerts, in

ip evening, oete-
B

end of the

from

Germany lovingly caressed the

melodies and displayed tight-

winged virtuosity in Telemann's

Recorder. Concerto. The more
assertive Baroque transverse flute

presented by Janet See from
England in Vivaldi’s fl Gardellino

Concerto, Highlighted this instru-

ment’s sonority.

The frimnate sound as well as the

virtuoso potential of the Baroque

cello were impressively realized by

Rainer Zipperiing from Germany

in another "Vivaldi concerto.

Coordination of the two harpsi-

cbords in Bach’s Concerto BWV
1061 was convincingly achieved

by John Toll from England and

Shalev Ad-EL
Jill Feldman from France

brought reaxly forgotten paces by
rv^ra/Kni and Mezula to life with

her pore, bright soprano, and

Richard Wistreich froin England,

in works by Kapsberger and

Monteverdi, sang wife his amaz-

ingly deep, dark bass.

Among the period instruments

the Baroque violin; played by

Andrew Manze from England,

sounded surprisingly glamorous in

sonatas by Conadini and Cima.

The sonorous sounds of die arch-

hue were subtly conjured up by

Jonathan Rubin from Switzerland

in a Toccata and Gagliarda by

Kapsbaget
Tel Aviv Museum, Octobers.

Ury Bppstem

IT HAS been a while since the

Ra'anana Sympbanetre Orchestra

has played a truly classicaljso-

granu Under previous muse dnec-

§Sr Yeroham Scharovsky the

orchestra always tended to Jean

towards the lighter classics, at

times tovoy good effect. With new
music director Yuval Zahook on
foe podium theSymphoneue seems
to become a more so-called serious

ensemble and it shows in programs
and music-malting alike.

The Symphoneoe opened its sea-

son with an all-Mendelssohn pro-

gram that readied its apex after the

intermission. Under Zaliouk's
guiding baton the musicians pre-

sented a fine reacting of the com-
poser’s Fourth (Italian) Symphony,
with all its charm, verve and
delight.

It was a fine performance show-

casing the orchestra at its very best

and suggesting that indeed the

Symphooetze has marched more
than a few steps forwards recently.

Violinist extraordinaire Miriam
Fried presented a most elegant,

suave and poised reading of the

ever-popular violin concerto of

Mendelssohn.
There were no gimmicks here

whatsoever noran attempt at a per-

sona] interpretation.

Rather we got a very dear read-

ing of the score, pure music pre-

sented with all its beauty. Zaliouk

and the orchestra accompanied
with matching grace.

Before the intermission Zaliouk
and the orchestra were not up to

their best form in the overture Das
Heimkehr dan Fremde and
Jonathan BiSS was rushing in foe

first piano concerto much more
than necessary. He delivered a very

dignified second movement but his

tempi were all too fast in the

enveloping movements which
ended in an imbalanced perfor-

mance.
Ra’anana, Yad Labanim,

October 9
MichaelAjzenstadt

Sylria, A Romantic Comedy by AJL
Gurney. Translation, Ebod Manor.
Direction, Roni Pinkowitch. Set,

Douglas Heap. Costumes, Oraa
Smorgoasky. Beit Lessin Theater, Tel
Aviv.

THE very feminine Sylvia is

a prime example of the

female species .ardently

enamored of a married man. And
she is played with charm, coyness,

and subtlety by Anat Waxman,
who shows as striking a talent as a
comedienne as she has done in

heavier roles in the past.

In Ehud Manor’s translation, the

original American background of
the piece is deftly transferred to

Tel Aviv. Lashings of local wit and
appropriate allusions add spice to

die overall hilarity.

The lightest of tight comedies,

although wrapped in a somewhat
smarmy message about middle-

age in males, and morals and sen-

timent in marriage, Sylvia is the

THEATER REVIEW
NAOMI DOUDAI

right antidote for these gloomy
times.

Oded Teomi’s Michael - a mar-

ried man in a midlife crisis - is

rich in whimsy and humor, and he
abounds with charm.

On the lookout for a new
lifestyle that will free him from
the constraints of domesticity and
an irksome occupation, he meets
Sylvia in the park. She proves her-
self his savior as be too becomes
hers.

The love between them develop-
ing into a highly charged relation-

ship is soon a bone of contention

between him and Katie, his very
practical and unromantic wife,

played by Dina Doron who coun-
ters his fantasies of new-found
freedom with a no-nonsense,
down-to-earth denial.

As anxiety over his extramarital

capers mounts, she turns for help,

first to Iris, an obsessively clean

and conventional friend, and then
to Sharon, a weirdo psychic con-

sultant of ambivalent sex. Both
roles are played in drag by Lior
Ashkenazi with hilarious panache.
In addition be plays Avner, a man
Michael meets in the Park.

And what is Michael doing in

the Park, especially in the depth of
the night? For the answer to that -
as well as to who is Sylvia - you
will have to go and see for your-
self. Undoubtedly you will find

the visit worthwhile.

An evening full of fun and
laughs awaits you, enlivened by
Douglas Heap's smart set. He
camouflages Beit Lessin 's impos-
sibly shallow stage with a painted
panoramic background that gives
the comforting illusion of a colos-

sal city stretching into the dis-

tance.

TOWER RECORDS’ TOP 15

THIS LAST WffiKS ON
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#1
#2
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#4
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#6
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#

8
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1

2
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6
10
5
6
4
7
15
RE
14
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#15 NEW!

7
14
30
29
6
2
2
40
27
11

3
3
21
7
1

TITLE
COLLECTION^RAMI KLBNSTSN

V/A HITMAN 7
SHLOMO ARTZI SHNA1M
RTfA TIMESTOPS
FRIENDS OF NATASHA UVE
V/A PARTY TIME II

V/A GUSH DANCE CLUB IV

V/A SHALOM HAVER
ALANIS MORiSSETTE JAGGED UTTLEIPILL

nST TRAINSPOTTING

V/A LAST RAIN - YAIR ROZENBLUM
V/A TOP POWER ‘96

FUGEES THE SCORE
V/a NOW 34

IT WAS WRITTEN

Tovrt* Records' top-se*ng atoun* tor last week

PINK PANTHER
Screen Saver Entertainment on CD-ROM
Enjoy the hippiest, coolest cat in cartoons - on your computed!!

* Fully animated eartocr screen savers

* Cod wallpaper

* Guest appearances

* Unforgettable Pink Panther theme musk:

Produced by Asymetric Entertainment Works on Windows - ZS disk

JP Special Price NIS 99 ind. p&h In Israel

Tb: JPMart, The Jerusalem Post. POB 81

,

1 Jerusalem 91000
1 Please send me Tire Pink Panther on CD-ROM
1 Enclosed is my checK, payable toThe Jerusalem Post

,
Credit card orders accepted by phone/lax.

i Name

.City.

Code. .Tel, (day).
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Business&Finance
Experts’ panel to propose alternatives

to Brodet’s recommendations
!!§ i _ _ I recommends

Tuesday, October t5, 1996

DAVID HARRIS

AFTER hours of debate, the gov-

ernment decided early yesterday

to establish a panel to investigate

alternatives to the Bnodet commit-

tee’s plan to tax interest on sbort-

and medium-term savings.

The cabinet approved the other

recommendations in the report,

which aims to encourage long-

term investments.

The new team will comprise

Treasury director general David

Brodet. Mosbe Leon, head of pri-

vatization in the Prune Minister’s

office, and an as yet un-named
representative of the Bank of

Israel. They have been given two

weeks to report

Finance Minister Dan Meridor
refused to comment yesterday,

when asked if he would resign in

the wake of the cabinet vote on
the recommendations. Before the

ministerial discussion. Meridor
had given die report his unequiv-

ocal support
Industry and Trade Minister

Natan Sharansky said yesterday

he has every confidence in

Meridor. “I see no reason (for

him) to resign,” said Sharansky,

who voted against accepting all

Brodet’s recommendations.

Prior to the cabinet's decision,

Brodet said he would not stand

down. “I didn’t resign in

September, 1 haven't resigned dur-

ing October, and I won't be resign-

ing in November either,” he said.

That, however, has not put an

end to speculation about the

career civil servant’s future.

Sources in the Finance Ministry

are suggesting Brodet will leave

his post shortly and that his

replacement will be the current

Mifal Hapayis managing director,

Shmuel Slavin.

Knesser Finance Committee
Chairman Avraham Ravitz

(United Torah Judaism) yesterday

urged Brodet and Meridor not to

resigns “I hope Meridor will not

take this personally,” said Ravitz.

“Brodetmust realise the vote was
not a lack of confidence in him
personally.”

Brodet flew to Turkey last night

for a regional conference, a trip

arranged well before the cabinet

vote. “I hope he will take advan-

TASE unaffected by cabinet’s

vote on Brodet report
/>< pt ini/ioGAUT LJPKJS BECK

THE Tel Aviv Stock Exchange’s trading floors yes-

terday reflected financial market apathy in the face

of the government's decision on the Brodet recom-
mendations to reform the capital market, but
investors said their confidence in the government
has weakened.
The market was down slightly yesterday on very

tow turnover of less than NTS50 million. Some
traders said the fact that nothing irregular occurred
the day after the government’s decision suggested

the market expected die government to oppose die

entire package, especially taxing short-and medi-
um-term saving schemes. Others said that even if

all the recommendations were accepted, the propos-

als are “mild” and insufficient to help stabilize the

capital markets and economy.
Some analysts said it is difficult to analyze the

market’s reaction at this stage, since many investors

are uncertain what was decided at the lengthy cabi-

net meeting.
“Nobody believed the recommendations would

be adopted,” said Yosef Gross, a professor at Tel

Aviv University and head of a law firm concentrat-

ing on the capital market

.

“The idea to tax interest on savings plans and
short-term savings, and in this way to encourage
people to go from one investment to another, was
not an acceptable idea for anybody and, therefore,

the first reaction of the government was against it”

Gross said.

According to Gross the capital market moves in

cycles of four or five years. “Now we axe in the

third year ” he said. “Unless there is a real political

change or a war or something else happens, we
have to wait at least another year for a good year.

Everything depends on negotiations with the Arabs.

If peace is seen in die horizon the market will

change immediately.”

It is impossible to draw any conclusions from die

behavior of the stock market these days, said Yossi

Nitzani, manager of capital markets at Economic
Models. “The only thing that can be seen is that

there is no activity.”

Nitzani, who in the past served as general manag-
er of the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, explained that

the light trading characteristic of the stock market

during the last few months reflects investors’ ner-
vousness and uncertainty. Recent changes in the
market’s direction are due to speculative trading
and. are not indications of a long-term change he
said.

While Nitzani is a supporter of the recommenda-
tions in the Brodet report, he does not think they are
sufficient to revive the market.
“Even if all of the recommendations are imple-

mented, they are miniznalistic compared with the
bad situation of the economy and fee capital mar-
ket Nothing will change unless the economy is

treated with substantial measures,” Nitzani said.

According to Nitzani the longer the government
decides to delay the treatment, fee more painful fee

cure will be for fee economy. He said the proposal
to tax short-term savings should be approved, as a
first measure towards fee market’s recovery.

“The capital market is very sensitive, and it is

always easy to find an excuse why this isn’t the

appropriate time. When the market is high, nobody
wants to hinder it. And when fee market is weak,
nobody wants to worsen fee slump,” said Nitzani.

According to Nitzani, the key to fee economy’s
recovery is a cut in fee budget and interest rates. “A
cut of less than NIS7 billion will not be effective”

said Nitzani.

Many investors do not understand what was
decided at fee cabinet meeting, said Zvi Stepak,

general manager of the Meitav investment consul-

tancy firm. It is unclear, he said, whether fee cabi-

net will go ahead with recommendations to reduce

taxes on bonds and dividends, if fee recommenda-
tion to tax short-term savings is finally rejected.

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu's opposition

to accepting all fee recommendations disappointed

investors, said Stepak. The market is under the

impression that fee government is not serious and
Finance Minister Dan Meridor is weak, Stepak said.

The government is more concerned wife power
straggles than professional considerations, he said.

“If fee government can't decide on something as

mild as a small tax mi saving plans, then what will

happen when big issues have to be approved, like

privatization or fee budget cut, not to mention polit-

ical moves,” said Stepak.

cage of fee trip, to take time to

think things through,” said

Ravitz.

“I would have done fee same as

Brodet were I in his position,”

said former Treasury director gen-

eral Professor Ezra Sadan. “But

looking from -fee- -outside, I now
side wife the governor of the

Bank of Israel (Jacob Frenkel,

who opposed taxing short-term

savings).” Sadan stopped short of

calling for Brodet’s resignation,

but suggested it may be time for

him to move on.

Yisrael Ba’aliyah's two cabinet

ministers failed to support the

report, despite indicating last

week they were in favor of its rec-

ommendations. Sharansky voted

against accepting all the report’s

Lockheed bid

to buy TAAS
heavy munitions

division on hold
STEVE RODAN

THE government of Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu will

have to decide within the next few
weeks whether to proceed wife

offers from major international

defense contractors to buyTAAS's
heavy munitions division, defense

sources said yesterday.

“There muse be a decision made
soon,” a defense source who is deal-

ing wife fee issue said. “You can’t

keep these people waiting forever.”

Six companies have expressed

interest in buying TAAS’s heavy
munitions division, the most prof-

itable of fee government compa-

ny’s businesses.

Lockheed Martin, fee giant US
contractor, is regarded as being the

most serious of the bunch.

The Defense Ministry, however;

is opposed to the sale of the heavy
munitions division. Defense

Ministry adviser Yisrael Tal, a
reserve major-general, former

bead of the armored corps and

inspiration behind fee Merkava
tank, said any purchase of TAAS
will lead to outsiders knowing
Israel's valuable military secrets.

TAAS executives said the Finance

Ministry gave fee company fee go-

ahead 18 months ago to draft a plan

TAAS, which netted sates of $460
tmOkmin 1995.
Within three months, TAAS sub-

mitted a plan and soon interestwas
expressed by major contractors.

They included British Aerospace
and fee American firm Olio, as

well as several European compa-
nies.

In April. Lockheed Martin pre-

suited an offer to buy at least 40
percent of the heavy munitions

division ofRamat Hasharon-based

TAAS.
Since then, Lockheed has been

waiting for TAAS to reply wife

financial documents feat would
detail the operations of its division.

Last month, TAAS submitted to

fee Defense Ministry a financial

plan and forecast, meant to be

relayed to Lockheed-“We took into

account feat certain secrets would
be leaked out wife this plan and
asked die Defense Ministry to

define fee limits,” a TAAS source

said. “We are still waiting for

them."
Industry sources said Lockheed

Martin executives have assured the

government they are willing to

agree to what they call any reason-

able arrangement to maintain
defense secrets. At fee same time,

however, fee executives are said to

be convinced that politics and not
national security is impeding the

proposed sale.

“There are many opportunities

out there, and if fee government is

not willing to entertain a serious

offer, then Lockheed Martin will

go some place else.” one source

Central bank, government,
industrialists move toward

rate-cut consensus
THERE has been some
toward persuading the Bank of

Israel to lower interest rates,

according to several participants

in fee latest in a series of meetings
between the government, the cen-

tral hank ar>d lfflrijng industrial-

ists.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu hosted yesterday’s ses-

sion. which was also attended by
Industry and Trade Minister Natan
Sharansky, Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel, and a
team of industrialists led by
Manufacturers Association

Resident Dan Propper.

The talks, initialed by Sharansky,

DAVID HARRIS

are aimed at breaking the three-

year stand-off between Frenkel

and the industrialists. Propper and
others in industry have repeatedly

called for interest-rates cuts of 2 to

3 percent. Frenkel has resisted,

arguing he is picpated to cut inter-

est rates only when inflation has

been curbed.

Netanyahu suggested during fee

meeting that interest rates should

be reduced, but only after fee

Knesset approves fee govern-

ment’s NIS4.9 bifliou in budget
cuts for 1997.

In a statement after the meeting,

fee Trade and Industry Ministry

said there was consensus on fee

need tocut interest rates, “but there

was an argument as to fee means
and timetable” for sucb a step.

Discussions mainly centered on
declining profits in industry and on
cunency exchange rates,

In recent months, industrialists

from various sectors have attacked

fee government and central bank
for their fiscal and monetary poli-

cies. They have also called for a
halt to fee reduction of capital-

investment aid and are opposing
many of - fee planned structural

reforms in die economy.

Banker Economy will suffer ifpeace

process fails to get back on track
THE economy will suffer a
severe downturn, if fee peace
process does not get back on
track, according to fee head of
international marketing of secu-
rities at Bank Hapoalim.
The effect of a stalled peace

process is likely to be felt most
in investments in securities

portfolios, rather than in direct

investments, said Nadine
Baudot-Trajtenberg, who is a
senior vice president at fee

bank.
“The (changing) politics of

Israel are often an impediment,”
Baudot-Trajtenberg said at the

GREER FAY CASHMAN

International Lion, of Judah
Conference in Jerusalem.
Before the peace agreement

with the Palestinians, foreign
investment amounted to about
S500 million per year. In 1994,

it rose to $2 billion.

While the peace process
changed perceptions of Israel in
the world, Baudot-Trajtenberg
added, “Israel still has a stig-

ma.”
Israeli business executives are

still welcomed in the US, but

this is not fee case in Europe,
she said. “The politics of today
can affect a meeting planned for
a week from now.”
The decline in tourism has

implications for other sectors of
fee economy, too, fee Hapoalim
executive said. Many tourists,

she said, are potential investors,

and fee drastic drop in tourism
has found an echo in investment.
“The business climate is extra-
ordinarily sensitive to political
developments here,” she said.

“If Israel is not a safe place to
visit, they postpone the invest-
ment.”

imest to thev^s majorexchanges

with Israel Discount Bank

Major French, Belgian banks announce alliance

ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK

BRUSSELS (Reuter) - The last sig-

nificant banner to fee birth of a
European banking colossus was
cleared yesterday when shareholders

in Belgium’s publicly-owned Credit

GxnzzmnaVGeoKezztelaediee (CCB)
overwhelmingly approved a tie-up

wife Credit Local deRanee (CLF).

Dexia, fee name given to fee

alliance, w31 specialize in lending to

local authorities and project financ-

ing— a market estimated by the two

banks to be wrath some 30 trillion

Belgian francs (NIS3 trillion).

Ranked in terms of total assets at

fee end of 1995, fee Dexia group

will together be 22nd in Europe.

CCB, Belgium's second largest

bank, andCLFestimate they already
control 8 percent ofpublic authority

lending.

CCB-controBed Banque
Internationale a Luxembourg will

remain a separately listed, private

banking unit
The alliance, which has been

under discussion since March, was
approved by CLF shareholders last

week and has already been approved

by the European Commission,

Europe’s anti-trust authority.

It remains only to be approved by
supervisors in the two countries.

‘The alliance will allow CCB and
CLF, both already dominant on their

respective domestic markets, to

anticipate the...ever-growing compe-
tition which will increase due to

European economic and monetary
union,” CCB said in a statement to

its shareholders, Belgium's towns
and municipalities.

Underfee tenns offee banks’ plan,
CCB and CLF will take cross-hold-

ings in each other’s capital

Between 25% and 30% of CCB
will also be sold to institutional and
retail investors in an initial public

offering on the Brussels Stock
Exchange. CLF is already listed in

Paris.

The Netherlands’ Bank der
Nederlandsche Gemeeaten, while

remaining outside fee group struc-

ture, will be associated wife Dexia
through a 5% stake in CLF and will
have a searon fee two banks’ boards.
Speaking after Monday’s vote,

CCB Chief Executive Officer
Francois Nannon declined to give
details of CCB’s listing until fee
banks exchange shares with each
other later this month.
Belgium’s third largest insurance

company. SMAP/OMOB. had said
it wanted to take a stake in CCB.
which could reduce the amount on
offer to the public by around 5%.
“AH we can say is that (the IPO)

w»ll be in fee first half of
November.” Nannon sakl at a news
conference.

Scitex revamp:
Staff to be cut,

office to close
recommendations, and Yuli

Edlestein (Immigration and
Absorption) abstained.

Sharansky spokesman Roman
Polanski said the Minister had no
doubt all fee recommendations
made economic sense, including

the taxation of interest on short-

and medium-term savings. Still,

he was “worried about the pub-
lic’s perception.”

Dining fee marathon cabinet
discussion, said Polanski, there
was a lack of detail on how the

short- and medium-term issue

would affect fee markets, and on
its social impact
“Until one in the morning, we

held professional discussions,”

Sharansky told reporters yester-

day. Sharansky said relations

between himself and Meridor are

excellent, both professionally and
as friends.

Edlestein last week telephoned
the Jerusalem Post to say he
would support Meridor and the
Brodet proposals. Yesterday, he
said, “I still support fee report.

But if fee government wants to

proceed, it must be muted. It was
a fair effort of the Prime Minister
to reach a consensus. If I hadn’t

previously supported fee report,

I’d have voted wife the Prime
Minister.”
Ravitz of United Torah Judaism

said yesterday feat the govern-

ment’s decision to re-examine
some of fee recommendations
was “sot only an economic mis-

take, but also a psychological

error: 1 am very disappointed.”

Cabinet members have drawn a
false parallel between fee Brodet
report . and former Finance
Minister Avraham Shohat’s

abortive proposal to impose taxes

on stock market investments last

year, said Ravitz. They are mis-

taken in worrying about fee possi-

bilty of more people fleeing the

markets, he said.

Knesset speaker Dan Tichon
declined to comment yesterday,

despite having been one of the

first to criticize the poposals when
they were published last month.

Tichon would not comment,
because fee issue was now in fee

hands of Netanyahu and Meridor,

according to his spokeswoman
Sara Yitzhaki-Kaplan.

SCITEX Corp., the once high-fly-

ing maker of computerized print-

ing equipment, said it is reorganiz-

ing its main division by firing

staff, closing offices and redirect-

ing spending.

Scitex sajd it will take a charge

against earnings to finance fee

reorganization. It declined to spec-

ify fee amount
Scitex recently estimated that its

third-quarter operating loss

widened from the second quarter’s

$11 million. Revenue in the graph-

ic arts division, Scitex's principal

unit, “fell far short of expecta-

tions,” the company said. Graphic

arts produces pre-press equip-

ment, digital cameras and scan-

ners, ink-jet color printers, and

other products.

Chief Executive Yoav
Cheloucbe declined to specify

how many of the graphic aits staff

would' be fired or which offices

may close. The division employs

2^00, or 69 percent, of Scitex’s

3,600 workers.
Within graphic arts, Scitex will

close some field offices in fee US
and Europe.
“There are radical changes in

our markets,” Cheiouche said,

-particularly in technology and

buying patterns.”

Scitex shares are not traded m
Israel They closed Friday on Wall

Street up 6 cents at $10,625, and

in early trading yesterday were up

25 cents at $10,875. _

The stock started fee year at $15.

Jt peaked at S21-75 when investor

David Gilo, chairman of DSF
Communications, expressed inter-

est in taking over Scitex in April.

The stock traded in fee $40’s as

recently as April 1993.

In March, Gilo proposed to pay

$20 a share for Scitex. He lifted

fee proposal to $25 a share in

April and dropped the bid in May.

Following Scirex's rebuff of

Gilo's proposal and his withdraw-

al, Gilo said he would “continue to

monitor developments at Scitex

closely” and remained ready to

explore an acquisition.

Gilo’s attorney in Israel and his

spokeswoman in New York could

not immediately be reached for

comment.
In fee past two months, two top

Scitex officials have resigned.

One of them was Shimon Alon,

head of the graphic arts division.

(Bloomberg)

m

NEWS IN BRIEF

Bezeq to give early retirement to 1,250 workers: Bezeq, which

Iras sent 1,500 workers to early retirement in fee last two years,

airrre to cut another 2,250 over fee next six years.Tbe public

tel*vywpmiinirarinnQ company would not confirm reports that fee

plan would cost it NIS250 million.

At present, some 9,500 people work far Bezeq. Due to increased

automation and the need for better-educated, highly skilled

employees, some workers arc being encouraged by financial

incentives to leave the company and some are being replaced.

Bezeq’s directors recently approved the cuts to help the

company maintain profits in fee face of growing competition

from private telecommunications companies. Judy Siegel

Knesset committee approves cats in customs duties: The
Kndsset Finance Committee unanimously approved what for most

products is fee final stage of fee government's five-year import .

liberalization program yesterday.

The ease wife which yesterday’s reductions' passed was in sharp

contrast to fee fierce arguments feat raged when fee plan was
introduced in 1991, and show to what degree free trade has

become an accepted concept in Israel’s economic life.

Yesterday’s decision reduces customs duties to 12% on most
finished products and 8% on raw materials. In a few especially

vulnerable industries, such as shoes, fertilizers, wood products

and electric cables, however, duties will go down to these levels

only in 1998. For textile products, these final rates will not be
achieved.until 2000. Altogether, rates were reduced for some
1.800 products yesterday.

In addition, some 300 products wife comparatively low duties,

which had therefore not been affected by previous stages of the
plan, were added by yesterday’s decision.

According to the Treasury, the loss in revenues due to the
reductions will be NIS37 million. Evelyn Gordon

Knesset Finance Commitee transfers grant money to Industry
and Trade Ministry: The Knesset Finance Committee approved
an emergency transfer ofNIS300 million to the Industry and
Tkade Ministry’s investment center yesterday, because fee center
has exhausted its grant budget for the year. The Finance Ministry
noted last week, that while it opposes investment grants in
principle, such incentives could be important given the current
political anceitainty.

£vrfyn Gordon

Investors poll NlSSOOm. from provident funds in October:

J*?™!?
11 have registered withdrawal instructions of about

NIS800 million for October, after several months of record-high
redemptions. Bank Hapoalim reported yesterday.
Bank Hapoalim has received withdrawal instructions of

NIS250ra. from the provident funds. Bank Hapoalim ’s funds
account for about one third of fee fund market.
The public’s withdrawal instructions to the banks are riven bv

fee thirteenth of evefy month. *

Baric Hapoalim said fee public's withdrawals from fee funds
SU!“ Augu

?U whcn V* b81*® received
recotd-mgh withdrawal instructions of NISI.4 billion.
Bmik Hapoahm said the lower withdrawals are mainly due tothe funds unproved yields. In September, most of the fluidsachieved positive real returns. The lower withdrawals are alsodue to the government's stabilizing of the bond market.
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Stocks fall amid
concern over
Scitex cuts

TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FELICE UARANZ

178.70
-0^7%

TWo-Sided index

ISRAELI stocks fell for a fourth

day amid concern losses at Scitex

Corp^ considered a leader in Is-

rael’s high-tech industry, will hurt

other companies.

Scitex, which makes computer-

ized printing equipment, said it

would reorganize after iower-
tban-anticipated sales, firing

staff, closing offices and redirect-

ing spending.

Companies with holdings in

Scitex declined, led by Qal In-

dustries, which fell 1.25 percent,

and Discount Investments, which
fell 1.75%. Sdtex is not traded in

Tel Aviv.

“When Scitex does poorly, it

influences other companies,"
said Dan Alt. a broker at Tel

Aviv investment firm Nesuah
Trading. “It seems they have a

serious problem."

187.58
-044%

Maof index

The Maof Index fell 0.44% to

187.58 and the Two-Sided Index

fell 0.27% to 178.70.

Investors are looking towards

tomorrow’s publication of Sep-

tember’s consumer price index

for an indication of whether the

Bank of Israel will lower interest

rales, Alt said.

Yet even if the CPI reveals an

increase lower than the 0.6%
gain economists expect, he add-

ed, “the central bank is unlikely

to lower interest raes a significant

amount.”

A cabinet decision to approve

only part of a Finance Ministry-

sponsored package of reforms de-

signed to bolster the exchange bad

little impact. Ah said, as “even if it

had passed in full it wouldn’t have

had an immediate effect on the

market.
'

'
(Bloomberg)

European markets gain,

buoyed by Wall Street rise

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - Leading
stocks hit another record close

yesterday as benign domestic in-

flation data and gains in US
stocks combined to push prices

ahead in a generally quiet Lon-

don session. Shares edged ahead

through the afternoon as the

Dow broke back above the 6,000

level, the FTSE 100 finishing at a

new closing best of 4,038.7, 10.6

points up on the day. Its previous

best of 4,035.6 was set on Octo-

ber 8.

FRANKFURT - The IBIS
DAX index ended afternoon

electronic dealings just above the

psychologically important level of

2,700 points, lifted by strength on
Wall Street The index ended up

8.14 points at 2.700.83, after the

Dow Jones surged in its early

dealings. The DAX index had
earlier ended floor trade up 7.85

points, or 0.29 percent, at

2,693.88.

PARIS - Shares closed slightly

lower in quiet trading as the mar-

ket continued its consolidation

above the 2,100 level for the blue-

chip index with some uneasiness

in the market about Thursday’s

public sector strike. The blue-

chip CAC-40 index was down
3.50 points or 0.16% at 2,143.62.

ZURICH - Shares ended a list-

less and rangebound session

slightly higher after posting mod-
erate gains early in the session on
the back of Wall Street’s strength

on Friday. The all-share Swiss

Performance Index added 5.24

points, or 0.22%, to 2,440.88.

TOKYO - Stocks managed to

claw back into positive territory

by the end of the session, but

Turnover tumbled to a new low

for the year, brokers said, adding

that it reflected the cautious

trade. They said most investors

were inactive ahead of the elec-

tions on October 20. The Nikkei

225 swung back 61.09 points or

0.29% higher at 21,029.25.

HONG KONG - The Hang
Seng index scored a record clos-

ing high, as the market took its

lead from Friday’s rise in US
stacks

; and bonds
,
and investors

continued to look"for-. further,,
gains* hi. local share* prices.-The-

Hang Seng index closed 111.95

points higher at 12,33035.

SYDNEY - The share market

climbed to a record dose with

market sentiment buoyed by a

Wall Street rally on Friday and an

AS2.65 billion merger proposal

between two regional banks. The
key share market barometer, the

All Ordinaries index ended 26.5

points higher at 2,363.3, three

points lower than the intra-day

and all time high of 2,3663 set in

afternoon trade.

JOHANNESBURG - Shares

ended firm in quiet trade, with

golds supported by gold quarterly

results and industrials lifted by
gains in key stocks. Dealers said

there was mixed reaction to the

gold quarterly results which were

mostly in line with expectations.

The overall index added 17 points

to 7,0513 points, industrial index

gained 27.9 points to 8,298.3

points and gold index rose 7.1

points to 1,735.2 points.

Wall Street closes above
6,000 for first time

L STREET REI

NEW YORK (AP) — The Dow
Jones industrial average rolled to

its first close above 6,000 yester-

day, as Friday’s momentum car-

ried a quiet Columbus Day ses-

sion, lifting several stock
measures to new highs.

On Wall Street, the Dow rose

40.62 points, finishing at 6,010.

Earlier, the well-known barome-

.

ter of 30 big US companies rose

as high as 6,02031, breaking its

previous intraday record at

6,01037, set early last week.
The Dow had crossed the

6,000-raark for the first time last

Monday, and did it again the fol-

lowing day, but
^
retreated each

time.

The Standard and Poor’s 500
list and the Nasdaq composite in-

dex also moved back in record

territory.

Advancing issues outnum-
bered decliners by a slim 12-to-U

margin on the New York Stock
Exchange, with 1,200 up, 1,100

down and 940 unchanged.

The Standard and Poor’s 500-

stock index rose 2.88 to 70334,
edging last Monday’s record fin-

ish at 70334. The NYSE’s com-
posite index rose 134 to 37433,
about half a point shy of a new
high.

The Nasdaq composite index
rose 135636, beating last Mon-
day’s record close at 1,250.87.
The American Stock Exchange’s
market value index fell 1.08 to

57933.
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FACEOFF - Argentina’s Herman Gumy returns volley In 6-3, 6-3 win over Lnis Morejon at Ramat Hasbaron yesterday. (Brian Hendtar)

Washington lst-round
victor at Eisenberg

MALTVAI Washington proved to his fans yes-

terday at Ramat Hasharon why he reached the

Wimbledon final this year.

Playing in the first round of the Eisenberg

Israel Open, top seed Washington was clearly

in control against Prance’s Stephane Simian,
winning 6-1, 6-4.

Washington, playing his first match since the

US Open, powered seven aces, regularly

breaking the 190 kph barrier as he crushed
Simian’s serve and volley attack in just over

one hour.

Simian relied on his 1 .93 meters to cover the

net but wilted time and again before

Washington’s expertly calculated strokes.

Next to face Washington will be qualifier

Martin Sinner who proved too much for local

player Noam Behr.

Behr, ranked 213 against Sinner's 131,
squandered a 4-2 lead in the first set against the

German, losing eventually 6-4, 6-3.

*T was frustrated by my game,” said a deject-

ed Behr afterwards, “1 knew I was up against a
player! could- bear.”
:n®^'rwfid,>

celebrated hisT^tsTbirthday this

HEATHER CHAFT

week, started off wen, playing his usual attack-

ing game. but as Sinner sealed down, Behr
began to lose the edge. After Behr broke
Sinner's serve in the third game. Sinner
returned in the eighth and tenth games to break
Behr.

In the second set, Behr performed well below
standard, moving listlessly and passively. All

Sinner had to do was rely on Behr’s unforced

errors to wrap up the match.

Sinner was not enthusiastic about his game.
“I missed a lot ofpoints butBehrwas very ner-

vous and didn't take his chances.**

Eyal Ran will be on court today (7 pm)
against a severe challenge from second seed

Albert Costa while the third local player Nir
Welgreen will play tomorrow against Javier

Sanchez from Spain.

In other results, Stefano Pescosolido, who
won here in 1993, was a first-round casualty,to

Brazilian Gustavo Kuerten 6-3, 7-5 while fifth-

seed Heman Gumy from Argentina enjoyed an

easy victory over Luis Adrian Morejon from
Ecuador 6-3, 6-3.

Armenian Sargis Sargsian, now living in the

US, ended qualifier Justin Gimelstob’s run in

the tournament, winning 6-3. 6-1.

Sargsian used his mobility to the best against

the 19-year-old American who lapsed into

erratic play.

Today’s matches (Play starts at 2 pm)
STADIUM: Scott Draper vs. Jean-Ptrilippe

Fleurian, Galo Blanco vs. Javier Frana, Ignacio

Truyol vs. Felix Mantilla, Eyal Ran vs. Albert

Costa.

COURT 14: Richard Fromberg vs. Lars
Joassoa, David Nainkin vs. Grant Stafford.

Danici Nestor vs. Marcelo Filippini, Noam
Behr and Eyal Erlich vs. A Kraizmann and
Michael TebbutL

COURT 9: Oleg Ogorodov and Stefano
Pescosolido vs. M Huning and J Ireland, M
Bhupatbi and K Kinnear vs. M Keil and S
Leblanc. B Haygartfa and G van Emburgh vs.

Lior Mar and Nir Welgreen, Scott Draper and
Step&ane Simian- vs. Jean-Fhilippe Fleurian

and Nicolas Periem.""
" “ ' ~

Why baseball inspired Damn Yankees
BALTIMORE (AP) - The rest of

baseball’s universe isn't aligned

yet, but one important piece is

back in place. A decade and a halfback in place. A decade and a half

after it last appeared there, the

World Series returns to The
Bronx.
This is actually something worth

celebrating. The game needs
drama and the simple fact is,

nobody in the game does drama
like the Yankees.

Think of the great names and the

great Series games. Most of what
comes to mind has New York as the

backdrop: Don Larsen’s perfect

game in 1956; Mickey Mantle,

almost anytime; Reggie Jackson’s

three-bomers-in-diree-swings game
in 1977; a half-dozen Babe Ruth
games a half-century before that

Even Bill Buckner’s error hap-

pened in New York, albeit across

town in Queens.

It’s no coincidence. New York
been the best place to win. or lose,

ever since baseball mattered. The
Yankees have played host to 33

previous Series and kept the tro-

phy 23 times. Not just kept it, but

flaunted it Thai’s why the play

was called Damn Yankees. And if

attention matters - and to base-

ball, it should — there is still no

better place to play.

The outsized stage, the overzeal-

ous fans, the owner’s inflated ego,

the manager's 30-year wait to

reach die Series, even the over-

sized glove 12/4-year-old Jeff

Maier wielded - the exaggerated
scale of everything is what makes
New York New York. The only

thing opponents need bring is a

toothbrush. The town can drum up
controversy, celebrity, gossip,

scandal - just about anything else.

It makes heroes seem more heroic,

villains more vile and baseball all

die more memorable in the bar-

“Remember, it's still the most
famous name in sports,” said

Reggie Jackson, who now works
for die club as a special assistant

to the president. “Go anywhere
outside the country, have some-
body figure out you’re an
American and what’s the first

thing they call you? A Dallas

Cowboy? A Packer? A Mariner?

“No. What they call you,”

Jackson said, not waiting for an
answer, “is a Yankee.”
Jackson and his boss, George

Steinbrenner, almost certainly

called each other less flattering

names before they got into a

scrape a short while back. But
they made up, which is very much
a Yankee thing, too. Forgive and
forget- so long as there’s a payoff
foreveryone down the line. Darryl

Strawberry made it in New York a
decade ago for the crosstown
Mets, then left in shame when
drink and drugs rendered his

exceptional skills all but useless.

He started this season playing in

the Northern League for what he

used to command in meal money.
And people laughed when
Steinbrenner plucked Strawberry

out of that Midwestern road show
in July and brought him to New
York w fill the Yankees’ need for a
left-handed power-hitter: But after

hitting just one postseason home
run in the 10 previous years, be hit

two Saturday against the Orioles

and another in Sunday’s pennant-

clinching win over the Orioles.

He is making real money again.

And no one is laughing.

“A World Series in New York?
It's one of the best experiences

you could go through,"
Strawberry said.

Celebration reigned on every
side of him in the Yankee club-

house. Strawberry paused for a

moment “And if you win, like we

did in 1986 (with the Mets), and

you're ridingdown those streets in

a parade, man, it's something.”
It’s something, already, for

Yankee manager Joe Tone. He
had endured the longest stretch of

games by any major leaguer -

4,272 as a player and manager
over some 30 years - without

making it to a World Series. Until

now. Like everything in New
York, it came at a high price.

Torre lost one brother in June,

news that found him between
games of a doubleheader. A sec-

ond brother has spent die last 10

weeks in a New York hospital

awaiting a heart transplant. The
Yankees built a 1214-game lead

over the Orioles in the AL East,

then nearly squandered it in the

closing month of the season.

Yet, when ttw moment of victo-

ry fizially settled in, the depth of

his satisfaction seemed to say it

was all worth it Maybe that sense

of accomplishment is something

that goes with the territory, too.

"It’s definitely tike no other

city,” said outfielder Paul O’Neill,

who won a World Series with the

Cincinnati Reds in 1990 before

joining the Yankees. “And from

everything I’ve heard, there’s

nothing like winning there,

either.”

CLASSIFIEDS
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FA charges Bosnich

over Nazi salute
LONDON (Reuter) - Aston Villa goalkeeper Mark

Bosnich was charged with misconduct by the FA yes-

terday following his Nazi salute to Tottenham sup-

porters during Saturday’s Premier League game.

The Australian could also face criminal charges as

police continued investigations into the second-half

incident which incensed Tottenham fans, many of

whom are Jewish.

An FA spokesman said: “Mark Bosnich has been

charged with misconduct following a widely publi-

cized incident during last Saturday’s match with

Tottenham. An FA disciplinary commission will con-

sider the case in the near future.

“The FA have also had several contacts today with

police and we understand their investigation into an

alleged public order offense will continue. When it is

completed, a report will be sent to the Crown
Prosecution Service."

Bosnich has publicly apologized for his gesture,

made after fans barf baited him over an incident 18

months 320 when he knocked Tottenham’s striker at

Juogen Klinsmann, unconsconsm
“
‘ta’fwSwt to the British Press Association,

the satottJhrita-i ****

alone to raise the effect it later generated, he wrote.

“Iam very sony if I offended"q^™**"*
was ever intended, only comical raumcQLl

hone that this attempt at humor and the very genuine

sSrowaf its offense, will conclude tins tow unfortu-

nate matter. I do not comprehend that peoptewjujd

believe that someone with a Jewish amtwwM m
any way go out to deliberately offend people.

.y
In Premier League if* If

Sunderland and Middiesbrongfa played to a 2-2

draw.

Cantona bemoans: My
worst match for United

MANCHESTER (Reuter) - Eric

Cantona had his worst ever match
for Manchester United on
Saturday - but his team showed its

true strength by beating Liverpool

with barely a single contribution

from the Mpfeiiti.

“I’d forgotten that I could play
so badly.” said the Frenchman
after United’s 1-0 victory at Old
Trafford ended Liverpool’s

unbeaten start to the season and
dislodged them from the top of the

table.

“I am very unhappy. If people

say I am playing badly it is true

acid 1 am very disappointed.

“I did not feel fit either physi-

cally or mentally, Z did not feel

right. Sometimes it happens in

your job too. It’s when you wake
up and don't feel too good that

you have a bad day.”

Cantona's performances since

becoming United’s captain have
generally been subdued and he
was no more than a bit-part player

throughout most of Saturday’s

hard-fought Lancashire derby,

watched by 55,128 - United's

biggest crowd for 12 years.

None of his trademark flicks

waked, his passing was inaccurate

and his backheels went to the oppo-
sition. The JKjng of Old. Trafford.

although his team were largely

outplayed by Liverpool, ai least

they took all three points.

Ferguson was also upset that his

players did not follow bis tactical

instructions to try and counter

Liverpool ’s game - but he was full

of praise for David May and

Norwegian Roimy Johnsen for the

way they defended.

Ferguson praised May’s perfor-

mance, saying: “He made three

tackles on the edge of our box
which were absolutely superb.

That’s an art that’s probably dying

in the game because defenders are

protected by midfielders and

delaying tactics.

“But when someone can tackle

like that it sends a message to the

players in front not to worry if

someone runs on to him, because

he’ll tackle them.

People talk about the saves

Schmeichel has made but those

three tackles were better."

David Beckham scored

United’s winner with a shot that

went in off tiie post after 23 min-
utes.

Player caught on-camera
The all-seeing eye of the TV

camera cost Falkirk captain Albeit

Craig a further two-match suspen-

sion in Scottish soccer’s fixstirial-

looked verymoral indeed. .. . . by-television case. X:

v “Zt happens to footballers
;

from -‘~j Craig had been called

timetotime“ tie said odthe Old" of the disciplinary committee of

Trafford pitch afterwards.

“Its happened to me on occa-

sions since my first professional

game when I was 17. But there are

games on Wednesday (tomorrow)

and next Sunday when I have to

play better: My next good perfor-

mance must come very quickly

and I can't wait for it to come.”
United need Cantata's golden

touch to return as soon as possi-

ble. On Wednesday it faces

Fenerbabce in Turkey in the

European champions’ league and
next weekend faces English

league leaders Newcastle United-

Manager Alex Ferguson has

criticized the fixture planning
which has given his side such

tough matches either side of a
champions’ league game, but

the Scottish Football Association

following an incident involving

Particle Thistle’s Gareth Evans
when the clubs met in August

Both had been 9ent off butQaig
raced after Evans and a further

incident captured by theTV cam-
eras but not witnessed by any of
the match officials, took place in

the tunnel leading to the dressing

rooms.
Craig was automatically sus-

pended for two games for two red

cards and Evans for one-game for

one red card.

But the SFA imposed an extra

two-game ban after watching
video pictures of the incident and
Craig will now miss the league

matches against St Johnstone and
Partick Thistle.

Wright charged

Arsenal striker Ian Wright was

charged with misconduct by die

FA yesterday over alleged remarks

made about Sheffield Wednesday
manager David Pleat.

Wright was reported in some

newspapers to have called Pleat a

“pervert" in the aftermath of the

Arsenal-Sbeffieid Wednesday
game at Highbury on September

16 which Arsenal won 4-1.

He has been ordered to attend

an FA disciplinary commission on

a date to be arranged.

Wright made the comment on

September 27 and apologized

three days later:

“It was just ajoke. I didn’t think

it would come out that way,”

Wright said.

Trouble started when Pleat

called for an inquiry after Wright

was caught byTV cameras polling

the dreadlocks of Wednesday's
Regi Blinker and stamping on
defender Dejan Stefanovic.

The FA then wrote to Weight

asking him to explain his com-
ments, which referred to newspa-
per revelations nine years ago that

Pleat was cautioned by police

three times for curb-crawling. The
publicity forced him to resign as

Tottenham manager. - .L-

:v.Robson, Soilness fined -

ATjfcEA said yesterday. tbeyiia$

fined 'Middlesbrough manager
Bryan Robson and Southampton
boss Graeme Souness for miscon-
duct

The fines follow a plea by
Premier League referees for man-
agers to observe a 30-minute
“cooling off" period before con-
fronting officials at the end of
matches.

Robson was fined £1,500,
severely censored and warned
about his future conduct over
remarks made to referee Michael
Riley after the match with
Nottingham Forest at the City
Ground on August 24.

Souness was fined £750 and
warned after remarks made to
Riley after the Leicester-
Southampton clash at Filbert
Street on August 21.

Unbeaten Dallas Stars take 5th straight
CHICAGO (AP) - The Dallas

Stars continued their franchise-

best start with their fifth straight

victory, whipping the Chicago
Blackhawks 5-3 on Sunday as five

different players scored goals.

Greg Adams, Benoit Hogue and
Grant Marshall each scored

Sunday night in a three-goal, sec-

ond-period outburst and Dave
Reid and Guy Carbormeau added
shorthanded goals for the Stars,

who remained the NHL’s only
unbeaten and untied team.

The Stars’ five-game winning

streak is the longest from the start

of a season in their 30-year histo-

ry in Dallas and Minnesota. Twice
previously, the Stars have begun
seasons with six-game unbeaten
strings (5-0-1). Chicago (2-3-1)
has lost three straight games - all

at home - after a 2-04) start

Flames 1, Flyers 0
Trevor Kidd stopped 27 shots,

several of them point-blank blasts,
to lead visiting Calgary in Sunday’s
only other scheduled game.

The game’s only goal came from
Calgary’s German Titov, who
scored on a power play in the sec-
ond period.

The loss was the second in arow
for the Flyers, who’ve scored only
10 goals this season .without
injured captain and leading scorer;

Eric Lindros.

It was also the Flyers’ first hone
shutout since their January 13,
1996 loss to the New York
Rangers.

eastern conference

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central, ZO
sq.m, basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. 'ISRABUILD' Tel

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates

include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 117 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
11.70
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
17&50 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 17.55.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 257.40 lor 10 words
(minimum),each additional worts - NIS
25.74.
WEEK RATE (8 insertions) - NIS 351.00
for 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 35.10
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
444.60 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
cBttonai word - NIS 44.46.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 702.00
for 10 words (minimum), each aOcStional
word - NIS 7020.
Rates are valid until 31.10.96.

SEEKING CARE GIVER FOR elderly
woman physically healthy with Aiz-
helmers. EnoBsWGerman speaking. Not
fre-in. TeL 02-641-5486 (NS).

INTERNET^ CLASSIFIEDS
GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central. SITUATIONS VACANT
new bul

data. IS

iking, balconies. Imme-
i. Ta 02-586-857 J.

Tel Aviv

OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

HOUSEHOLD HELP
£495,000. ISRABUILD. TeL

GREAT OPPORTUNITY. WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

age. parking. 5495,000. ISRABUILD, Tel.

FORGET THE RESTII We a/s the besUI
The biggest and oldest agency in Israel.
For the highest quality live-ln )obs
phone Au Pair international. 03-
6190423.

WHERE -TO STAY

THE JERUSALEM INN al the City Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, priv.

bathroom, T.VTTeL quality furnished. Tel.

02-252-757, Fax 02-251-&7.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest lamHies, best conditions, the
agency with a heart tor lha Au Pairs. Call
Huma TeL 03-9659937.

Reach the world for just NIS 39 -

SpecuxL Of^Fer-i

* Up to 30 words
* 24 hours-a-day * 2 full weeks

Property Employment Personals

Name:

DWELLINGS
DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
4 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication: tor Friday

and Sunday: 4 pjn. Thursday In Tel Aviv

end 12 noon Thursday In

Tel Aviv

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South African
au - pair, live-in, central Tel Aviv, S750 +
200 NIS. Immediate bonus. TeL 03-
8201195,052-452002.

|
Address:

Message:

RENTALS
SAVK3N, LARGE VILLA, very luxurious

HIGH SALARY, GOOD conditions for

DWELLINGS
+ pool, suitable tor diplomat, exclusive

to DE BUTON REALTORS. Tel. 03-tO DE BUTON REA
5343356.

au-palr. nice, responsible, permanent
work TeL 03-5234033.

Jerusalem
VEHICLES

SALES

ramat AVIV GtMMEL. 4 elegant quiet
air conditioned, underground parking.

General
air conditioned, underground parking.

$1300. YAEL REALTOR (MALDAN). Tel.

036426253.
RENTALS

Credit Card No:

Exp. date:

TeL No.:

e-mail address:

Curd type:

Fax No.:

EFRAT - NEW AMERICAN style homes
under construction, 300 sq.m, minimum
basement option. GERRY FARKAS

REALTY. TeL 02-9936247.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

BENT A CAH: From U.S. S699 per
month including Insurance + 3000 fern.

Also ask for unbeatable short term rales.
TeL 036886888.

HOUSEHOLD HELP

Fax this form to 02-5315-622 or place your ad
dSrectly on our web ate at http://ww.jpo^coJI

Team W l

Atlantic Division

Florida 3 |

Tampa Bay 2

Philadelphia 2

N.Y. Islanders 1

New Jersey l

Washington t

N.Y. Rangers 0
Northeast Division

Pts GFGA
WESTERN CONFERENCE

Team W
Central Division

Pis GFGA

Montreal

Hartford

Ottawa

Boston

Buffalo

Pittsburgh

1 7 15 4 Dates 5 0 0 10 20 10
0 4 13 13 Phoenix 3 1 0 6 13 6
0 4 10 14 St Louis 3 2 0 8 -14 13 •

2 4 10 7 Chicago 2 3 0 4 12 12
0 2 6 8 Detroit 2 2 0 4 10 6
0 2 14 IB Toronto 1 2 O 2 10 12 -
2 2 10 17 Pacffle Division

Calgary 3 2 0 6 8 7
2 6 20 14 Edmonton 3 2 0 6 11 10
0 4 8 9 Colorado 2 2 1 5 17 14
2 4 11 11 Vancouver 2 2 0 4 9 -8
1 3 11 12 Los Angeles 2 3 0 4 18 21
0 2 6 14 Anaheim 7 2 2 4 17 20
0 2 11 18 San Jose 1 3 1 3 13 23

Rabkin wins 10th Masters
JEFF Rabkin won his 10th succes-
sive Masters title when he beat
Cecil Bransky 21-12 in the annua)

International Company

SECRETARY FOR
MANAGING DIRECTOR
‘Native English speaker
* Perfectcommand of Hebrew

Lawn Bowls Tournament at the
Ramat Gan club.

Sportiada In Eilat
'

Some 6,000 sportspeople from
au Over the country will assemble
at Eilat for the 16th Annual
Sportiada which begins tomorrow.

Open GolfTourney
.

1 ne Israeli Onen1 ne Israeli Open GoIf
tournament will take place at
Caesarea Golf Chib, from today
“rough Friday. The tournament
wlU be played over 72 holes.

NOn'KlA'FHQXi; SUBMISSIONS:

-P.O.B. 20628,
Tel Aviv 612Q6
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

MUSIC Nova, Israels most enduring andexatog contemporary music ensemble owns
its 11th season with a vocal concert
Arvo Part's Berlin Requiem'Sfe’SHP^^?f Yosef BradnanshvillTs"newchoral wroric. Also on the program 4ricT bv

OzermATUS idhl's bfew VbSi

o.T^
n
f

°:^^v§eny Shapovalov performs at

T at T
f*

Aviv ’

s Emav Center in

- p°Pu!ar Neapolitan songs like"
Torna a S°meJr and

£° do
,?
na e mobiXe" from Verdi's

SSTdilS
Wd ais<

iprescnt songs from hisnew disc feamrmg Russian romances and
n^bere ot™ from the poetess

Rahel to Aviv Gefen. He is joined by soprano
Lansa Tatuev and accompanied by TaniaM *e Piano and a trio of violinists.
The Jerusalem Rubin Academy of Music

and Dance celebrates the beginning of thenew academic year with a program bringing
together faculty members. Cellist Shmuel
Magen, pianist Alan Stemfeld, soprano Robin
weisel Capsuto, jazz virtuoso Slava Ganelin
and dancers Amir Kolban and Galit Hamami
perform at 8:30 tomorrow at the academy on
the Giyat Ram campus of the Hebrew
University. •

theater
Helen Kave

TEL Aviv University presents Aeschylus’ The
Eumentdes.the final play of the Oresteia in which
the ghost of Cyteranestra whips up the goddesses
of vengeance against her patricidal son. The show
greeted by Ruth Kanner. is in room 207 ofMexico
Hall nightly tfurough October 19 at 8:30.
Jean Genet is the playwright and the actors are

the students at the Ramat Gan Beit Zvi drama
school. The plays are The Maids — in which two
maids take turns aping their absent mistress with
dire results — and Deathwatch about the last night
of a condemned man. The plays run alternate
nights but with the same set for both on the main
stage through October 30 and 31. respectively.
Show rime is 8:30 p.m., Fridays at 1. (Hebrew)
Establishment Fringe is what’s happening at Tel

Aviv’s ZOA House and Tzavta.
The season opens tonight and ifyou missed Acre,

a lot of what was shown there will probably turn up
at the Fringe Center. Tonight there’s a show from
Jerusalem s Habaraa Theater, The House Is Gonna
Be Empty Again about a Holocaust survivor and

Percussionist Chen Zimbalista joins the Bat-Dor
Dance Company in Tel Aviv.

her daughter trying to escape die shadow of the

past. At Tzavta at 8:30 pjn. For information, call

(03) 695-9341.

Playwright Edna Mazia’s beautifully crafted

plays force us to look at situations and events we’d
rather avoid. A Family Story follows the history of
a family from 1935 Heidelberg to the mid-1970s in

Israel. Sandra Sadeh stars and Omri Nitzan has
deftly directed. On the Cameri main stage at 8:30
p.m. (Hebrew with simultaneous translation into

English)

~ DANCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

THE Kibbutz Contemporary Dance Company pre-

sents Rami Be’er’s most recent opus. When Most I
Wink

,

a captivating and ingenious look at human
behavior and emotions tamalizingly performed.
Tonight at the North Theater in Kiryat Haim.
The Bat-Dor Dance Company performs Domy

Reiter-Soffer’s Echoes at 8:30 tonight at its Tel
Aviv theater. Percussionist extraordinaire Chen
Zimbalista joins the company to perform his own
music, as well as selections by Benny Nagari and
Amos Fllrana.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Timely sort of police raid

(10)

9A bird others turn to? (4)

10 People were knocked down
in this traffic (5,5)

11 Are in debt, but managed
to bring up the children (6)

12 Putting one’s feet up
between acting
engagements (7)

15 He won't stand for his
instrument being played
(7)

16 They’re found on
snow-shoes—not skates (5)

17 He floated a company to

avoid liquidation (4)

18 Eastern country without a
prominent feature (4)

19 Competed in speed with

one in the highway (5)

21 Fire-vessel? (7)

22 Settles month and day (7)

24 Spasmodic trouble for our
airways (6)

27 Eat up Peter, it's one way
to keep going (10)

28 Deserve to get the bird, we
hear (4)

29 Decline to leave rubbish for
removal (6^2)

DOWN
2 They may be shocking
swimmers (4)

3 Put money into
underwear? (6)

4 Doesn’t let go, but changes
instead (7)

5 Fish for tea (4)

6 Real trouble upset
Ophelia’s brother (7)

7 Fought mid shrieks,
perhaps (10)

8 But a musical group sits

here in parks (10)

12 Call the boss an instigator

of trouble (10)

13 Dispatches produce
merriment on board (10)

14 Have a good career as a
traveller (2,3)

15 Granted a certain amount
ofprice deduction (5)

19 Decorate from top to
bottom, or bottom to top (7)

20 Educational measures? (7)

23 Cheek is sunlit perhaps (6)

25 Count in German (4)

26One who speculates in
shares unsuitable for
women (4)

SOLUTIONS

a a a as
saassnnaa Sanaaan
QQBaaa Daassaas
q ca a a
aaagea aaasas
a ms caas n»aaa asaa

U2 3 3 a a
bhsqqh asaaaa

: n a a
0SO2QE3 saagso

,
a a a a a a a

QBBBQ a@Q!Z32C]!3H
1 a h Baal

OrickStUka
ACROSS:lMXBoa.5 Hair,7Coxed,
8 Talked. 10 lack, U Htahhhifc IS
Taller. 14 Snip** 17 Sahfanct, IS
Sprr,21 Bridle, 2* Hahrf.23 Lea*M
Motored.
DOWN: 1 Mackintosh, 2 Lexical, 3

Incta, 4 Notate, 5 HaD-beat, 8 Iceni,

9 Aggravated, U Hebrides, IS

Popular, 16 Screen. 18 Barge. 20
That.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Clampdown (6)

4 Cries loudly (5)

8 Garret (5)

9 Famous liner (7)

10 Slander (7)

11 Yield (4)

12Adage (3)

14 Cowshed (4)

16 Too (4)

18 Tear (3)

21 Curse (4)

23 Hermit (7)

25 Difficult (7)

26 Demon (5)

27 Added clause (5)

28 Drowsy (6)

DOWN
lWbitai(6)

2 Wholly (7)

3 Impede (8)

4 Scapegoat (4)

5 Flinch. (5)

6 Confidential (6)

7 Corset (5)

13 Vigilant (8)

16 Compress (7)

17 Agree (6)

19 Deputy (5)

20 Lethal (6)

22 Fearful (5)

24 Slight (4)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

6:31 News in Arabic -6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

6:00 MOS8S and Jewish Tradition 8:30
Family Connections 9:00 Literature
9:30 Health 9:45 Programs for young
children 10:00 Our Friends 10:05
Stories in Arabic 10:15 Welcome to
France 10:30 Mathematics 10:40
Stories ol the World 11:15 Scientists
11:30 Science and Technology 12:00
Geography 12:30 Everything's Open
13:00 The Onedin Line 14:00 Surprise
Train 14:25 Kilty Cat and Tommy 14:45
Gaya. Gal and Gili 15:00 Zombit

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Zap to 1 15:32 Video Force
15:50 The Adventures ol Dodo 16:00
Yaldudas 16:30 The Genie from Down
Under 16:50 The Adventures of Dodo
1639 A New Evening 17:34 Liberty
Street 18:00 Droopy 18:10 Musical
Notes 18:15 News in English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Apropo 19:00 News in Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 A Strong Card - feats of magic
with Lior Manor 2th00 News 20:50
Lotto results five 20:55 Mine Host Meni
Pe'er 22:00 Fragments of Jerusalem
23:30 News OOrtX) Verse of the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 The Leftovers - Wait Disney film

about an orphanage which is about to

dose down for lack of funds and the
efforts of the orphans to keep it running
I4tf0 Echo Point 14:30 Junior News -
news magazine tor youth 15:00 Eldin -
adventure series 16:00 The Bold and
the Beautiful 17:00 News magazine
with Rail Reshef 17:30 The Mommies -
comedy series 18:00 My So-Called Life

- prize-winning drama series 19:00

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are
charged at NIS28.08 per Une,
including VAT. Insertion every
day of the month costs
NIS520.65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English, daily

Sun.-Thiir., 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre. Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9. 23,
26. 28. For info, call B82819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah instal-

lations, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-
416333.02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and
Anton Roland-Rosenberg Collection
24 masterpieces by modem artists.

Fauvism Wild Beasts. Josef Beuys
Drawings and Objects. Prints new
acquisitions. New Horizons:
Sculpture. Face to Face. The
Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CON-
TEMPORARY ART. Summer
Exhibition for Children: Celebration
of Colour games and workshop. I Am
You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-€
p.m. Tue. 10 ajn.-10 p.m. Fri. 10-

a.m.-2 p.m. SaL 1 0 3 p.m. Meyerhoff
Art Education Center, Tel.

6919155-8. BEIT HATEFUTSOT,
Ramat Aviv. Talk by Gerda
Weissmann Klein on her life during
and since the Holocaust + screening
of her film. One . Survivor
Remembers. Thur., Oct 17, 7 p.m.
Donation, NISI 25, supporting
Learning Center for Immigrant and
Disadvantaged Children. Or AJriva

(ESRA). Tel. 03-6436034, 09-
453358,09-580632.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona. 9 Leib Yaffe. 673-
1901: Balsam. Sabh e-Din. 627-2315;
Shuafat, Shuafet Road. 581-0108; Dar
AWawa. HerocTs Gate. 628-2058.
Tel Aviv: Pharma Pal Jabotinsky. 125 tbn
Gvirol. 546-2040: Kupsl Hoflm Cteia. 7-9
Amsterdam, 523-2383. Till 3 a.m.

Superpharml
3730; London Minfetore Superpharm, 4
ShauJ Homelech, 696-0115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Arza, 36 Ostrovsky,
Ra’anana, 774-1613.
Netanya: Clal Pharm, 60 Binyamin,
338091.
Haifa: Derech Hayam, 209 Oerech
Hayam. 837-1472.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Simtat Modfln,

Kiryat Motzkin. 870-77703.
HerzUya: Clal Pharm. Beit Merkazlm, 6
Maskit (cnr. Sderot HagaDm), Herdiya
PKuah. 558472. 558407. Open 9 a.m. to
midnight.
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Hair
Man, 570468. Open 9 am to 10 pm
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: BSorr Holkn [internal, obstet-

rics); Shaare Zedek (sur

Hadassah Bn Kerem (c

atrics, ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Mecfical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medical Center (internal, surgery).
Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
RRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

h most parts of the country. In

ies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911
n most parts of the country. In

AsMuf 8551333 Kbr Sava’ 902222
AstMon 6551332 NetwriyeT 8S12333
OBeraheba- 6274767 Netanya- 604444
Balt Shamash 6523133 PetahTlcvar 8311111

Dan Region* 5793333 RahovoT 9451333
E3at* 6332444 Risfwn* 9642333
HaSa* 0512233 Safed 920333
Jerusalem* 523133 Tel A*4v* 5460111
Karmier 9985444 Tfeerias- 792444
Motito Intenshw Cara LM (MCU) servicem (he

area, sound fta dodt

Metflcaf help for tourists (in Engfish)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambem Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 hours

a day. tor Information in case of poisoning.

Bran - Emotional First Aid. 1201. also:

Jerusafem 561-0303, Tel Asriv 54&-1111

(chfldren/youth 696-1113). Haifa 867-

2222/3. Beereheba 649-4333. Netanya
625110. Karmtal 988-8770. Kfar Sava
767-4555. HadBra 346789.
Wtzo hotlines tor battered women 02-

6514111. 03-546-1133 (also in Russian).

07-637-6310. 06-855-0506 (also In

Amharic)-
Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

5254819. 544-0191 (men). Jerusalem
625-5558, Haifa 8530533, Eilat 633-

1977.
Hadassah Medical Organization - Israel

Caver Association support service 02-

624-7676).

Hartzufim 19:20 The Price is Right

20:00 News 20:30 Ramat Aviv Gimme!
21:15 Fact with liana Dayan 22:00 Gov
Night 23:15 The X-Flles 00:00 News
00:05 The X-Files 0CL20 Death Wish
(1974) - a New York architect is notified

by police that burglars broke into his

home, kitted his wife and brutally raped
his daughter. In order to help him over-
come the ordeal, his office sends Mm to

work in Its Arizona branch, where he
meets a man who b^riends Mm and
gives him a gun. The architect decides
to seek vengeance. Starring Charles
Bronson. (89 mins.) 2:00 Nurses 3.-05

On the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

14:05 Budgie 14:30 I Love Lucy 15:00
French Programs 16.-00 At tne Zoo
16:30 AH 17:00 News Flash 17:01 Fun
with Physics 17:15 Road to Avalon
18:00 French Programs 19:00 Le
Journal 19:30 News Heatfltnes 19:35
Murphy Brown 20:00 Documentary
20:30 Encounter -talk show 21:10 Star
Trek - The Next Generation 22TO0
News rn English 22:30 China Beach
23:15 Mission Impossible 00ri)0 Are
You Being Served?

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 Quantum Shopping 8:00 TV Shop
14:00 700 Club 15:00 Larry King 16:00
Hunter 16:55 FamBy Challenge 17:45
Family Matters 18:10 Saved by the Bell

18:35 Day and Date 19:30 World News
Tonight (Arabic) 20:00 American
Football 23:00 CNN 23:30 The 700
Club 00:00 TV Shop 2riX) Quantum
Shopping 3.-00 TV Shiop

CABLE
TTV3 (33)

16ri)0 Cartoons 16:30 Things that Can’t
be Sold 17:15 From Day to Day 18:00
Amores 19:00 News in Arabic 19:30
Magazine on the arts 20:00 News
20:45 Rumpole of the Bailey 21:45
Showcase 22:15 Cinema magazine
23:15 Video Clips 00:00 Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Wonder Years 16:00
Mathematics lor Bagrut 17:00
Mathematics in Daily Life 17:35
Australia Wild 18:00 Family Album
18:30 Dressed to Thrill - six-part series
on the history of fashion 10:00 Moses
in Jewish Tradition 19:30 Reflections
20:00 A New Evening, with Russian
subtitles 20:30 Welcome to France
21:00 Star Trek: The Next Generation
21:45 Pop Songs 22:00 Movie Magic
22:30 Too Soon to be Silent, Too Late
to Sing - documentary about disap-
pearing Yiddish culture in Israel, with
emphasis on Yiddish poets 23:30
Shakespearean Theater

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters (rpt) 9:00 One Life to Live
9:45 The Young and the Restless
10:30 Days of Our Lives 11:20 Peria
Negra 12:10 Neighbors 12:35 Dallas
13:30 Starting at 1:30 14:05 Robin's
Hoods 1455 Sisters 1550 Days of Our
Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dallas
18:00 One Life to Live 18:45 The
Young and the Restless 19:30 Local
broadcast 20:00 Peria Ne^a 20-J50

Savannah - new series 21:40 The
Tommyknockers - mini-series based
on Stephen King's novel. Part 2 23:20
The Larry Sanders Show 23:45
Melrose Place 00:30 Nursing School
1:20 The Fortune Hunter

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Inside Moves (1980) - a man
who has hied to commit suidde is

helped to rehabilitate himself bv a
group of handicapped people (rpt)

13:25 The Inspector General (1949'

(rpt) 15:10 Le Comlaud (French, 19641
(rpt) 17:00 Tattle Tale (1993) - sn
actor's career is ruined when his ex-
wife publishes a book about their mar-
riage, claiming that he abused her. With
C. Thomas Howefi and Ally Sheedy.
(89 mins.) 18:35 The Four Musketeers
(1975) - star-studded sequel to
Richard Lester's The Three
Musketeers, based on Alexandre

Dumas's book Twenty Years After. With
Oliver Reed. Michael York, Raquel
Welch and Christopher Lee. (102
mins.) 20£5 The Asian Connection:
Road to Mandalay private eye John
Stamford is hired by a crime baron to
investigate the murder of his daughter
and granddaughter (93 mins.) 22:00
Cyberjack (1995) - a gang ol high-tech
criminals takes over a laboratory where
a virus capable of infatrating ad com-
puter systems has been developed,
and only the janitor is there to oppose
them (93 mins.) 23:40 Bruce arid
Shaolin li (1980) - action (92 mins.)
1:15 Stalking Laura (1993) (rpt) 2£0
Sexual Response (1992) - erotic thriller

(rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 9:05 The Children from
Oz 9:30 VR Troopers 10:00 Little
University (rpt) 10:25 Minor
Adjustments 10:55 Saved by the Bell
11:30 Black Beauty 1£00 Chiquititas
12:45 Afvin and the Chipmunks 13:00
Surprise Garden 13:20 Popcomla
13.-40 Make-Believe Closet 14.-05 The
Legend of the North Wind 14:35 Jin Jin
and the Panda Patrol 15:00 VR
Troopers 15:25 Little University -
America 16:00 Hangin' with Mr. Cooper
16:25 Saved by the Befl 17:05 Max
Glick 17:30 Chiquititas 18:15 Mot
18:40 Make-Believe Closet 19:00
Inspector Gadget 19:30 Three's
Company 20:00 Married wtth Children
20-J25 Roseanne 2(h50 The Ren and
Stimpy Show 21:05 Step by Step 21:30
Family Ties

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22KH) Where the Green Ants Dream
(German, 1964) - an ecological drama
setting a group ol white mineral
prospectors in Australia against an abo-
riginal tribe who consider The land
sacred. With Bruce Spence. Ray
Banefi and Norman Kaye. Directed by
Wemer Herzog. (96 mins.) 23:40 Kaos
(Italian. 1985) - tales of peasant fife In

Sicily, based on the writings of Luigi
Pirandello. With Margarita Lozano,
Enrica Maria Mudugno and Omero
Antormtti. Directed by Paolo and
Vittorio Taviani. (179 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 3,000 MDe
Garden (rpt) 12:30 Cook on the Wild
Side 13:00 In Search Of ... 13:30 ABC
Natural History 14:00 Open University
16:00 3.000 Mile Garden (rpt) 16:30
Cook on the Wild Side 17:00 in Search
Of ... (rpt) 17:30 ABC Natural History
(rpt) 18:00 Open University 20:00
Network First (rpt) 21:00 National
Geographic Explorer 22:00 Great
Books: Huckleberry Finn 23:00
Network First (rpt) 23:50 Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

6.-00 The Ticket 6:30 NBC News with
Tom Brokaw 7:00 Today 10:00
European Money Wheel 14:30 Wall
Street Morning Reports 16:00 MSNBC
- The Site IraK) National Geographic
18:30 The Ticket 19:00 The Selina
Scott Show 20:00 Dateline 21:00
Sailing 21:30 Racing 22:00 The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno 23:00 Late Night
with Conan O'Brien 00:00 Later with

Greg Kinnear 00:30 NBC News with
Tom Brokaw 1:00 The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno 2Mt MSNBC - Irrtemight

STAR PLUS

6:00 Mr. Belvedere 6:30 Yan Can Cook
7:00 E! TV 7:30 The Flying Doctors
8:30 Santa Barbara 9:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful 10:00 Oprah Winfrey
11:00 Remington Steele 12:00 Yan
Can Cook 1fc30 E! TV 13:00 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles 13:30 Black
Beauty 14:00 Lost in Space 15:00
Home and Away 15:30 Charles in

Charge 16:00 M'A'S'H 16:30 Ch*
Hope 17:30 The Extraondnary 18d
The Bold and the Beautiful 1MX) Santa
Barbara 20:00 The Twilight Zone 20:30
Baywatch 21:30 Empty Nest 22:00
Golden Girls 2&30 El TV 23:00 Oprah
Winfrey 0(h00 Hooperman 00:30 Home
and Away 1:00 The Sullivans 1:30 The
Flying Doctors

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic

Training 16:00 Bodes in Motion 16:30

Soccer from the Cup of Champions
18:00 English League Soccer 19:00

Car Racing 20:30 NBA Basketball

21:00 South American Soccer
Magazine 22:00 English League
Soccer 23:00 NFL Football

EUROSPORT

8:30 Car Racing: Formula i Japanese
Grand Prix (rp5 10:00 Motor Sports

Magazine 12:00 Eurogoals 13:00
Motorcycle Racing: Motorcross 14:00

Triathlon 15:00 Tennis: WTA tourna-

ment, Switzerland — five 17:00 Track

Racing 18:00 Tennis: WTA tournament.

Switzeriand - live 20:30 Heavyweight

boxing 22:30 Soccer Soccer UEFA
Cup, second round 00:30 Snooker

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Classic Soccer Games 7:30 Asia

Soccer Show 8:00 PGA Goti 8:30 Car
Racing: Formula Nippon. Japan 10:00

Cricket: World Cup. Pakistan vs
England 16:00 Motorcycle Races from

Indonesia 17:00 Car Racing: Formula
Nippon, Japan 18:30 International

Sports Magazine 19&0 Boxing 21:30
Thai Boxing 22:30 Sports Incfia 23:30
Chinese League Soccer 1:30
International Motor Sports Magazine

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 9:15 Panorama
(rot) 10:30 Fat Man In France (rpt)

11:30 Tomorrow's World (rpt) 14:15
The Money Programme (rpt) 15:15
World Business Report 15:30 Asia-

Pacffic Newshour 16:30 The Travel

Show (rpt) 17:15 Panorama (rpt) 18:30
Film *96 (rpt) 21:05 Panorama (rpt)

22:30 Floyd's American Pie 23:00
international Business News

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day
Politics 7:30 Moneyline (;"—

‘ 9:30 Showbiz

6:30 Inside
1 8:30 World
10-^0 CNN

11:30 World Report 1Z00
Business Day 13:00 Asian News 13:30
World Sport 14:00 Asian News 14:30
Business Asia 15:00 Larry rang Live
16:30 World Sport (rpt) 17:30 Earth
Matters 18:30 Q&A 20:00 World
Business Today 20:30 CNN World
News 21:00 Larry King (rot) 22:00
European News 23:00 World Business
Today 23:30 World Sport 00:00 World
News Survey 1:30 Moneyllne 2:00
Headfine News

RADIO

I VOICE OF MUSIC

Cantata no%c
-C.P.E- Bach: Ceflo

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE The Star Maker 5.
ft30 A Kiss to TWs Land 7 G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mall (Ma&e) « 788448 The
Nutty Professor#TTw Eighth Day«SL
Ctarat-awnmowerman B 4:45. 7:15,9:45
* ATlmeto KHT 430.7:15. 10 * IMster
4:4ft 7:1ft 9:45 * TWO Bits
7:15.9:45 Babe (Habrewtfis*

days 4:45 JERUSALEM THEATER 20
Marcus SL v 617167 A Simmer in La
Goufetta 930 * La Afflnlta Betfive 7.
930 LEV SMADAR Trainspotting 10
* Cold Comfort Farm 8 Mon.
Horrme 6 * Antonia's Line RAV
CHEN 1-7 » 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 794477 RavsMecher
BiMng. 19Ha’oman SL, l^tiot Dogs Are
Color BRnd •Muttlpllcity^Bsautfful
GetstePhenomen ft 730. 945 Hr Moi
Flanders 5. 7:1ft 9:45 * Spy Hard ft

730, 9:45 independence Day 4, 7,

9:45 * The Hunchback ot Notre
Dame(Hebrew rfahg) •James and the
GiantPeaeMGwan 1

tog) *rt Ttikes Two 4:4ft 7:1ft 9-45

TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE A Summer in La
Gouletto 5. 7:4ft 9:45 * Madadayo 730 *
Dear John 10 DtZENGOFF t» 5172323
Lavmmowerman B# The Brothera Me
Muflen 11 bjii. 1. 3. ft 7*5, 10 *
Lowing Las Wages 11 im, 3. 7;45 *
The Butterfly Kiss 1, 5, 10 COLONY
Thtogs to Do in DenwHOom Are Color
Band 5. 730. 10 DRIVE IN Eraser 10
* Sex FBm 12 mictiittit GAN HATH *
5279215 71 ton GaturoJ SL Prfsctta 230,
5.730. 9:45 GAT *696788 Moll Randers
ft 7:15, 945 GORDON EaL Rlnlc Man,
Woman 530,7:45.10 GLG. HOD 1-4
a 5226226 Hod Passage. 101 Dizengofl SL
The Nutty ProfessorSTSL Ciara*The
ESgWh Day 5.730.10 * To Die For ft
T3Q, 10 LEV A Time to KS 11 am,
1:4ft430, 730, 10 * Ttatospotting 1:i5,

5:1ft 7:4ft 10 Cokf Conrfot Arm 11

am. 3. 7:45 Antonia’s Line 11:15

am, 3:15 * MoaHomne 1.3.5,10*
La Affinlta EJetflve 11 am, 1, ft ft 10
G.G. PE'ER ItetstorVTtto Eighth

Clara 5,730. 10 * A Time to
430, 7:1ft 10 * Two Bits ft 730. 10

* Tteo Bits (Hebrew c&atog) 5. 730. 9*5
* Dogs Are Color BBnd 3, 730.9*5 *
Independence Day 4:15.7,9:45 * Cable

1130 am.. 230, 730. 9--45 *
1130 am, 230, ft 730, 9*5

* The Rock 1130 am. ft 430, 7:1ft
9tfS * Jamesand the Giant Pooch 5 *
Swan Princess('Hebrew eBatog) •The
Hunchback of Notre DamefNisbreM
•tt Takes Two 5.730.9:45 G.<
AVIV • 5281181 65 Ptosker SL
Twisto»Thehkrtt^ftiotessor 5. 730. 10

CINEMA
Flanders430, 7. 930 * Beautiful Girts 7.
930 * SpyHart 5, 7,930 * James and
the Giant Peach 5 * It laces llvo«The
Hunchback ot Notre [tome '(Hebrew effa-

tog) •Swan Princess {Hebrew daiog) 430.
7. 930 * Dogs Are Color BBnd 4:4ft 7,
930 * •Spy Hard 4:45. 7, 930 * James
and the Giant feadMThe Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrew afatog) 7 . 930
ARAD
STAR MuMpdcMPhenoinenon 730,
10 * St Clara 730. 10 * Cable Guy 6
* Striptease 9

concerto no 17; Tchaikovsky;
Symphony no 1 "Winter Dreams;"
Poulenc Elegy for 2 pianos (Rogfe,
Coflard); Prokofiev: Sonata in C for 2
violins op 56 (Mortflcovitch, Young)
12:00 Light Classical - chamber musfc
for winds by Rossini, Brictialdi,

Lefebure, Gounod 13:00 Truls Mork,
cato - Dvorak: Cello concerto In B
minor; Tchaikovsky: Rococo Variations
14:06 Folk music from the British Isles

and Fiance, arr Benjamin Britten 15:00
From the Recording Studo - Amalia
Yitzhak (soprano), Sara EJbaz (clar-

inet), Marina Sandler (plain). Sakrt-
Saens: Sonata in E flat tor clarinet and
piano op 167; Zvi Avrti: Leda and the
Swan for soprano and clarinet
Schumann: 3 FantasiestOcke for dar-
-jnet

:
end piano; Theodore Hokfceim:

Little Suite for clarinet and piano 16:00
My Concert with Prof. David Brensky
18:00 New CDs - Monteverdt Vespers;
Mozart Sonata in C for piano K279;
Rameau: Concert no 3 from Concert
Pieces for harpsichord. Thetis cantata;
Mozart Sonata in F lor piano K280;
Britten:AShepherd’s Carol. Jubilate, Te
Deum 20:05 Polish National Radio
Orchestra - Tchaikovsky: Marche
slave; Bruch: Violin concerto In G
minor; Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheher-
azade. Pianist hro Pogorefich - Chopin:
5 Preludes. 3 Mazurkas and Scherzo
op 39 22K)0A Musical Journey

Ctara«Escape Rom I_A-*Tbe Nutty
ProfessorteTwistar 430. 7. 930 *
Independence DaytiA Time to KB 430,
7:15, 10 A Spy Hard 430. 7

1930

G.G. GIL « 8847202 A Time to
KBMNndspendence Day 430, 7:15. 10 *
Spy Hardest Clara 5. 730, 10 *
phenomenon 10 * Cable Guy ft 730
G.G. OR) 1-3® 711223 Twtetef#Nutty
ProfessWEscapeRrom LA. 5. 730, 10
AaiKELON^
GLG. GIL o 729977 7Wfster«&cape
Rom l_A.«St CtaraWMutty Professor
430. 7:15, 10 A Ttme to IOK 430, 7:1ft
10 * Babysitters 1 am, 1:30 RAV
CHEN v 711223 Spy KanttftSpy
HartMUtipScity 5. 730. 9A5 * Moll
Flanders 5, 7:1ft 9:45 * Independence
Day 7, 9)45 James and the Glam
Peach weekdays 5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN Spy Hard 5. 730. 9:45 *
Moll Flanders 5. 7:15, 9:45 *
independence Pay 4. 7. 9*5 * Twister 5,

730, 9:45 * MuttipCcttyteTbe Nutty
Professor5, 730. 9:45 * Dogs Are Color
Bind 5b 7530, 9*5 * ttTakesTwo«James
and ihe Giant PeecMmie Hunchback of

Notre DamefHebrewriabg) 5. 730, 10 *
A Tima to KH 7:15, 10 * Sl Clara week-
davs 5
BEERSHEBA
RAV-NEGEV 1-4 «•235278 MoO Flanders

ft 7:15, 9^5 * Independence Day 4. 7,
9:45 * Phenomenon 9:46 * Dogs Are
Color BBnd5.730,9:45 * Jamesand teh
Giant PeachSSwari PrincessfHsbrawdb-
toa) •The Hunchback of Notre Dame

* Spy Hart ft 730

HECHALHATARBUT Striptease 8

EILAT TVvfster 730. 10 Muftipfeity
730. 10 * Babe * Moll Randers 730,
10
HADERA
LEV Ttoteter 730. 10 * James and the
Giant Peach 5 * SL Clara 5 7:45, 10 *
Moll Flanders 7:15. 930 * Swan
Princess 5 * The Nutty Professor 5,

10

TH.AW MUSEUM Fart 10 * Nelly

andMtAmautf 5,8

CINEMA CAF£ AMAM1 * 8325756
Cokf Comfort Form 7:15, 9:15 *
Ihdnroptttoq 9:15 * Antonia’S Une
7t15C6aB®m«QUE BrokenAnew7
* Swedish Documentaries 930
GLOBECITY The Nutty
ProtessortoEscape From
LJL»lWster«SL Cfara 4s45, 7:1ft 9-^5

* A Time to KB 430. 7:1ft 10 *
BabefHebrew efefeg! 7:1ft 930 * .La
Affinlta Betfive 7:15. 930 ©RUT-
8381666 Phenomenon 7, 9:15 RAV-
GAT 1-2 ® 867431 1 Independence Day
4. 6:45. 930 * MuttpHeSy 430, 7, 930
RAV-MOR 1-7 fr 6416898 Dogs Are
Color BBnd 4^5. 7. 930 * Mdtofleto
4:45,7,930 * Phenomenon 43ft 7. 930
* IndependenceDay 4, 6*5. 930 * MoB

DANIEL HOTEL The Eighth Day 730.
10 STAR* 589068 Twister 730, 10 :*
The Nutty Professor 7:4ft 10 * ATanato
KB 7:15, 10 * ITIbkeslWo ft 730. 10 *
A Time to KB 430. 7:1 5, 10 * Jamasand
the Giant Poach * Independence Day
430, 7:15. 10
(orYatbialk
G.G. GlL The Nutty PnofaaaofEscape
From LJLteSLCtaraVTMster 4:45, 7. 930
* The Itaidiback of NotreOameiHsbrew
dettog) 4:45 * Independence Pay 7. 930
* A Ttaie to KaBIhikitpoUttiy 7. 930 *
Babe (Hsbrew dtaiog) BSwan Pikmess
4:45 * It Takes TWo 4:45 KIRYAT
SHEMONA
G.G. GIL v 6905080 Escape From
LA-WSt CtoraBTWbter 430, 7. 930
LOP
STAR Independence Day 7:15, 1o *r

Cable Guy 5 * Dogs Are Color Blind
730.10 * Babysitter Tra.5 * Spy Hart
5. 730.

1

0
UPP^R NAZARETH G.G GIL Sl

G.G. GIL 1-4 w 404729 Escape From
LA.BTWteterBThe Nutty Professor 5.
730.10 * A Time to KB 430, 7:15, 10 *
Babe(Hebrew daJog)
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 628452 Escape From
LA.•The Nutty ProfessorfltSL
Qara*Twister5. 7:3ft 10 * ATbnetoKU
430, 7:15, 10 RAV Cf^l MoB Ftandors
Fri. 10. 12:15 am, SaL 7:15, 9:45; week-
days 5. 7:15, 9:45 * Dews Are Color
Btmd#Spy Hart 5, 7:30. 9:45 *
Independence Day 4. 7. 9:45 * James
and the Giant PeachBTlM Hunchback of
Notre Dame (Hebrew datog) 7:15, 930 *
Twister 7:15, 930 OR
Y54UD
A GLG. GIL 1-4 TwfcteritCscape From
LA.*The Nutty Professor 5. 73ft 10 * A
Time to KB 430, 7:15. 10 PETAH
TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL Escape Bom LA.«The
Nutty ProfessorBTwister 5. 730. 10 G.G
RAM 1-3 w 9340818 A Time to
KBtNndependenee Daw 4-.M. 7:15, 10 *
SL Clara S, 730, 10 RffANANA
CW-MOFET 830 PARK Twister 5, 730.
10 «r Dogs Are Color Blind 730. 10 *
Cable Guy 5. 730 * Multiplicity ft 730,
10 * Independence Day 430, 7:15, 10 *
Swan Princess 5 * Spy Hart 10
James and die Giant Peach 5, 7:15, 9:45
* Spy Hard 5, 730,9:45 * Phenomenon
730,9*5 * TWIsfer 5. 730, 9:45 * The
Nutty Professor 5 * Swan
PrincessteJames and the Giant Peach ft
730, 9:45 * independence Day 4, 7. 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Cold Comfort Farm 730, 930
* The Hunchback ot Notre Dame(Hebrew,
daiog) Tua 5 1

REHOVOT
CHEN tt 9362868 A Time to Kffl 7. 9:45 it

The Nutty Professor 7:15, 9:45 * SL
Ctea 73ft 9-45 * Netty et NL Amaud
730, 10 RAV MOR 08-9493595
Independence Day 4, 7, 9*5 * Dogs Are
Color BftndBBsc^re From LA. ft730,
9:45 * Mott Flanders 5. 7:1ft 9*5 * Spy
HartfelWister 5, 7:15. 9:45 tK
Hunchback of Notre DamefHebrew datog)
•James and the Giant PeecMSwan

rbton'u^n"^ 730, ,0

GJL1-3 The Nutfy ProtessorlWhaei ft

l3P±l(L£,AJlme to «0. 7:15, 10
HAZAHAV Escape From LA.«Spy
HettMTIMstBrBTha Nutty Professor 5.
730, 10 * A Ttone to Kffl 430, 7.-15. 10 *
Janies and the Giant Peach 5, 7:1ft 9:45
* Spy Hart ft 7:30. 9>15 *
Independence Day 4, 7, 9:45 *
Mult^Bcity 73ft 9:45 * James and the
Giant Pleach 5STAR* 9619985 Dogs Are
Color BBnd 7:45. 10 * TYvo Bits 10 *
Cable Guy 730 * Independence Day
7^. 945 * MuffipBcfty 730. 10

RAVCHB4 Moll Fteidets ft 7:15,9^5 *
Dogs Are Cotofr BBnd 5. 73ft 9:45 *
Phenomenon 9^5 * independence Day
7. 945 + James and ttie Giant Peach 5
* SpyHard 5, 730 * The Hunchback of
Notre Dame(Hebraw cSatqg} •Swan
Prim»ss(Hbbrmcbfcs)8B8SaL11 am
Phone resanrations: Tfel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878 AO
times are pm unless otherwise Indkte
eft
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NY high school

students lead rally

for Israeli MIAs
MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

MORE than 1,000 New Yorkere -

most of them high school students

- rallied near the United Nations

yesterday to call for die return of

Israeli MIAs.
Although the rally was official-

ly sponsored by a broad section of

the American Jewish community,

its success was heavily dependent

on die Orthodox. Yeshivot and day

schools in Manhattan, Brooklyn,

Long Island and New Jersey

brought hundreds of students to

the UN plaza in two dozen buses.

Police estimated that 1,200

were at the rally, which was held

on the 10th anniversary of Ron
Arad’s disappearance.

Standing across the street from
the UN on an unseasonably warm,
pleasant day, the mothers of Arad
and Zachary Baumel made pas-

sionate appeals for information

about their sons.

Another mother, the American
envoy to the UN, Madeleine
Albright, sent a statement express-

ing “the continuing determination

of [the US] government to pursue
every lead to ascertain the fate of

Ron Arad. Zachary Baumel.
Yehuda Katz and Zvi Feldman.’

7

“As a mother and a grandmoth-
er, I can only begin to understand

the anguish and heartache that the

families of these MIAs have had

to bear for these 10 years.

Albright’s statement said. "Let me
recommit to you that we will not
rest with our efforts until we know
of their fate.”

Miriam Baumel told the crowd
that her son. who has been missing
since 1982, is also an American
citizen. “Even while serving in the
Israeli army, he was called on to
register for the US draft.

7
’ and he

did not hesitate, she told the
crowd.

Yitzhak Rabin, both as defense
minister and prime minister, had
hoped that Zachary’s US citizen-

ship might be useful in finding
information about the MIAs, she
said. However, Baumel said after

the rally, the family was still wait-
ing for more action from the US.

“They give us a lot of Up ser-

vice,” she said, adding that the
family has not heard from the
White House since the family
gave first lady Hillary Clinton a
silver copy of Baumel's dog tag.

Batya Arad pleaded for the

international community to work
for her son’s release, and asked the
captives to let her son send a letter

to his family.

Yesterday was a federal holiday
in the US and there was no one
available to answer questions
about the current status of the

American inquiry into Baumel’s
fate.
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Angry workers at Kitan’s Beit She’an factory demonstrate outside the Knesset yesterday. (Brian Headier)

Knesset labor panel calls on Kitan
to keep Beit She’an plant open

<a 27
HongKonQ 25 77

jonum io *
Lisbon >4 57
London — 14 57

Aflallo charged with
conspiring to murder wife

Committee demands solutions to town’s employment problems
UAT COLLINS

RAINE MARCUS

HAIM Aflallo, a wealthy insur-

ance broker from Herzliya Pitnah,

was charged in Tel Aviv District

Court yesterday with conspiring

to murder his estranged wife.

According to the charge sheet,

Aflallo asked Natan Aharoni to

introduce him to an assassin will-

ing to murder his estranged wife,

who Aflallo believed wanted too

much money as part of the cou-

ple’s divorce settlement Aharoni

set up a meeting with a police

agent, whose name is banned
from publication, and who agreed

to, cany out the assassination for

jbpftja -tic:i vr
Aharoni is currently in custody.

He was also approached by

Reuven Bremer and Yitzhak Taub,

residents of Rishpon. who wanted

to injure or kill Aharon Ginzberg,

because the latter objected repeat-

edly to irregularities in Rishpon

and petitioned the courts on the

issue.

Aharoni introduced Bremer and

Taub to the same “assassin,” who
agreed to carry out the plan. In

both cases, die agent recorded

conversations and gave them to

police.

Breiner and Taub were also

indicted yesterday.

Hie prosecution is expected to

request the.remand of Aflallo,

Breiner and Tsnb until the end of

legal proceedings against diem.

WHILE factory workers protested outside the

building, die Knesset Lalxir and Social Affairs

Committee yesterday called on Kitan not to

close its textile factory in Beit Sbe’an. Kitan

plans to move the finishing plant’s operations

to its Dixnona plant.

At the end of the meeting, die committee
issued a statement calling cm the company to

keep the plant open: suggesting committee
chairman Maxim Levy (Gesher) meet with the

prime minister and relevant cabinet members
toBy to prevent the closure; and demanding an
interministerial committee immediately con-

vene to solve Beit She’an's problems.

Levy told the committee he feared that most
of the 200 workers who would be fired would
not find other jobs. He blamed the previous

government for not planning new factories in

development towns years ago, when the crisis

in the textile industry became apparent.

“Private factories arguably warn to be prof-

itable, but it is unacceptable that they’ll just let

people go, into unemployment, without a sec--

ondthought;”Le^ySaid. He rejected the facto-

ry owners’ suggestion that some ofthe workers
relocate to Dimona, saying families could not

be uprooted so easily and die distance is too
great to commute.
According to Alex Paran, the director of die

employment service, there are 509 job-seekers

in Beit She’an, about 5.6 percent of die work-
force.

“Two hundred more job-hunters will be
thrust out in die die market, half ofdiem above
age 45, which will raise the percentage consid-

erably and turn the town into a center ofunem-
ployment." Paran said. He noted that the

Tourism Ministry and National Antiquities

Authority also planned to reduce the numbers
of workers they employed in the town in die

coming year.

Beit She’an Local Council head Shlomo
Boa-Lulu said the unemployment problem is

then exacerbated by the fact that factories that

close stop paying municipal taxes. He said the

town would collapse without the Kitan plant.

.
Kitan ’s director-general Ezri Gonen said the

company’s main problems are the erosion of
the dollar; which affects the profitability of
exports; the cancellation of a discount on

municipal which amounts to NIS 2 mil-

lion; the transfer of orders by die Defense

Ministry to die US; die outlays required by
stricter environmental regulations; and the

drop in die availability of grants.

MK Shaul Amor (Likud) told Gonen die

government had decided to reduce the grants

but the Knesset had not approved the decision

and the company should continue to operate on
the assumption it would not pass.

The representative of the Defense Ministry,

which was a major client of the plant,

explained that a $6 million order had to be

transferred to theUS because the defense bud-

get is obliged by aid agreements to spend a cer-

tain sum in the US. There was also a decision

to start making the uniforms oat of Dacron,

which is not produced here.

The Knesset Labor faction also discussed the

Kitan closure yesterday, with party chairman
Shimon Peres calling the situation “serious.”

The fafiriftn decided to establish a feam of three

R$fi Eftd, Elie Goldschmidt and for-

mer finance minister Avraham Shohat — to

come np with possible legislative solutions to

the problems of the textile industry.
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Winning cards

In yesterday’s daily Chance
drawing, the winning numbers
were the king of spades, the ten of

hearts, the king of diamonds and

the jack of clubs.

Canadian Jewish
groups risk

charitable status

by aiding
settlements
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Bill to set up center in memory
of Rabin passes first reading
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"The Jewel of the Israeli Banking induslry.”

Salomon Brathen, 2ft

"First International is the best regarded

of the major Israeli banks.-"

Union Bank of Switzerland global research report 15,1195

Firsl International is ranked No. 1 among

the five leading banks in Israel

by TTwnsm Bant Wadi. J.I.9S
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It was not easy to achieve snch high regard

from snch prestigious international

institutions. It took years of hard work

and conducting business by a dearly

defined business philosophy that focuses

on safety. Mainly the protection of our

clients assets and shareholders investments.

l , v_>

Our state of the art practices and the

performance of our professional staffare

ckariy reflected in customer satisfaction

and in our balance sheet.Year after year.

THE Knesset unanimously passed

first reading of a bill last night

which calls for the establishment

of a center in memory of assassi-

nated prime minister Yitzhak
Rabin.

Although dozens of MKs
addressed fee plenum, only 11

were present for fee vote itself.

The bill was initiated by fee

government, but several opposi-

tion MKs attacked fee Right, say-

ing they had created the atmos-
phere of incitement in which fee

assassination could take place.

MK Ephraim Oshaya called the

UAT COLLINS

bill a “fig leaf to cover fee naked-

ness of the government”
MK Alex Lubotsky (Third

Way) said he supported fee idea

of commemorating Rabin by
declaring the anniversary of his

death a day dedicated to teaching

about democracy, but he absented

himself from the vote on estab-

lishing fee center saying there

were better ways to perpetuate

Rabin's memory. The Third Way
has proposed establishing a uni-

versity in Rabin’s name in fee

Galilee.

Lubotsky said he preferred to

absent himself from the vote
rather than stop it passing unani-

mously. but he criticized the
atmosphere in which anyone who
speaks out against an idea to com-
memorate Rabin was immediately
hounded by the Left

Tbe proposed center would
include an archives, memorial site,

and educational institute. It would
be a corporation run by a board of
27 people chosen by either fee
prime minister or a minister he
appoints.

Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation
grandfather clause extended

FTBPs International Private Banking

offers non-Israeli residents, new
immigrants and Israelis living abroad

custom tailored products and services

that meet their individual financial needs

based on confidentiality and security.

For further information,

contact our Internationa!

Private Banking Department.

Tel Aviv, 22 AHenbv St.

Tel: (972KV5100530

Fax: (9721-3-5100827
or our subsidiaries:

FIBI Bank (UK), 24 Creechurch Lane.

London EC3A 5EH, TeL (40-171-2835333,

FIBI Bank (Switzerland), 45 Bleicberweg,

Zurich 8027, Tel: (41 >-1-2016969

or ai the offices of Repnblic National Bank

ofNew York. 1

THE grandfather clause in fee

Basic Law: Freedom of
Occupation will be extended for

another two years, according to a

bill approved by fee Knesset in

first reading yesterday.

Tbe clause states that pre-exist-

ing laws which contradict the

basic law will retain their validity

until a certain date.- It was origi-

nally meant to give the govern-

ment time to rewrite such laws so
that tbey would conform to the

basic law, as having large numbers

EVELYN GORDON

of laws become invalid at one feU
swoop would create a legal vacu-

um and economic chaos.

However, the previous govern-

ment failed to make any progress,

so the grace period has been peri-

odically extended.

The current government origi-

nally wanted to extend the grace
period indefinitely, both to make
its life easier and to satisfy fee

religious parties. However, Yisrael

Ba’aliya said it would not support
an indefinite extension - largely
because tbe sale of pork is a big
issue in many Russian communi-
ties, and tbe grandfather clause
enables municipalities to ban this.
Since the party’s support is essen-

tial - any amendment to a basic law
must pass by an absolute majority of
61 votes- tbe government promised
fee bill would be changed in com-
mittee to a two-year extension.
The bill ultimately passed by a

vote of 68-2, wife one abstention.

OTTAWA (AP) - Groups that

donate money to Jewish settle-

ments in Judea/Samaria and tbe

Gaza Strip are in danger of hav-
ing their charitable status

revoked by Canada’s tax depart-

ment.
Revenue Canada is investigat-

ing some groups that send money
to the settlements, Carl Juneau,
acting director of the depart-
ment’s charities division, said
over the weekend.
Individuals can send money to

organizations in the territories

but registered charities cannot
because “providing infrastruc-
ture” for the settlements is con-
trary to tbe government’s foreign
policy, said Juneau.
“The issue here is whether an

organization should be subsi-
dized by the tax system to send
funds to promote something
that’s counter to government
policy.”

Junean confirmed that one
Toronto group had its charitable
status revoked this year and
another was refused registration
last year because It intended to
donate to settlement organiza-
tions.

“Our reaction [to the appBca-
tion] was that tbe organization
ought to abide by Canadian gov-
ernment foreign policy.”
.A “couple” of other applica-
tions are outstanding, said
Junean, but be would not give
details.

Ottawa tax lawyer Arthur
Drache said he has represented
groups that had their status
revoked and others that were
refused charitable status because
they planned to donate to organi-
zations in the settlements.
Drache, who specializes in

chanties, says the Canadian gov-
ernment considers parts of
Jerusalem’s Old City within the’
settlements. That’s because
Canada bases its policy on
Jerusalem’s pre-1967 borders.
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